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Fernando Wood at Home.
[George Alfred
On the

Wounds of Trees.

for

It often happens that, either by intention
in pruning, or by accident, trees are
wounded in various ways. A common
practice is to cover largo wounds with coal
tar: but this is objected to by some as injurious to the tree. Experiments made in
the orchards and gardens of the l’omological Institute, at Kuthiengeu, in Germany,
go to >how. however, that its use iu covering large wounds is not injurious; but
that. n,r the contrary, a callous readily
forms under the tar, on the edges of the
wound, and that the wounded part is thus
protected from decay. There is. nevertheless. another objection ; for if the tar is
applied a little too thick, the sun melts it
and it runs down on the bark of the tree,
t his can be obviated-by
mixing and stirring and thus incorporating with the tar
about three or four times its
weight ol
powdered salt, known as salt Hour—the
mixture being also known as plastic slate
ami used tor rooting purposes Jt it easily
applied with an old Knit or Hat stick, and
though ii In,,dens on the surface, it reThe
main- -.-ft and elastic underneath
Heat .it the -,m does not meit it, nor does
tie
.idest winter weather ealise it to
, .ek
neither does i! peel Otl.
1 h> -nine mixture is also useful for
.'tin
purposes in the garden.
Leaky
water potbirrels. pails, shutters, sashes,
be
ete
cait
easily repaired with it, and
much annoyance and loss ot time tie thus
avoided
It will stick to any surface provided t lie not oily ; and as it does not
liardon when kept ill a mass, it is always
ready tor use A gallon will last fora
Uiiig time
A must exec lent preparation for small

spirits turpentine.) stirring it constantly,

soon as it i- con. enough mix in four to
six ounces ot nlvoho, ot ;c', degrees strength
according to the season -until it is as
thief as molasses
It keeps well, in close
curked bottles, for a long time. Should
it become too thick by the gradual evaporation of the alcohol, it can easily he
a-

thinned by putting the bottle in warm
water and stirring in sutVn-ient alcohol to
ll is applied
uitig it to proper HuidiU
with a brush.
i tns

preparation

i-

muon

iteller

man

liquid graftingwa\ composedol rosin,
iieef tallow md -pints ot turpentine—
wnieli often granulate'. It there he any
danger that the scions will dry up by
e\aporation, they may. beneficially, be
'he

brushed over with this composition—it being first made lin'd by adding alcohol.
By this means we Miceeeded, in February
of last vear. in grafting a single eye ol
■Kglesepii aria upon a lemon tree, in a dry
sitting n.om w itliout the use of any glass

covering,
K.

J

Chandler's

Farm

in

Canter-

bury,
We confess to being a good deal surprised to find so practical a tanner in one
w h" lias been at the
business so short a
lie shows what a well trained and
time
He has
educated man ean do in farming.
a clear
precept ion of what he wants to do
and how to do it. and can give the reason
lie found the lands worn out, hut capable
I yielding more money from grass when
properly fertilized, considering their locality. than in any other way ; so he stocked
the larni heavily buy ing hay and grain
largely at first. He struck hard pan the
first time—barn yard manure. He wasted
no money on patent fertilizers or any of
the humbugs ot the day
He lias sixty
head ot cattle, seieiiteen ol the horse
kind, some titty swine. As a result his
He has drawn
manure heap is very rich
upon his lands this spring d.'iti two-horse
cart-loads—the w inter product—and spread
broadcast. He soils his cows, and spreads
the green manure upon the fields
lie
buys all the ashes he ean lind in that section and puts them upon the land.
As
result, a field that would pasture
four c,.\vs when bought, will now pasture
In a favorable season lie thinks
twenty
he could cut a hundred and fifty tons ol
hay or its equivalent. Last year he was
visited by the grasshoppers, and in some
parts of List farm they literally ate up
very green thing.
His cattle are chielly Durhatns, pure
bred and grades, tounded upon what is
known as the 1‘ilot stock, which was best
represented at the Reform School while
Mr. Ingham was there, and which, when
transferred to Connecticut, took leading
premium- there His calves, yearlings
and t wit-) eurs-ohls, are wonderful in size,
and many of them beautiful to the eye of
the lover of short-horns.
He has six remarkable milch cows, the best one being
a Jersey imported by himself at a cost of
She is very handsome, and we eon¥ti7.
less that we coveted her more than any
auiiual upon his place, notwithstanding
that there w ere some which had. perhaps,
three times as much money value, lie has
another Jersey, a two-years-old heifer
from tin* imported cow, a very tine looking cow halt Jersey and half Ayrshire,
md a remarkable Durham cow
[\. H.
farmer
.

Sheep

Monthly
Agriculture,

Tin
ol

Killing;

by

report'd the
tor

January,

Dot's,

Department

devotes

sev-

eral pages to reports ot investigations ot
the lo.-ses to sheep owners front dogs. The
direct losses reach a million of dollars annually in wool and mutton, and, indirectly,
even a larger sum, in the repression of
sheep husbandry, and the consequent waste
of a large percentage of the annual
grass
crop.
In the stock returns lor January, .700
counties, representing about one-fourth
the territory and one-tourth the sheep of
the United Slates, report 7y,sheep
killed during the past year. t)t course all
the sheep killed were not reported.
It is
evident that the real loss to sheep owners
from the ravages of dogs is not loss than
a million of dollars
annually. In some of
the States the loss is from tour to eleven
per cent, of tlte whole value of the sheep
lu Massachusetts, with an ellicient
kept
dog law, the per cent, of loss in comparatively small, and yet it is much too great.
in

1 i*

iuium,

sentiment

anu

.ww

.seems

nampsnire, j»ul>-

to lie the

strongest

safeguard against sheep killing by dogs.
dog suspected of sheep-killing, in those
States, would need the sympathy of more
A

than one Society for the protection of
Dumb Animals to save him from an abrupt
shortening ot his existence.
As we write the above, we have
just received information of a destructive raid
upon the flock of our Vermont breeders.
Alessr-. It \ Burr &• Son, ot Thettord,
who had just turned out to
pasture a line
flock of fifty-eight sheep, were visited
by
dogs a lew nights since, and had their
whole flock almost entirely destroyed.
Twenty five were killed outright, and
eleven wounded, seventeen are missing,
and only live remain uninjured. As our
correspondent says the dogs were known,
it is not too much to suppose that, before
this time, they have “passed in their
checks’’—to use an expressive term—and
ceased any further operations in that line.
Does it pay farmers to raise sheep for
dog fodder? [N. E. Farmer.
< )nions.
It it undoubtedly profitable to
raise onions. A few
only iu this vicinity
make this erop a
speciality, and it is all
the better for those lew.
A writer in one
<d our exchanges who is
extensively engaged in this branch of iarming, tell us
how to do it in a tew words, as follows:
"To raise onions the ground should be
thoroughly ploughed, made very mellow
and rolled. It should he made rich with
well rotted manure, and wood ashes make
a good additional fertilizer.
Thirty loans
of manure
per acre would not be too much
tor a good
crop. Five pounds of seed per
acre may be drilled in rows nine inches
apart with a light hand seed drill. The
ground must be kept very clean from weed
and mellow with the hoe. A hoe with a
pronged blade is made specially for this
work. The onions may be grown as close
in a row as they will stand.
They may
be grown, if plenty of manure is
given
them, with increasing profit. We would
rather sell at a fair price at a home market, than risk the chances of a distant one.”

Graphic/
Grand

or

Boulevard—the old .stage road to Albany magnificently elaborated, graded and widened—
stands at Seventy-sixth street the villa and
park of “Woodlawn.” Anybody can d*• 11**t• it
without questioning; for it is probably th*
most valuable piece of
ground m the Now

as

wounds and lbr grafting is thus prepared :
Aleit a pound ot rosin over a small lire.
When melted take it from the lire and add
tv.
minees of In
(Canada balsam) or
f St-nice turpentine, (not
two ounces

Townsend in

Broadway, Bloomingdale

World, occupied exclusively

foi res id di

poses. Ten acres in extent, overlooking ih
Hudson and the opposite heights of W* -chaw
ken, with the new Riverside Park making
strip just behind it, and the Central P k r v
rods from the front gate, it i* *,t all gmtl* mm'
■

villas the most urban. In the year l-i-, u m i,
a comparatively poor man, Fernando \V
purchased this piece of ground Imm yp. yj
(’arty, an heir of the great Dutch 8.mi*rin*l\k*
estate of 150 acres, for the sum <*t' >7/100.
which $4,000 remained on mortgage. M
\\.i
has refused $1)50,000 for it within tin*
\.
It contains 100 building lots, has two cif\ ...
of front, and a street is opened t** tin- great
main gate and stops there; th** lawn h i- f»* n
tilled and given undulations to conform to tinnew boulevard grades, and walks' and drive,
are drawn
throughout picturesquely: a gild d
.summer-house is on the trout lawn: a b.-l\<d**r<in the rear overlooks the Hudson: large willow
and maple trees shade the slopes, and a n
ster locust i- on tin* parapet of the rivqr tin*
Before the old part of th* dwelling, built ant*
rior to the R**volution, is the one free whi h
stood there when General How*chi* i "I -tan
used the old frame residence tor an **!ii •* whif*
Howe himself was «1uartere*l in th* \ and*
hovel mansion, afterward Burnham's, n* .t
above and still standing erect but \\*ath*
beaten. This was in the time of Wa* liinct**!.
evacuation of New York.
When Fernando Wood came h* to t<* dwell h
was a young shipping merchant thirty—ix v*-ai
of age, who had already hem in < **ngiv-Leaving Washington ( ity with onlv a f*-w hundred dollars In* [.lunged iiito tin* West India an
California trade, and a- early as P-5n n-tir* *i
an I
from business.
Thenceforward p«*liti
real estate absorbed his litc
Hi* ha- h**nthii
married and is the father of eleven livm_- hi
dren. in 1854 the old 1 Hitch dwelling, with
clapboard and low ceiling, wa-changed in */
pearance, though not in fa**t, bv th** add!/ m
a
yeramler -crecti and (iothie «l**rm* *r. wl/
series of addition* and projection* in 1» *i:i*
were added, giving a front *>i -event v-ii\*• i*
and tin* whole
w^i- painted a t:i-t* ful yclk-v
color, showing very effectively ai/iin-t tin* \* r I
lire of the surrounding lawn.
Th*- result ielegant, though not presuming, (.<»thi« i
with Swiss eaves and cared pendant-, pi
ing several gables to the \i.*w. A ma/mti.
brick stable stands in u lepri *si**i
of tile house ; a wall of hewn saii*l-toi,
*li iw n
by a trimmi'd hedge surround- \\
rural lane leails up to tin* front irat*
*:.d
are
with
ornamented
lara-gate-posts
Here the Prince of \V’ale- wa- -plm*k •.
N
tained in I8t>0, and Prince .l. r.nn
Bonaparte ami < lothilde in 1-*.!.
..
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selfishness.
A tall, stout,

The time is close at hand when the
farmers and gardeners are looking about
them to see what fertilizer is the best for
them to use. We take pleasure in recommending the Superphosphate of Time
manufactured by the 1! rad Icy Fertilizer
Company, at 21 Broad St., Boston. This
is the oldest and most reliable Fertilizer
in the market. The Committee on Fertilizers of the Massaehusette Charitable
Mechanic Association at their exhibition
held at Faneuil llall.Bosto. In September,
1874, reported as follows: Bradley’s Fertilizers have maintained their superiority
tor more than ten years, and the award of
a Silver Medal at the last Exhibition was
a merited testimonial to their value.
S. Dana Hayes, Ph., 1). Robert Wharton,
Will. B. Merrill, (ieo. <) Carpenter,
John Briggs, Solomon Carter, James
F. Babcock.
Farmers can hardly afford to plant without
this fertilizer. It invariably gives
crops an eaily start and a strong and vigorous growth
during the season, with
highly satisfactory results at harvesting
We believe that no farmer will regret a

judicious

use

of

Bradley’s Superphosphate

[Barnstable Patriot.
This fertilizer is sold hv T Beaman, Belfast

of Time.

Ten

Rules

i'ee

Farmers.

1. Take good papers and read them.
2. Keep an account of farm operations.
;f. Do not leave implements scattered
over the farm, exposed to snow, rain and

heat.
4.

er

Repair

tools and

time, and

no

buildings af a propsutler subsequent

not

threefold expenditure of time and money.
it. Use money judiciously, and do not
attend auction sales to purchase all kinds
ol trumpery because it is cheap.
0. See that fences are well repaired, and
cattle not grazing in the meadows, or
grain fields, qj- orchards.
7. Do not refuse to make correct experiments, in a small way, of many new

things.

8. Plant fruit trees well, care for them,
and of course get good crops.
It. Practice economy by giving stock
shelter during the winter; also good food,
taking out all that, is unsound, half rotten
or moldv.
in. Do not keep tiibes of cats and
snarling dogs around the premises, who
eat more in a month than they are worth
in a life time.

a

Mis-

well-made, ilorid young

intended by nature lor any
one whose broad shoulders
and strong arms would have made a better
and healthier man of him in the held or
the workshop; one who as farmer or machinist might have made something ol his
muscular inheritance, but who had been
thrust into a position he was wholly unfitted for by the weak ambition of a doling
mother and the vanity and sell-indulgent
indolence ol his own character.
A gentle step, a timid deprecating tap
at the study door.
“Kyes right attention !’’
In one moment, like a soldier on
drill, the reverend gentleman had wheeled
into position at tiie table, snatched up a
pen, dipped it in the ink, and held it suspended over tiie paper, as he said, in the
man,

never

sedentary life;

—

tones of a person suddenly
in some absorbing train of
thought, “You can conic in.”

halt-annoyed

in

Fertilizer.

and

[From Harper tor June.j
The Key. lioswell Holland sat alone in
his study. The room which, though small,
had been dignified with the name ot the
study, was the best and pleasantest room
in the house, and in it were drawn together
all the best that the house afforded—here
w as the prettiest paper and the best carpet, 'the only lounge, tue easiest rocking
chair, the gayest table cover, the best
lamp, and the prettiest ornaments, all
gathered here In his young wife’s unselfish devotion, and her husband's devoted

milkers of any common stock and produce a race or family, with a strict view
to milk, we have no doubt a better stock
could be produced than ever came from
the Isle of Jersey. It is not the soil, grass
or atmosphere ol either Jersey, Ayrshire
or Durham that produce naturally fine
stock for milk or beef.
But it is the genius of man handling
and combining the best specimens of the
kine family, with wise and discreet crosses that evolve the stock, that is making
the owners ami the world rich. II men
commanding liberal means would direct
their energies to producing a stock suited
to production of cheese or butter, there is
better quality for
no good reason w hy a
that purpose could not he produced. The

Best

Clergyman

sionary Mother-In-Law.

been perpetuated.
If a man with the
right turn of mind, with all the means requisite, would take some of the good

The

Converted

disturbed

the door was

nollly
pushed ajar,
young face, fair and fresh

sweet

and a
as an

blossom, and framed in braids ol
soft brown hair, peeped timidly in.
“ignite alone, dear?” she asked, glancing round the apartment; and then, satisfied that lie was so, the wife came in—a
girlish figure, though one arm clasped her
sleeping baby to her bosom ; in the other
hand she bore a small tray with snowywhite cloth. Pausing a moment on her
way to deposit the child among the cushions of the lounge, she came to her husband’s side.
“What have you got there, Lucy?” he
said, in half-reproachful tones, though his
eager eyes contradicted his assumed indi tie re nee.
“Only a little lunch for you, dear,” said
the little wife, coaxingly, and she removed
the desk and set the little tray before him.
You silly child! what is it?” Lucy
raised the cover, and revealed a small
juicy beefsteak, temptingly cooked, a
Imsouit, and a class ol foaming beer.
"Oh, 1 have not any appetite; I don’t
want it,” said the husband, making a very
faint demonstration of pushing it from
him.
“Yes, you do, dear; 1 know best. Did
not you tell me yourself that brains needl'd food, and that mental labor was more
exhausting than any other? Take a little
sip ot the beer first, dear, and maybe that
will bring an appetite.”
“You are a little goose. Lucy,” said the
Reverend Roswell, as lie took the glass
Irom her hand ; and so, just to please the
affectionate little thing, he ate and drank
all she had provided—and he did it, too,
just as it he relished every mouthful. You
would never have guessed he did not relish
it. Oh, he was such a good man ! And
l.uey sat by, delighted that her idol had
condescended to accept her meat and drink

appie

offerings,

“There now; these poor, dear, tired
brains will feel all the better,” she said,
laying her soft hand caressingly on his
low brow. “It is too bad for you to have
to sit here, hard at work, all this lovely
day ; but tell me, have you been very hard
at work this morning?”
“Well, no, not very,” said the sell-convicted idler, “ft is too warm to do much.”
“Warm here, dear?” said Mrs. Holland,
glancing round the cool, fresh, orderly
little room, and contrasting it with the
kitchen, the heated scene of her own Iflbors. “Then it must bo because you feel
weak ; do you ?”
“I thought you would come up and read
for me, Lucy; 1 have been expecting you.”
Rut 1 could not come to-day, you
know,” said the wife, deprecating]}'. “It’s

washing day!”

“Well, what if it is?

I

go.there

instead of me?

You

“()t course I could,

God works in all things; all obey
liis tiist propulsion from the night:
Wake thou and watch I—the world is gray
With morning light I
I Whittier.

this it is not necessary to procure blooded
some of the common stock are
With these and breedthe best milkers.
ing to a male animal from a dam of good
reputation for milk, very soon one cow
will supply the place of two. There are
plenty ot cows that give twenty quarts ot
milk at a milking fur a few weeks, but
soon dwindle to mere
strippers. Sometimes this is owing to the deficiency ol
the milker, other times to the want of
suitable food, and frequently to the poor
qualities of the cow. With good, gentle,
regular, rapid milkers, the season of milk
should continue almost undiminished tor
nine months,
t he reason that Ayrshires,
Jerseys and other cows arc so celebrated
lor their milk is the careful and scientific
breeding ot the original stock anil the
watchfulness with which the blood has

every material ami
scientific department, and it is folly to go
hack to the end of time, to the fields of
the Old World, to replenish the prairies of
the West. The time should come soon
when the little powers of the older kingdoms should he supplied from the wider,
richer and more productive powers of the
world,which have been reserved by Providence to he developed during the last half
of the nineteenth century.

might.”

These wait their doom, from that great law
Which makes the past time serve to-day:
And fresher life the world shall draw
From their decay.

stock, for

advancing

Can't you

Tin1 outworn rite, tlie old abuse,
Tbe pious fraud transparent grown.
The g«od held captive in the use
Of wrong alone,—

very limited idea among

ot farmers of what constitutes a
good cow They do not make the necessary efforts to learn the amount ot milk
and its producing qualities in butter and
cheese. Three-lourths ot all the cows in
the North-west are such poor milkers that
they should be sent to the butchers and
better stock supply tlu ir places. To do
mass

world is

“Yes; but about that olil Mrs. Otis!

Progress.

Cow.

You do not wash,

presume.”

"Xo, dear,

not exactly ; but Katie does.”
“Rut you are not Katie.”

“1 beg your pardon, but I am on washing and ironing days."
"What do you mean ?”
The pernicious habit, unfortunately too
“Only, of course, that when Katie is
common on both sides of the ocean, of washing, I have her daily work to do.”
“1 do not see what great amount of
cleaning bottles with lead shot, resulting,
work there can be to do in such a family
as it does frequently, in leaving some of
the shot within the bottle, to seriously as ours.”
"That is because it is not tu'your line,
contaminate the liquid afterward placed
therein,has been brought prominently into Roswell. If it was, you would soon find
notice by M. Fordos. He prefers to use out that there is work to be done in every
clippings of iron wire for ffiis purpose, well-managed family, however small; and
which are easily procurable and which where there is a baby, and only one inexclean rapidly and completely. The iron perienced servant, there is a good deal of
is attacked by the oxygen of the air, but work to be done.”
the ferruginous compound which attaches
“Work, work!” said the parson, lretto the sides of the bottle is easily removed
Itillv. “One would think, to hear you talk
in washing. Besides, a little oxidized iron of your work, that we lived in a palace
is not injurious to health.
M. Fordos and entertained company every day of our
found that the small traces ol iron left lives.”
had no apparent effect on the color of red
“I am very thanklul that we do not,”
wines. It had on white wines; but very laughed the sweet-tempered little woman.
little. But, on account id' this, he thinks
“Well, 1 can’t understand it I’m sure.
it miglTt be better to use clippings of tin Do tell me now what hare you had to do
for the latter.
this morning?”
“] will,” said Lucy, seating herselt on
A Kakyi that yvas Nk\ i.i: Sulk.
Al- the lounge by her child. “It is a line
day,
luding to a paragraph, now going tlie and Katie has a very large wash; so 1 set
rounds ol the press, in relation to the her at work early, and 1 made the beds
Master’s larm in Saratoga County, Yvhieh and put the chambers in order; and then
has been sold but twice in two hundred 1 cleared away the breakfast tilings, and
years, the Schoharie Union says: “We swept and dusted the parlor and entry;
can beat that right here within the corporand I put fresh flowers in the vases, and 1
ate limits of old Schoharie.
The larm picked and shelled the peas, and made
owned bv Mr. Martin U. Schaefer has the pudding, and cooked your steak, and
never been sold.
A. Schaefer settled on tended the baby—”
it Yvhen this valley was first settled in 1809,
"Well he is asleep.”
and secured his title direct Irom the In"Yes, he is now; but he was wide awake
dians, and since then it has been handed all the morning, and just as cunning as he
down from lather to son. The present could be. 1 only wish you had seen him
residence ot Mr. John (1. Gebbard on when 1—”
“Oh yes, I dare say ; but 1 don’t care to
“Sunny Side,” has never changed owners
but once, and 1 have no doubt but that yvc hear about it.”
could find through this
valley several
Lucy bent down over the sleeping child
other farms that have never
changed to pat and kiss him, and when she raised
owners more than once or twice.
her head there was a tear on the baby’s
dimpled cheek. Poor little thing! Had
he been weeping in his sleep ? for the
A singular coincidence occurred in Inmother’s lair face was as unruffled as beother
the
A
number of
day.
dianapolis
fore.
young colored children lined the edge of
“Are you coming to read to me, Lucy ?”
the side-Yvalk iri front of a second-rate
Lucy hesitated. “1 will if 1 can—after
at
the
ticketand
were
shouting
menagerie
dinner.’’
taker: “Go up, old bald head!” when
“Oh, 1 am going out to dine with the
inside
the
exhibition
on
the
bear
suddenly
Allens.”
out
at
the
tent broke loose and jumped
“You are?
Mr. Holland, you did
door. The little ones, mindful of the fate not tell me.” Why,
which overtook the wicked children who
“No, 1 did not think of it; and 1 do
reviled Elijah, scattered in every direction not
suppose it makes much difference to
and the bear was captured before he could
you.”
do any harm.
“1 thought it would be a good day for
you to go over to see that old deaf Mrs.
1 do not hesitate to
say that the first and Otis. 1 hear she tells everybody she does
paramount aim ol religion is not to pre- not know her minister by sight.”
pare lor another world, but to make the
“Well, she won’t acquire that knowledge
best ol this world, or more
correctly stat- to-day, any way. Mary Denny promised
to
make this world better, Yviser,
ed,
hap- to call for me at'.the Allens’ and take me
pier. It is to be good, and do the most for a drive in her pony-carriage down to
good we can now and here, and to help the lower mills at the Pond, and that is
others to be and do the same. It is to seek much
pleasanter.”
with ail our might the highest welfare of
“Of course it is; and such a lovely day,
we
live
world
the
in, and the realization too. You will have a charming ride. I
of its ideal greatness, nobleness and
am so glad!
It will do you good to leave
blessedness. [Dr. Caird.
your writing, l am sure.”

lint she is so cross
and so deaf 1 am half afraid of her; and
besides, it 1 do, it is you she wants to see,
not me.”
“Let her take the best she can get,” said
the unconscious egotist; “1 can't go.”
“Shall you be home to tea, Boswell?”
1 rather think not. Mary said she
would leave me up at the Whites' on our
way home; they are to have the choir up
there this evening; they said something
about your coming, but i told them it was
ol no use to ask you, tor 1 knew
you would
not leave the baby all the evening.”
“Of course 1 could not,” said the wife,
picking up her baby and the tray. "You
will have a beautiful day; 1 half envy you
the nice ride; but I'm sure you need it,
and it 1 were you 1 would not write
another word to-day. Just lie down on
the lounge and take a nap, and you will
be all rested and bright by dinner-time.
If anyone calls, 1 will say you are engaged
(you arc, you know, engaged tor.dinner),
and I'll call you in time to dress, and
bring you some hot water. Now take
my advice,” and nodding and smiling,
the unselfish woman drew down the
shades and left him.
And this was but a sample ol their daily
lives.
Mrs. Mriant, Lucy’s mol her was a widow
lady ol some property After the marriage of all her children sin* had broken
up house-keeping, and had been making
a
long visit to each of her two married
sons, and now. she wrote to say, it it was
agreeable to Mr and Mrs. Holland, she
would come and make them a visit of a
few weeks.
Of course Lucy, who was the
youngest
child and only daughter, was delighted.
She came, all tears and smiles and blushes,
to show the welcome letter to her husband. (>f course he was not unite so much
elated at the prospect; it was not to be
expected he should be; and most wives
would have resented his unsympathizing
coldness; but Lucy had such a pretty.
winning way, and then she had, all uneonseious]v, learned the habit oi arguing
with him through his own interests.
“Mother is so cheerful,” she said, “and
so pleasant, you will find her excellent
company ; and then she is such a splendid
housekeeper, and knows every thing, and
Katie and 1 are so inexperienced. She is
a
capital cook, too, and makes things go
as far again as lean.
And such nice things
as she can make !
1 am only afraid, after
she has been here, you will think I don’t
know anything; but 1 shall keep my eyes
open, and try to learn her way ot doing
things. 1 did not think half enough of it
while 1 lived at home. And then she has
had so much experience with children,
she is as good as a doctor; and I am such
a little goose if
anything ails the baby;
but 1 shall led as if he is right if 1 can
pop him into mother’s arms, and 1 shall !
not have to rout you up at
night to go for
the doctor every time he screws his dear
little face up into a pucker; and then she
is so fond of babies I dare say she will
tend him hall the time; and think how
much more time 1 shall have to read to
you and make parish calls 1”
In due course ol time Mrs. liriant made
her appearance. She was a delicate, pleasing, lady-like little woman, with sweet
brown eyes and a marvelously sweet
voice, that “excellent thing in woman.”
Never yet came Nemesis in gentler form
or more
alluring guise; but it was Nemesis all the same.
She was an acute and
observing woman; there was quiet but
keen penetration in those soil brown eyes,
but there was no bitterness about her.
She read her son-in-law’s character at
once, the suit brown eyes went straight
through his shallowness down to his sel-

fishness and indolence.
Ol course her
motherly instincts were all on Lucy’s side,
who, she saw. was drooping under a burden ot care beyond her strength ; but she
never thought of
making her happier by
pointing out her husband's faults to her';
on the contrary, she
always praised him
whenever she conscientiously could, treated him with marked deference, and made
him more comfortable in a dozen little
ways, while she was all the lime quieth
loosening his wife’s bonds and t :-oink
them to him.
“Mr. Holland,” she said to him one dav
in her sweet, gracious way, “will you
have the kindness to pick us some peas
for dinner to-day ?”
"Me? I pick the peas'.'" asked the astonished son-in-law.
“Oil no, no!”

hastily interposed luicv;

“I will get them; I was just going.”
“My dear child!—no! The vines arc
wet with last night’s rain ; and with
your
thin dress!
I would not have
you do ii
for the world ; and I am sure Mr. Holland
would not hear of such a thing.”

“No,

no ! certainly not,” said the revgentleman, “it is not lit for her, of
course;” though he remembered uneasily

erend

sive. Anil then there is so much sewing
to be done.
1 did hope we should find
time to make up your new linen before 1
left, but it is not cut out yet, and Lucy
will never get through a dozen of shirts
alone. Poor girl! the parish and the baby
make such heavy demands upon her time,
1 think she will have to put your shirts
out to be made.”
And with a few pleasant remarks about the parish and the
weather, she smilingly withdrew
Hut the good seed had been carefully
sown.
The parson, though not overwise
in general, was sharp and shrewd where
money was in question, and knew the full
value of dollars and cents. He took the
matter into consideration, and nicely balanced the pros and eons. He knew that
Mrs. Hriant, in her quiet, lady-like way,
had been very ellieient in his family; she
.superintended the cooking, and under her
direction were prepared the savory meats
that his soul loved, lie knew, too, that
since her advent among them his weekly
expenses had been lessened, not increased.
He knew that the liberal board which she
had insisted on paying ever since she had
been with them amounted to hall as much
as his salary, while her
generous gifts supplied many needs of the little household.
He knew that she relieved his wife ot
much care and labor, and that her experience during the
baby’s troubles in the
ivory business, upon which he had just
entered, had already saved him the fatigue
and expense of many a visit to the doctor;
and all these loving services were freely
given. On the other hand, if s/n left, all
this must stop.
An additional servant
would cost him three dollars a week, to
begin with; and how much more in waste
and discomfort? And as to putting out
washing and sewing, those were bugbears
ol unknown expense, which he could not
estimate. The parson drew his conclusion-lie was used to that business; “in
conclusion” was his favorite portion of
his sermons —so, in rnnrlnsinn, he requested Lucy to invite her mother to become a
permanent member of the family; and
Lucy, who in her unselfishness thought
dear Hozzy did iL all for her sake, could
not express ner joy anil gratitude.
And now you know in what respect the
l!e\. Boswell llollaml resembled St 1’eter.
Don’t you see? lie hail a "wife’s mother”
in tlie house !
Bashful Lovers.

There’s
fathers of

no

foolishness about

some

of the

Dubuque county who have marriagable daughters, and they know how
precipitate business

when the fruit is
for the plucking, ami hangs wasting
its sweetness when it should be plucked.
Matters were brought to a climax with a
rush, at a certain tanner’s residence in
Vermeil Township, recently. A young tiller ot the soil had lor months been
paying
most assiduous attention to one of his
to

ripe

daughters, but he was such a bashlul,
modest chap, never having been much in
tiie company of girls, except this one, that

he had never been able to raise his courage sulliciently high to pop the all important. question,
lie had gone to the house

in which his admirer lived, upon at least
twenty dillerent occasions, resolved to
know his fate, but when ushered, into the
presence ol the fair one, into u hose keep-

he had placed his heart, his courage
would invariably "go back on him.” and
he would return to his lonely room in
greater suspense than before. 1’pon the
evening in question he had determined
that come what would he would fell his
Mary he loved her. lie would once, for
all decide the matter; but as upon each
former occasion he could get the proposal
no further than his throat.
There it stuck,
and he had just determined to gulp it
down and give up the siege, when the
dooi opened and in stalked the girl’s lath
or, who advanced to w here they were sitting and thus addressed them
1 a me to put a stop to this ere foolishness.
It, ain’t the courting expense that
I'm looking at, for coal oil's cheap, an’
wood can be had for the haulin’; hut I’m
sick an’ tired of this billin’ and cooin’ like
a
pair of sick doves, koepin’ me awake o’

ing

nights,

an' it’s

got to be stopped right
Man dam*, look up here. Do you

here.
love John
!i itil ?

Henry

well

enough

to marrv

"Why, father, I I—you must-”
"Stop that loolishin’,” yelled the old

man.
’‘Answer yes or no, and quick too.
It’s got to be settled now or never."
"Well, but. lather, don’t you know
f you'd only wait: and
"Answer ‘yes’ or ‘no.’ Speak.” roared
die old gent.
“Well, yes, then. There now,” and
Mary again hid her lace.
“That’s business; that’s the wav to talk.
Sow, John, look here—look up here or
I'll shake you all to pieces. Do you want
hat gal o’ mine for a wife? Speak out
ike a man, now.”
“Why, Mr.—, ain’t, this rather a-1

mean, can’t you

—

“Speak it out, or out of this house you
how many times she had done it, even in
1 won't wait a minute
headforemost,
the rain. “Hut can not Katie get them ?” jo
onger. There’s the gal’ an’ a likelier gal
“1 do not think she can,” said the gentin’t in the State, an’ you just heard her
tle voice; “she is very busy ironing
your
she wanted you. Now, John, I won't
shirts, and she does them very well, but say
itand a bit o' fooling'; once lor all, ‘yes’
she is very slow.
1 could shell the peas
ir *no’.”
if 1 had them ; but it is no matter; it
you
“Well, yes sir, I have been presumptudo not care about them, we will do with
uis enough to hope that 1-”
out.
We have only plain boiled corned
■*<)h, none of your soft talk; the thing’s
beef to-day, and 1 thought you would like
1’ou two fools would have
Kittled now.
some vegetable besides potatoes with it;
leeri six months more at that job that I’ve
but please don't go if you don’t want
1 never saw such
lone in live minutes
them.”
ooling as there is among the young penHut Mr. Holland was an epicure in a
Ain’t like it was when 1
ile now-a-days.
small way, and lie did not fancy’ a dinner
You
vas young—an’ now, good night.
at beet and potatoes.
So lie went, and
■an talk the thing over, an’ you an’ me,
from that day the picking of the peas,
to town an’
the license tolohn, ’ll
beaus, cucumbers, and tomatoes was with- i norrow. goSoon be time get.
to go to plowin’
out any talk, dropped quietly ii to his
—no time for love-makin’ then,
(ioodhands.
light, good night; hope I wasn’t too rough
Ami so with many other hfth ont-ofnit I w as determined to fix the thing up
ili>or duties which usually devolve upon
and the old man
me wav or ’totlier;
the master c.t the house, but which Lucy,
went hack in beu.
in her loving eagerness to spare her husNow that (lit; ice was broken the young
band time and trouble, had indiscreetly
laid all their plans tor the tuture,
taken upon herself; Mrs. liriant, laugh- people
and .John telt just a little bad when Mary
her
of
ingly accusing
over-ollieiousness, looked at him
slyly, and said :
quietly took them out of her hands and
“This would have been all right four
restored them to their righttul owner.
months ago, John, il you IHdn't been so
And all this was done so sweetly by the
1 know’ll all the time that you
skeery;
amiable law-giver that neither party could
wanted to ask me; but it wasn’t my place
gainsay her, and the mystified minister to say anything you know.”
actually felt she was sustaining Him in his
“No cards.” [Dubmpie Times.
rightful authority. Indeed, he was morand
ally
physically a better, happier, and
I have referred in my book to that cormore uselul man lor the
healthy out-ofdoor employments to which her sagacious oner of ours who seized an Egyptian
administration had subjected him.
He mummy that was brought into town, sumdawdled less with his pen, and wrote bet- moned a jury, held an inquest on the mumter when he did write.
my, brought in a verdict of “Death from
By the time Mrs. Briant's visit drew causes unknown,” and charged the counnear its intended close, the
gentle little ty with the usual fee, with compound intactician had her leviathan pretty well in terest from the time of Moses.
Well,
hand ; for though quiet in her advances as that coroner is still in olliee, and is still
Last
the incoming tide, she was quite as irre- enthusiastic about his profession.
sistible. Lucy, cheered by her mother’s Sunday night he was at church. The minister preached a very solemn sermon upon
presence and silent support, and set free
from the household bonds that had so op- Noah’s flood, and after it was over 1 met
pressed and intlirailed her, was herself the coroner in the aisle and said to him :
once more.
She had regained her natural
“Very impressive sermon. Mr. Wheeler,
elasticity of step and feeling, and, brought wasn’t it ?”
out by her mother’s judicious manage“Beautiful, sir! very beautiful,” replied
ment, she had taken and worthily filled Wheeler. “And yet it seems to be kinder
her proper place in the parish as the min- mournful too.”
“Indeed ! Why, it didn’t strike me in
ister’s wile, and was beloved and respectthat way. It was solemn, of course, but
ed by the congregation.
“1 have been thinking, my dear Mr. its tendency certainly should be to till the
Holland,” said Mrs. Briant, in her most heart of every truly good man with cheermellifluent tones, one day when the soup fulness and hope.”
“Oh, 1 know all that,” said Wheeler,
she had presided over had given him great
satisfaction, “that after I leave you, Lucy “but didn’t he say there were several million people drowned in that flood ?
had better have a second girl.”
“1 believe he did.”
Mr. Holland looked up in blank
surprise,
and calmly and sweetly the lady went on :
“Well, then, I say that when 1 think of
“Katie, though a good girl as far as she all that mortality, and remember that 1
She is honest, wasn’t a coroner then, and ain’t likely to
goes, is very inefficient.
but she is a miserable cook, and very be when there’s another such a freshet, it
makes me sick.
There ain’t anything
wasteful. But all such young
girls are;
they waste half enough to keep a family. cheerful about such reflections. 1 feel’s if
I
hadn’t been treated right; as if I’d been
And the washes are
very heavy; gentlemen and babies,” she
said, with a rippling robbed.” [Max Adeler.
laugh, “make a great deal of wasliing,
A
to compliment a
you know, and Katie is very slow; and if youngFrenchman, intending
lady, by calling her a gentle lamb, said,
you have to put it out, that is very expen- "She is one mutton as is small!"

Sleep.

A

I From Huekland in Land and
Water.)
\\V read of Bismarck that “his old foe, insomnia, still tenaciously clings to him.
lie
At morning
passes whole nights waking.
dawn, slumber, if not sleep, comes at last, bill
day linds him weary and untit for work, yet
with mountains of work to get
through.** Having paid considerable attention to this important question of being able to procure sleep, 1
venture to record what I know about it.
The human frame cannot do without sleep.
1 believe the reason is that the mysterious property—for want of a better name we will call
it “vital energy”—gradually leaks out during
the day.
During sleep the machinery of the
body, especially the brain, becomes recharged
with it. The cause of not being able to sleep—
1 write now of people in good health and hard
workers with their brains—is that the brain
can not, so to speak,
“go down,” but it continue-; to act, more or less. My father, when
writing the Bridgeport Treatise, hail his own
lie was an excessively busy
way of working,
man during the day, and had only the night
hours*in which lie could write, lie generally
dined at 7 o'clock, and immediately after dinnor went to sleep for two or three hours.
He !
then got up and worked on until _* oirJ o'clock
in the morning. Just before retiring he took
some light pudding or a sandwich, with cocoa
or milk.
Thus he always slept well, as the
blood was diverted from the brain to tlie stomach.
I have no hesitation in saying that the proper thing to do is to go to sleep immediately
(or at least very soon) after the meal of tin* !
day. All animals always go to sleep, if they
arc not disturbed, after eating.
This is especially noticeable in dogs: and the great John
Hunter showed by an experiment that digestion went on during sleep more than when tin*
animal was awake and going about.
Phis i>
his experiment: lb* took two dogs and gave
them both the same quantity of food. Oneo!
them was then allowed to go t<» sleep, and the
other was taken out hunting. At the end of
three or four hours In* killed both these dogs. J
The food of the stomach of the dog v hieli had
been asleep was quite digested: in that of the
one which bad been hunting the food w.:s not
digested at all.
This fact, 1 think, shows tin* advisability of
going to sleep immediately after eating. This
ignored fact always occurs to my memory when
1 see old gentlemen noddimr over their wine.
Nature says to them, "Ho to bed." They wilf
not go to bed, but still nature will not allow
her law to be broken, so she sends them to
sleep sitting in the chairs. People, therefore,
who feel sleepy after dinner ought to dine late,
and go straight to bed when a -leepv feeling

■

comes over

thorn.

Most good loiks, however. do the worst possible tiling imaginable; t!it*y retire altogether
into the drawing-room, and then, to make matters worse, they drink tea and roll s*.
Now I
regard tea and codec, when taken ; t night, to
be poison to oortain constitutions. It i< \ t*rv
well in tin* morning, hut it is von had at night.
The reason why tea and notice should not h<*
taken at night is that out'.contains an alkaloid
called theine. and the other contain.' an alkaloid
called catfein. Those two alkaloids taken into
the.system stimulate the brain and do lot allow
it to go to rest. 1 speak of this matter from
experience. If 1 take, thoughtlessly, a cup of
tea or eotl'ee after .*> o’clock in the evening, going to bed about 11. T cannot go to sleep: and
if the brain does fall asleep, the alkaloid will
wake it up in about an liouror two. Sleep|.-*>liess, therefore, is usually caused b\ tea and
eollce, though, strange to say, that tea and
eotlee actually send some people into sound
slumber.
I well recollect the late Dr. Wilberforee, then
Bishop of Oxford, telling my father, then most
actively engaged as Dean of Westminister, of
his patent way of going to sleep. It is betbr
than the old-fashioned prescription id' watch,
ing sheep jumping through a hedge one after
another, ships sailing out to sea. etc.
The
Bishop's prescription was to repeat ver\ slowIn doing this they
ly the vowels A I. I O.
were to be faintly pronounced with e:u*li inIt will In* tout id
spiration and expiration.
easy to do this without moving the lips, but
the vowel 1' must not be pronounced, for to do
this the muscular action of the lips neecssarih
takes place, and sleep conn's not. 1 advise m\
readers to try this plan.
1 once beard a midshipman who complained
that In* could not sleep at night because there
wen* no waves dashing against the sides of tin*
ship. To this noise In* bad so mans month*
been accustomed that In could not -loop without tin* familiar sound,
lb* asked bis mother
to dash pails of water against hi* bedroom door
1 was once told. wln*n
till he went to sleep.
on
:• salmon inspection, that a certain miller
could sleep so long as tin- continued whirr of
the mill-wheel was going on, but direetlx after
tin- noise stopped be awoke.
The deepest sleep i- always just before dawn.
It is, I believe, probable that *onn change
takes place :i, this time in tin* atmospheric
condition, as tin* hour just before dawn is -<
leeted by savages to make their attack, and it
is at this time also, l believe, that a great proWhen staving
portion of children an* born.
at a country bouse, unfortunately, the visitor
not accustomed to country sounds, get-, often
woke up. The abominable cocks begin their
horrible crowing, called, in
Herefordshire,
1 recollect, on one occasion,
“cock-shout."’
after the wretched cocks had gone from tin*
fowl-lnmsc to feed, 1 fell asleep, and then came
a most awful cry of agony; in fact, tin* farmer
killed a pig under my window—enough to wake
any body. This pig was most vociferous, but
as lie was immolated in honor of mv arrival I
could not say much.
My monkeys always get sleepy when tin* ga
is lighted in n»\ study, where I and m\ monkeys always -it. This room was oma called
by the servants the “master's room;’ but I
found out lately, by accident, that the) now
call it the “monkey’s room.” This is Darw in
going backward!
Dogs, likewise, will sleep at night if tlie\ can :
eats, I observe, are sleepy in tin* morning, the
reason being that the wretches have been out
all night, and of course feel very seed) in tinmorning, and doubtless their beads ache sometimes, and it serves them right if they do, considering tin* row they make, lighting and caterwauling. I have strong reason to think that
my own black eat is President of a free-andeasy club, for they hold their meetings among
the ruins of the Coliseum at the back of m\
house. This fs a regular “cattery.” All tin* I
stray cats in the Regent's Park and the neighborhood come here to arrange family matters:
sometimes they come into a back cellar when
1 keep skeletons, casts, etc., and kindly supply
me with a lot of kittens, which I convert into
skeletons, casts, etc. 1 confess 1 do not. know
!:o\v to get rid of caterwauling cats.
Will any
mie tell us?
L now venture to suggest a new but simple
remedy for want of sleep. Opiates in any form. !
•veil liquor
sob//., and eliloronve, w ill !
eave traces of their intlueiicc the next
morn- j
I
therefore
ng.
prescribe tor myself—and I
so
done
for
lave
others—onions
i
frequently
amply common onions raw but Spanish onions !
dewed will do. Kvery body knows the taste of
minus; this is due to a peculiar essential oil
•ontained in this most valuable and healthy
This oil has, I am sure, highly soporific
•oot.
In my own case they never fail. If I
lowers.
tm much pressed with work, and feel I shall
lot sleep. I eat two or three small onions, and
lie effect is magical. Onions are also excellent
hings to eat when much exposed to intense
•old. Mr. Parnaby,1Troutdale Fishery,Keswick,
nforms me that, when collecting salmon and
rout eggs in the winter, lie finds that common
raw onions Pliable bun ami Ins men In bear I be
ice ami cold of the somi-frozcn water much better Until spirits, beer, Ac. The arctic expedition, just now about to start, should, therefore,
take a good stock of onions, finally, if a person can not sleep, it is because the blood is in
the brain, not in liis stomach, the
therefore, is obvious; call the blood down from
the brain to the stomach. This is to be done by
eating a biscuit, a hard-boiled egg, a bit of bread
and cheese, or some thing, follow this up
with a glass of wine or milk, or even water,
and you will fall asleep, and will, i trust, bless
the name of the writer.

remedy,'
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correspondent

Mrs. Towle, about 10 years old, rowed to
Bath, Saturday morning, from Westport, in a
skiff, a distance of nine miles, did her shopping
and rowed back, arriving home in season to her
dinner.

Scamp.

of the New York Her-

ald, writing from Hunterdon, New Jersey,
gives an account of the doingsof a designscamp in that
lows—

ing

neighborhood,

as

fol-

Some time m the year lSTd the pulpit of the
Bethlehem Baptist church being vacant a call
was made on the Rev. John W. Porter, who
hailed from Maine, and, although possessing
satisfactory credentials as a Baptist preacher,
seemed to be “lving around loose.’* He accepted the call and was duly installed in the
pulpit.
Mr. Porter's personal appearance was not in
his lavor, lie being of coarse features, tall and
bony in physique and afflicted with a stoop in
his carriage, amounting almost to
deformity.,
He was about forty years of age and unmarrried
when he accepted the charge.
Opposed to his
uncouth personal appearance, however, his
manner was pleasing and
winning, and he
seemed to be gifted witli a spiritual unction
that clothed his physical failing with a peculiar
charm. Possessing no little talent as a preacher,
he soon took captive the congregation in his
charge, and they considered themselves particularly fortunate in the selection of a pastor.
not required to tax themselves
They wen*
heavily to sustain him, as he was content with
a salary ot #f)(X‘ a
year and the charge ot a select school, which yielded him as much more.
the
near
Living
village where he and his ancestor'- have lived generation after generation
is a wealthy and respected farmer named Peter
\V. .squires.
He has raised a family of live children, only one of whom is left at home with
him and his wife, all the rest being themselves
lathers and mothers in homes of their own.
The one remaining is a girl of not more than
fourteen, named Sdinda. >he was a member
of the ltcv. Mr. Porter*?, school, and a remarkably intelligent and promising pupil. Mr. Porter hoarded at tie* Squires* homestead, and,
although his partiality to sdinda among all his
pupils* was noticeable, it was not thought
strange under the eimimstanees.
Y strong
attachment cxi>ted between the girl and her
tutor-pastor, and her parents also made a great
favorite of him.
on the Ixthof \p!i! last the petted minister
asked leave of absence for a lew dav>, stating
that he was going to Boston to marrv a
voting
lady to whom lie had long been engaged. Tim
leave was cordially given, and his parishioners
besides made him up a handsome purse in
honor of t lie occasion.
When Porter took charge of the Bethlehem
church but little was known of his past history,
lb* was very free in speaking of it, however, mid
it was learned from him that he was a native ot
\ irgmiu, mixing necn norn m tin* nutive
place
of (ieneral Kohert K. Lee, to whom, ho said,
his parents won* near neighbors.
lie had been
a captain in tin
<'onfederate army and fought
in many of 1 !*<*
loading battles, among them
and
the
terrible contests in the Wil(iottyslmrg
derne-^.
Mter tin* war was over he came
North, and, having an inclination for thooligfeal pursuits, cut.‘red the t 'liestiT 'rheological
institute rn-ar IMiiladelphia, when he graduated, and in lstiT was ordained a preaelier of
the tiospcl in <'liuton, this state. In l*7U lie
aeeopted a call to preach on one ot the small
islands near the coast of Maine, tit a place called
Norton, lie was there nearlv two years, hut
the society being unable to pay his salary, lie
resigned. It was in that place he met .Miss
Marv Seaton, a member of an old and wealthy
Virginia family, made destitute by the war.
She was teaching school there, and a mutual
attachment sprang up between them, which
culminate t in a betrothal. Soon thereafter lie
left the island, promising t<> return and fulfil
his vows as soon as fortune favored him in
worldly matters. His relations at IJethlebem
resulting <o hem tieially, he left as stated to
mam his betrothed at P»<>>ton,-he coming to
that city to meet him.
in due time Mr. Holder returned to bethlehem with ids wife,
very attractive and evi
dently aeeomplislied lady, about thirty years of
The
church
age.
people were delighted to vvelcome hack the pastor amHionor his wife, and
had fitted up three rooms during his absence
tdr their occupancy.
Ihe rooms were in a
house occupied by the family of Alexand
bird, IN,,., the husband of one of laitner
Sipiires' daughter--. Everything was progressing to the entire satisfaction of everybody,
when la-1 week a thunderbolt fell on the haj py
eoinniunit \.
The terrible discovery was made
h\ old M rs. Stjuirev that her daughter Belinda,
the favorite pupil of the Ib v. Mr. Porter, was
about t*» become a mother, which discovery had
new horror attached t<> it by the child confessing that her seducer was none other than her
rev ere lid teacher.
It

Were

f'dly

j(>

attempt

a

description

of the

sensation that followed this totally unswspeete I
and incredible avowal. Suffice it r<» -ay that
when the accused preacher was confronted
with the crime by the heart-broken mother ot
tic girl that lie acknowledged his guilt, lie
said that when In
imtimaey with the child
begun it was with no thought of wrong-doing
or even imprudent relation.
Hut their contact
in studies and pa-time- had resulted in crime,
and he freely confessed to ha vims ruined his

charge.
A lit supplement t<> the almost unparalleled
conduct ot this false teacher was the heartless
manner in which the lather of the child treated
the affair.
He considered it in the light of a
business transaction, and absolved Porter from
all responsibility in tin* matter in consideration
of the latter delivering up to him his horse,
harness, and buggy, remarking that the harm
was done, and the only thing that am
man
could do was j«i make all the reparation that
in
his power. How the guilt of bn* newlay
made husband affected the young wifi i- not
known. She
no <*m
after the sickening
disclosure was made, and left, heavily veiled,
with her husband the -ante night, taking the
ears i>u the ( entra! Railroad at
tiii- place for

Philadelphia.
<'barges of gross immorality were at once instituted against Porter by members of the

Church, and were h ard before an erele.-ia—
tieal council -.dad to e(»nsidei them. After
hearing the testimony, the council adopted resolution.' reipicsting that the late pa-tor lie deposed from ministering in the rhurehvmd e\eliul. d from all fellowship therein.

An interesting law suit ha just boon
concluded in the New York courtThe
suit was brought by a young man named
Kdward Doyle against the New York
live and liar Infirmary, and Dr. Richard
Derby, its child physician, for £!(»;),imh»
damages for the entire loss of his eyesight through alleged malpractice The
boy says that alter being treated for some
time for a common disease (granulated
lids), and getting nearly well. Dr. Derby
one day touched the lids with a brush
which had been used on the eyes of a
patient, having malignant ophthalmia, and
conveyed some of the pus to his eyes.
Thu hoy went home, and in a lew days
had completely lost his sight. The main
point was, had Dr. Derby knowingly, after
using a brush on a person having a vile
contagious disease ot the eyes, used it
again upon a person under his treatment,
without proper precaution against
omiiiimieatiiig the infection ? l lie plai ltitl*
claimed that there were but lour brushes
in the Infirmary for filly pairs of eyes
The doetoi
and the defence denied it.
succeeded m convincing a lay |iiry tliat
the ease was incurable anil his treatment
lint there will probably be more
correct,
brushes'anil cleaner ones in that establishment hereafter."
A cannon-ball
ANi:w Jmtsia Rta.ii
preserved in the otlice of the Kevenue
Marine in the Treasury Department, in
Washington which deserves to become
if cold iron can be said to dehistoric
serve any thing It weighs twenty pounds,
if our recollection is correct, and is a
plain, rough shot, with an iron ring atIn a storm which occurred
tached to l.
outlie coast of New Jersey, many years
ago, it wa thrown from a mortar, with a
line fastened to the ring, and, passing over,
tell beyond a ship which was stranded and
in danger of going to pieces.
The line
was tied to a cable oil the shore, and the
shipwrecked people drew this in and fastened it to the vessel. On this cable a lifeear was passed backward and forward
from tlie ship to the shore, by which
means two hundred lives were saved. The
ball was hauled in and retained. It was
subsequently sent to the head-quarters ot
the Kevenue Marine Department, where
it lias been since carefully preserved, and
where it is always regarded with much interest. by people who are informed ol its
history. It might have sunk a “seventytour” and never been heard from.
is

—

If.viTV Husbands. it is a man’s own
fault it he is unhappy with his wife, in
nine cases out of ten. It is a very exceptional woman who will not be all she can
to an attentive husband, and a most exceptional one who will not be very disagreeable it she finds herselt willfully neglected. It would be very easy to hate a
man who, having bound a woman to him,
made no effort to make her happy; hard
not to love one who was constant and tender; and when a woman loves she always
tries to please. The great men of this
world have otten been wretched in their
domestic relations, while mean and common men have been exceedingly happy.
The reason is very plain. Absorbed in
themselves, those who desired the world’s
applause were careless of the little world
at home; while those who had none ol
this egotism strove to keep the hearts that
were their own, and were
happy in their
tenderness. No woman will love a man
the better for being renowned or prominent.
Though he be first among men,
she will only bo prouder, not fonder; and
if she loses him through this renown, as is
often the case, she will not even be proud.
But give her love, appreciation, kindness,
and there is no sacrifice she would not
make for his content and comfort. The
man who loves her well is her hero and
her king.
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large tiled hall :«
stairway :uiil a -iTii's
A

the .'ciiici u
:i broad
i>t' jim't ilto ill I parts of liie mi'aliiltTin.. lineIf
is a lari'll ropy of our of tin* *>M in.i-;
Christ
with
tinresontiug
disputing
Tlir door millin' tin' stairs load'
hi o
in
room, wliiidi has tho ontiro ho yld md
of ono wing, and i- pamdod hi tintill' string-pieces and beams are
monkisli refectory or a miniatm W
Hall. Here is a portrait of tin lati 1
Kioliardson, of Aitlmrn. fatlnn "i M
til st wild; In; was a lineal dosooiitlan
W
liam lVnm, through l’min's daiiglilm. I
In tho same room is the Kngli-h ariio
Wood family, with a motto, IYi.li inn"Kiglit makos might." .Main fori o has h
lioini tho corner-stone of Fernando W..
pel. There aro two detached wings to th
or south, ono of which i- an elegant drao. i;
room with pictures, nnisii' ami .-.-nlptur'
other, a Iving-otV-room overlooking tho inn
treated in the erudo woods varnished, pale
and arched. To the right ot the hall, in :
old Revolutionary' part, i- Fernando Wood'
lilirary,otliee and safe—a small eo/v pi>o- will;
easy chairs, library shelves to tie cei
an old carved black mantle and sore, w I
tire. Here are complete sets of the V w V
Herald, the reports of the M.ivnrs .a \
t
York, Valentino's Manual.'—indeed, a on
tore of the city, and a legal, statesman's, am'
business library.
From this room open :ii
billiard-room, in the extreme north t ml o
old cottage. .Mr. Wood resith hero. o\. pi
session oft ongress, the year round. II ha
an otliee in
Nassau street, where lie it ml
daily from one o'clock to three p. m. IPWashington City residence i< one of tie- m
elaborate and costly of the new residence'
tie- Capital, lie lias great faith in \\ ushinat"
City, lovds Us climate, scenery and aih aula
and. with bis accomplished wife and dan. lit.
dispenses excellent hospitality there.
Fernando Wood is a sort id Artetelde noon
the civic dignitaries of the New World.
V
intrepid, stormy career, almost wholly Mont
lied with the greatest city of the lienii'pheri
and pursued through defeat ami sinv,
wii
millillellillg self-eolltidem o wi'hollt ool'.o.i.iit
or peels, lie has lived over tie
calamity in I
disgrace of his successors, and while tv ; id
cl's ot Tammany, who fought him for twent.
years, are in prison, exile ot ohsruritv. th
solitary dictator of Mozart Hall i- 'till m tie
enjoy men! of dignities and unusually • udow
w ith rictie^, individual and vigorous e i-o
the age of sixty-three. and cool ami pli lo'opl
in the midst of new ambition- and mi tie In eo
of the resuscitation of hi- pnliii.- d
h
>!.
1
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Nest Midors.

l lie little spot of luinl rising in tie
mth
Setts called Ysnliol Isle i- di\ i led aun ug
several savage tribes that are continual
at war with each other.
A terrible ina
,1
sacre occurring in a portion .if the inamed Mahaga, the snlVei'crs adnpti i.
a means of detenee
against future -ni p! I ->•of a similarly unpleasant nature, tin- on
tom of sleeping in houses built in h
trees, though living by day in the "id,
rv open bamboo huts.
When the Met
Coleridge Patterson, Hisliop of the .Mela!,
esiati Islands, visited Mahaga. lie w as \ n 1
curious to inspect these human 111-! i
the summits of the loftiest palms
They
were situated in a swamp, that f. 1 gr u
it safety was surrounded by a strong w all
The lower bough ot the trees -elei ted !"i
habitation had been lopped oil, lean
only the highest as a platform I'm tii
houses. A plumb-line let down li'mii the
veranda of one of these hou-es to tie
gfound showed the distauee t" be o; i.
The ladders leading up to the hen
were planted, upon the top id the to!
They consisted ot a bamboo pole in lb
centre, to which cross-pieces about ; to.
long were lashed by titles. To tea.I;,
Ini', tt
these, and also to hold mi In
double sets of pliant t itle -tems stretched
along the whole length One huldet tt a
found to measure lioie, '. Another t
feet had forty-two rounds or ito«- pice,
at unei|ual distances apart,
fp and d nvu
these dizzy ladders the ti'.uite men. v
men, and children ran like monkeys.
or using their hands, lint trusting in;ir. It
to the sure planting of their tee!
At hi
the Hisliop dared not attempt an .-c ut.
and while he stood wondering at the !•• u
lessness of the climbers, lie saw a woman
go tip tvith a heavy burden on Imr back a
if it was the easiest thing in the world,
and not once staying herself with h a
hands. A sailor in the company ot the
Bishop tvho was perfectly at home in tin
shrouds of a ship, ascended one ol the lad
ders, and when he come down eonfessi d
"1 was so afraid my legs shook
(Inin;'
aloft is nothing to it.” At another tin.,
the Hisliop himself managed to reach mu
of the arboreal huts.
He found it in an
expressibly liltliy condition. Thelf'm
s made of matted
w
bamboo, and iiie.ts
ured 2:5 feet by 11 feet, and the mo! and
sides were of palm-leal thatch. The root
was low, and there were no apertures tm
air and light. Everything was grimy with
soot and dirt, while the noise ot squalling
babies, the singing and scolding of w.
men and the chatter ot all the natives t,
gether, made the place a very pamlemmi
itim. A brief stay in the wonderful nest
convinced the Hisliop that it was much
more comfortable to sleep in a hut on the
ground, where during tlm night the sing
ing and squalling ot the women and ha
hies above him sounded as if they were m
the clouds.
■

The Canada Porcupine is apparently 1;
inoffensive little creature, but in reality
carries with it deadly weapons in ils spine
which an unobservant person would inn
notice, so well arc they concealed by the
long, coarse hair, these spines would

appear to he but an ineffective weapon,
but 011 examination we find them to be
wonderfully adapted to their purpose. The
end is barbed like a iish hook, and ranged
along the quill are little re-curved hooks.
\\ hen once these hooked needles are driv
en into the flesh, unless withdrawn at once
they work in deeper and deeper until they
pierce a vital part. Frequently wolves
and other animals have been found dead,
and on examination these spines were
found to bo the cause ot death, the porcii
There is no need for the Almighty to pine having apparently made a -m i'i—i 111
bare his arm and hurl us into the lake of defence.
(ire. lie has only to leave us alone with
our sins, to draw the curtain between us
A citizen who met an old acquaintance
and the world, and our punishment must on the street recently asked why he wore
come with unerring certainty.
[Frances a weed on his hat. “For my poor wife
Power < 'obbe.
who has passed over the river, was the
melancholy reply. “'V ell, can’t she come
The owner of a pair of bright eyes says back—aren’t the ferry-boats running?”
that the prettiest compliment she ever re- was tho surprised qmry. The man had
ceived came from a child of four years. to explain that he did not refer to the East
The little fellow, alter looking at her in- River.
tently tor a moment, inquired, naively,
“Are your eyes new ones ?
—Bangor complains of river pirates.

An

Awful

The Third Term.

Catastrophe.

i\ «>ne hundred persons were burned
death. 1 he tacts ot this terrible aiVair
arc as follows—

tin least of Corpus Clil isti. and
In prie-i yvas celebrat
ing y esper-. There had
!•••< n sp«*i-ial -ci y icc- held in the Church
during
ill*1 month, which i- a -ucccs-iou of holy
days
'a the »’ailn*lic
(’hurdi, consecrate*! to tin*
l>ic—— e* I Virgin and knoyvn as the "Month of
Mary •"
The audience in the church yvas large.
T!u*tv yvciv -cyan or eight hundred people at
liis -.acred -ervicc. a very large proportion being women, with hut f**yv children ami not
Tim main floor yvas not more
many m n
thi'oncvd than the yvidc galleries, yvhich ran
a-r *-.- the front and along the sides.
The
y* -p* r service yva>
nearly through, ami it yvas
as the priest Fattier Ihifresne. turned to the
altar to consecrate the host that the tragedy
began, lightly—a- such tragedies do, and at the
moment no one yvho looked on thought of danger.
The censer of incense kept burning in the
-brine of the Virgin, at the side of the chancel,
by* s un.* unkindly current of air flamed
up and
aught tin* lace or muslin draping* around the
.iivh endowing the sacred
etiigy. A young woman. greatly beloved in the
parish. Ellen or
l-' Ua Blair, rose in her
pew close beside the
"brim*, and yvitb her fan beat at the flames, in
a vain endeavor to
extinguish them. Ii is the
la-t picture 1* ft of Lena, bright ami fresh in
ter hopeful youth; more about her fate lio
»m
know- a- yet. The flimsy draperies were
choice food lbr the lire, yvhich rapidly reached
upward to tin* lop of tin* shrine, caught eagerly
at tin* light
pim- ceiling, ami in a'mere moment
w rapped tin* roof above in
fringing flame jets
oid gnawed
hungrily along the light galleries.
I lien all yvas panic. The assault yvas in-tantmcous; ii gave no time to deliberate, no time
appreciate lie* tearful scene. The survivors
"i ihe li-a-tci hardly know yy hat
happened. It
"■
i-all too -yy ill for thought. The flame ran
tIi*
tinder yoof a- *ptick as a man could
dmig
iiHardly one yvas there who did not obey
B*c Mind instinct of self-preservation.
In the
Hcry pii the wc-tern side many l«*apcd from
He yvin loyv- upon lb** scaffolding of the m*yy
•i
k « lmr*-li building. beside tin? old one, and
m-c-t ot tbe people on the floor cho-t windows
Hit* in-i«lc front d<»or- to e-capc.
All tIn»-«* in the western gall«*ry *li*l escape,
the -tainvay leading th**n.■«■ to tin* vestibule
y\a- direct and ea-y.
Tin* unfortunate women
ami men in the ea-tern gallery had a far difler< at
ta k.
Tin- windows were a sheer dc-eent,
11ol only *»i their height above the floor, but of
lie embankment "ii yvhich tin* church stood,
ml then tin* y\ay th**n«*«* to tin* vestibule. in'b*ad **1
-traight -tairway, yva- around a
-harp, double aiigl**. And her**, in their hot
ha-tc. tic unfortunate creature- tripped ami
tell, om* upon another, until the hall beneath
i- choked yy ith a
dc-pcratc, struggling. \y rithwas

11iilia--

.Mi-antinic

humanity.

had |»a--.*d toyvard the rear
pric-t’s house in the rear
but that.
speedily invaded by tin*
flame*, li look but two minutes. The engines
*v« r*•
on hand then, and no lime was
lo-t in
'.■•tiing 'tr«am-of yvatcr on tin flames, which
th- n cm otnpa-sed all the sanctuary ami burst
limn tin* front yvimloyvs ami door-.
Then the
work of extricating from tin* burning building
Me* d.-ad ami 'lying began,
'flu* liremcn, yvhile
some

led l<> the
t<>". yvas

iii.il

1

~

|

•'

*1

lei 1

111

■,

rlllcivu

1!|C \ CMI-

f'lilr. and nivrrhl I»\ tin- descending torrents,
it' 11 ill*- I><*<Iii*> from tin* horrid sepulchre
>* i.»r
ih»
:i -1»* n
door and at tin* foot of tin*
-tail', which formed tin* death-trap of that
1 11.
In ap of )inmait form- was too
aa!i.-n.
Jiij:i t<> -<*i‘ tin- top "tit from tin* doorway, and
i’i* ir >1 niggle- and their efforts had ceased.
1
dl appearauee there wa-nothing to save of
lit'
>et the faithinl liremen drew forth blacken*-; and unrecognizable form-, scam* hearing
the semblance of humanity. They came across,
<

«

■

asionally, a breathing

form.
was taken on: and earn'd into a house m ar by, to revive and ask lbr
water, and appear hopefully on the road to rever\.
\ mail, too, was lifted to his feet,
and. alter a little while of dazed mieonseiou—

«"

< Me-

\oiin‘i

woman

on id
walk homeward.
Several more
aken from t he -mothered mas- \ »*t breathing. and laid upon the earth near by, who survived a IV*u seconds, nor revived to eonsciousi,'stiffened and blackened, their -park of
hie wav not -trong enough to last.
Hut most
"t tin- bodio- were lifeless, and disguised by
ntiieation or by tin tire that charred their garments and the
tlesh "lit of ail resemblance to
w hat they w ere.
1 he catastrophe wa -o sudden, so swift, so
■: u
1 s. t hat few were cool enough to observe
if- mimitke.
Tin min- of the church lie now
*
in-ap of charred limber- and arches, over a
hidden iloor -jiiite untouched by tin*, The
1 rie-f-hoii-e adjoining it in the rear, a mere
hell, -tand to mark more emphatically the
• "t.
and in tin- basement of the Tark Street
In“h-ln*i!-e, a little ways .smith, lie row- of
h
'i.i
lilaek effigies that were w omen and men
"td\ a few hour- ago. covered with w hite cloth,
d i't "illy bring- out more
clearly the horrors of
;ie
'em
Tin* .Mill ri\er picture- were hard
t" arr\ in tin- memory, but none -<*
repulsive,
■o
h"»king t.» tin*
n-e a- these \ ie.tim- of the
burned church of the French < atholie-.
4'ha
Jioiirdr.-an fold as graphie and reliable
-tory "i th«' interior scene as \va- obtainable,
lb wat- -ifting, with hi' wife, in the fatal east
alien* when ihe llame- broke out. He stepped
ii me
‘heeallerv towTard the altar, w ith
tie- intention
l oaring down the burning dralb e..ull not «io this, md turned to go hark
p "i
m in- winHe notieed at this point that as soon
the il ,i. rea -ln-d the dry boards of Hie roof
'■'it v
/. d upon it
upon tinder, and ran the
ntiie length of the church as fast as a man
e
vould ha\ run, Hi' w ife had left her seat and
he could not iind her.
I lie west gatfory w as
men m*ariy
liar: n*»t more than fifty persons
emuiniiig in the east gallary. save at the north
iid, w here tlie tonious alloy at tlie head of tin*
’air- w
parked almost immovably full of the
Ti-rmr--! riekeii wretches, going «lown to their
•a’aiii
horrible oeath.
Mr. Iloiirdreau adiie «*d low ard the -lair-a.cl shouted to them
1
lead back and ie<t eru-li each other. No one
heard or In-edcd him. and seeing no hope of r—
ii that oil et lien, he leaped from the wina;
--

w t-re I

declare

|

i

and enjoyed.

.Now for the “third term.” 1 do not want it, any
1 would not write or utter a
more than the first.
word to change the will of tile people in expressing
The question of the number
or having their choice.
of terms allowed to any one Kxecutive can only
come fairly in the shape of a proposition to amend
the Constitution ; a shape in w hich all political parties can participate in fixing the length of time or
number of terms for w hich any one person shall be
eligible for tile office of President. Until such an
amendment i- adopted the people cannot be restricted >u Their choice by a resolution, further than they
It
up- now restricted as to age, nationality, etc.
may happen in tin* future history of the country that
to change an Kxecutive because lie has been eight
year- in office will prove unfortunate, if not disasf ue idea that any man could elect himselt
trous.
President, or even n nominate himself, is preposterous.
Jt i- a reflection upon tin* intelligence and patriotism -if tin- people to suppose such a thing possible. Any man can destroy hi- chances for tinoffice, but no oi:e can force an election or e\eii a
nominal ion.
iu
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I would not acct*jd a
cajnli(iat«* lur rviiomimition.
nomination i; it \v»*re tendered, unless it should
conn* under such circumstances as to make it an
imperative duty, a circumstance not likely to arise.
I congratulate the convention over which you presided for tin* harmony which prevailed and for the
excellent ticket put in the field, which 1 hope may
he triumphantly elected.
With great respect,
\ our obedient ervant,
S. (.KAN 1
i
I" (.on. Harry White, President ot the Pennsylvania K«-pul.di»'ait .state ( 'omentioii.

Singular Calamity.
In li.iston,

on the evening of llie tidth,
mysterious explosion occurred in tilt*
four story brick building No. oi'o Wash:t

ington

■

-<

■

>

■

—

■

the hill north of tin* church, and
way
wandered around there about twenty minutes
probably, before -In* was found and taken to
her home on the North lint, where she died
about 11 o'clock Friday morning, haring lingered fifteen hours in fearful agony. Her sister
Lillian also died Fridas forenoon at the house
"1 Providence W hittier, where she was taken
Thursday at midnight. Mrs. Iiesjardin, their
mother, who was burned in the church, had
taken all the money of the family with her, and
ot course it was entirely lost.
Of this large
and \cry poor family there are several small
< hi Id re n
and one married daughter now left.
I he late ot Amminie Menier and her lover was
,i strange event of the lire.
She was the organt lor I he evening in the absence of the
regular
'in*, and was cut oil from
escape when the
lunch was burned. H«*r lover escaped, but
linding that she was -t ill within returned to rescue her. vva- overcome bv the Humes and
perished with her. The latest revised figures of
tin* ifepuhlican concerning the losses by tin*
Holyoke disaster give tin* dead as 71: fatally
burned, 22, and tin* otherwise burned and
v\ minded as 27. making a total of 1*20 victims
by
the catastrophe, of tin* 71 dead f».”» are females
and Hi males.
her

to

Trial For Manslaughter.
At

the

of the court, Friday
morning, at Allred, Ah*. Copeland resumed his argument for the
respondent in the
ease State vs.
and closed at
Hugh
Smith,
I " a. m., having addressed the
jury nearly
lour hours,
it was conceded to be as able
and exbaustive an effort as the ease admitted. County Attorney hunt followed for
an hour and a hall,
summing up the evidence for the State in plain, forcible and
ardent language, after which the court
adjourned. At 1 :30 p. m., Judge Libby
committed the ease to the jury, in clear,
concise and appropriate instructions. The
jury, after being out about three hours,
returned a verdict of “guilty.” Respondent’s council will file exceptions to His
Honor’s rulings, on Tuesday next, and
bail was furnished for Smith in $5,000.
Alueh interest has been manifested in this
ease, pending the progress, and the verdict of manslaughter, by prisoner’s causing the death of his insane wife by neglect
is accepted as fully7 sustained by the evidence for the defence as well as of that
lor the prosecution.

opening

On the 20th inst,., the Fish Commissioner put
30,000 young salmon into the Mattawamkeag at
Kingman and 30,000 at Bancroft.

Great Fire at Portland, N. B.
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Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
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-ttir-S. M. PKTKNCili.L & Co., 0 State St., Boston,
and 5? Park Row New York, are our authorized
Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding

advertisements.

£9~»S. R. Nii.es, No. 6 freinont Street, Boston, is
agent for the publisher of this paper, and his receipts
and orders

are
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4SPGf.o. i*. kowki.l & Co., to Park Row, New
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
attention.
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4S*Hokace Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
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Administrators, Executors and Guardians
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K^Batks & Lot kk, .'14 Park Row, New York,
authorized agents for procuring advertisements
for the Journal.
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Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
dale on tlfi* colored slips attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May 74, means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
REQUESTED 1U SEE THAT T11E1R DATES ARE
CURREC f. Subscribers in arrears are requested to
forward the sums due
;

6*rln sending money, state HIE POST OFFICE
to which lie* paper is scpi. an

Democratic

State

Convention.

The Democrats of the several Cities, towns and
Plantations, of tin* State of Maine, aie requested to
meet in Convention by their delegates at Granite
Hall, in Augusta, on TUESDAY, JUNE 22d,
at 10o'clock a. in., to nominate a candidate for Gov
ernor, to elect a State Committee for the political
year commencing January 1, 1S7<», and to transact
any other business that may be deemed expedient.
Every City, Town and organized plantation will
be entitled to one delegate, and an additional delegate for every seventy-five votes cast lor the Democratic Candidate for Governor at the State election
for lJ5?2, and a fraction of forty-live votes will be
entitled to an additional delegate. The State Com
jnittee will In* in session the night previous at the
Mansion House, and on the morning of the Convention at the Aldermen’s Room, under Granite Hall,
to receive credentials of the delegates and to hear
and determine all cases that may come before them
subject to the ratification of the Convention.
Arrangements have been made with the different
railroads to convey the
at reduced fares.
Per Order of the Democratic State Committee.
E. F. Pii.i.sitntY, Chairman, Kennebec.
Darius II. Ingraham, Sec. Cumberland.
Dana Goff, Androscoggin.
<
Al A I > 1 • 1 A N, Aroostook.
L. IL l*i li.sun it v, Franklin.
A. A. Kaiitlktt, Hancock.
.1. 11. Martin, lvnox.
1*. F. Kundlktt, Lincoln.
A. 8. Ki.miiall, Oxford
IIknky Hudson, Piscataquis.
Wyatt Wki:i>, Penobscot.
s. M. Dunnkll, Sagadahoc.
W. 1>. Haydkn, Somerset.
I,. II. Mum ii, Waldo.
AV. S. Pkavy, Washington.
•Ionx liKNNKTT York.

delegates

cf Power.

The great danger to free government
in this country is the gradual and almost

steer clear of the scows, and a hole knocked in
her bottom. She was run ashore and sunk in
thirty feet of water. Her passengers were all
taken off in safety.
A staging around a
ship which is building al
yard of Skollield Bros., lour miles from
Brunswick, gave way, carrying down with
it seven men, two of
whom received injuries
which will probably prove fatal.
The others
were more or less
badly hurt.
the

A boat containing three ladies
and two gentlemen was capsized at Half
Way River Out
Saturday, and two of the ladies drowned’

Fletcher Harper, the last of the four brothers
who founded the well-known publishing
tirm
it New York, is dangerously ill.

or Boss
in the preparation for the great occasion.
drift
of The Commission which met at Philadelgeneral
the strategy, and the general aim and re- phia on the 19th is composed ol one memsult of the operations are the same. The ber and one alternate for every State and
contemplation of this tendency is appall- Territory, and has control of all matters
and
ing to all honest moil who desire the per- pertaining to

honest

conducting
1870, except the raising

organizing

of tree

government through the exhibition of
of affairs.

administration

With

of funds and the construction of the build-

congresses, legislatures and common
councils turned into star chambers tor the
violent and arbitary reversal of the de-

which is in the hands of a Board of
Finance, created by a different act of Congress from that which provided for the
appointment of the Commission. The

our

ings,

people, what is there lett ot
government ? And where is the

of the

crees

popular

calendar of the Exhibition has been

re-

It is hard to think,

Boston, May 81.
say, anything cheerful

or

Beginning
quarrel between
Bed Wade, which

with the outbreak of the

Andrew Johnson and

speedilv ripened

into

an

war

open

be-

tween the President and Congress, usurpation first look shape in the tenure-ol-

otliee law, which deprived the responsible
head of the government of the powers
which constitutionally precede his responthem in the hands of
tht* Senate.a headless collection ot irresponsible individuals From this begin-

sibility

and

ly organized conspiracy of Republican

long

as our

1870; exhibition closes Nov. 10, 1870;
goods to be removed by Dec SI, 1870.

Met ween 1K.17 amt lstil, during Buchanan's admin
istratiou there was a similar official attached to the
Custom House in this city. He had a revenue cutter boat at iiis command and an able-bodied seaman
was appointed and paid by the government to navigate the cratt There was a regular smuggling trade
carried on between this city and l’rince Kilwarrt's
Island and other parts of the l’rovinces. The whole
coast lrom here to Frenchman’s Bay was lined with
old unnavigable hulks of flailing vessels hauled up
in obscure inlets, and drawing tishing bounties, and
some of them were visible from the deck of the cutter as she lay at anchor in the harbor. Vet during
all that time not a single smuggler was overhauled,
nor a single bounty-catcher reported by that official.
the 'government in the mean time, being defrauded
at the rate of from $.1U,UbO to $7.1,000 yearly. If the
cutter boat ever left her moorings at all, if was only
tor the purpose of taking a "gander party” ilow-n
the bay on a pleasure excursion. Isn’t it a'little in
consistent for the Journal thus to make talk about
"useless officials?”
Suppose its tigure head had
been called upon, as the present incumbent was,
recently, to explain to a Treasury Agent what be
had been doing to earn Ids salary.' What w ould lie
haye to say ?

The

tlounderings

of the

Age in this

The Commission

by

and the most dreadful evil seems only able to
interrupt the pursuit of our pleasures for a

to show that the part of the city in which the
battle was fought will receive minor consideration. The people have been stirred with something like the indignation exhibited by their

to think of

taking food while the corpse of

a

relative, or friend, lies unlmried in the
house; but the philosophy of nature is past
finding out. It mystifies us. but it controls us,

continue on our blind
confident that we are to be exempt from

moment, aud then

path,

the sorrowful

we

experiences

which like

many
birds of prey seem ever on the alert to assuage
their hunger. After all, it is better to glide
along unsuspicious of danger than to turn our
>o

ot Conn

and

is member of

hardly

more

If those under the ('olleetor

partial programme of the ceremonies
to take place on the 4lh of July it as follow- : President of the day. President of
the Fluted States;.Chaplain, Chaplain of
the F. S. Senate; Orators, Chas. Francis
Adams of Mass and Lucius (}. Lamar of
Miss.; Poet, Henry Longfellow of Mass.,
Header of Declaration of Independence,

bus-

Ralph

Waldo Emerson of

clerks

Volney

that time.

If

smugglers

Iranders wore not

pursued,

under

de-

from

it was because

tlm lieatl ollicial did not direct tliat

time, and it has taken the Age eighteen
which its

to

own

formerly

mockery of a Presidential election

attempting

;

and to

tiie subversion

ot the freedom of the press when such a

ancestors

hundred years ago at the injustice,
have succeeded in getting a concession

they
plan of the procession’s route, as first
suggested. Now they " ill w itness the fag end
of the show, so to speak. But our annexed
city lias no rights w hich the absorbing metropoand

Supt. Pierce, of the gas works, is recovering
from liis illness.
Folks who camp out in ttie summer

in the

get-

are

ting things ready.
The Band oil pleasant evening* discourse*
excellent music in the square.
The trees
i>

putting

almost in full leaf, and our
holiday attire.

are

on

it'

her

No street sprinkler this year, and the dust
blown about without let or hindrance.
We

a

of the

department
were

Atlantic.

considered “notional"

His

and

personal friendships

warp his judgment too often. He has a brother
who is an artist, and a wife also. The latter ithe younger daughter of Hawthorne, the deceased novelist.

She has contributed severa
colors for the Art < tub exhibitions
here, and illustrated, last winter, a book w rittcu
by her aunt, .Miss Klizabeth Peabody, well
known as the (iliiui'nvitfr of American kinder-

pretty

w

ater

garten schools.
The benevolent people who interested themselves in getting up excursions for the poor
children last summer, have been reminded by
the hot. weather that it is time to he moving
again in the matter, and they have appealed to
the public for the sum of .$$000 to pay the expenses of the undertaking. There is probably
no object for which people are more
willing to

give liberally, than for anything connected with the welfare ot children. Appeal
for the little ones goes directly to the heart.

give,

or

Then there is

no red tape connected with the
and no officials to be paid for monopoIizing most of the funds, everybody knows
Hint children need sunshine and fresh air and

charity,

As soon as the

fruits are

proclamation

This offense, under
usurpation
the laws of the State, is punishable by

language

confinement in the

of four weeks ago gives the lie. When
Judge Dickerson was Collector he did not

Penitentiary,

from 5 to

15 years- Mr. Smith was afterward indicted by a grand jury for this offense,
and has not since returned to the State,

sell codfish and molasses in another town,
but stayed in the custom house and attend*

enjoyed.

Some of tlie little tireliins
are a sorry sight, and then again others make
plenty of fun, hut il is a kind that causes a tear

midst of these pauper children. But when the
news-boys take their burnt, is the time to see
the Dickens type of childhood. The hardened

little rascals don’t know what gratitude is. On
the trip last summer, one ragged and saucy
dim. "no

bigger shall

pint pot"

a

exclaim. “Oh my! Ii’aint this

a

was

heard to

li—II of

a

sand-

was found to have been the recipient of was
thought to have “millions in it." Ii was
hundreds of thousands of which he could a Frenchman, of course, who cherished tlie
give no account. There are charges of idea, and he had thought out the matter in its
frauds of ail astounding character. Mean- details so minutely, that lie even proposed to
while detectives have unearthed Jackson import the silk-worms from his native country.

proven that the subordinate ollice /s « corrupt and dishonest swindle Ii has proven
that the < 'olleetor’s arm is up to the elbow
And yet the Age is now
in the plunder.
Was

the loud mouthed defender of both !
it. squealing for
crib? -and is it
its no

cause

a

chance at

now

so

the

at an obscure town in western New

public

complaisant

where he

be-

Grant's

Getter.

A

he

an

lias been

to

despatch

from

Washington says—

collection ports on the Mississippi, includ
ing Cairo, Evansville, New Albany, Omaha, Kansas
City, Lacrosse ami Keokuk, are to be abolished,
probably, because the revenue does not equal the ex
penses. It is probable that Secretary Bristow, lu
his next animal report, will recommend sweeping
reforms in the customs service, involving the consolidation of many of the small collection districts
in New England, where the principal offices are
sinecures.
■Several

1 lie Presidential letter which we publish to-day will he read with interest by
llie

hiding, and

held to bail in Boston.

is in the rotten swill

v

was

ol the country, and elicit forms
as the
people and
But it is not a square document

people

of comment as various

parties.
The Pennsylvania republicans put

to the constitution

tial

of

term

limiting

(lie Presiden-

but

immediately

service;

—The Democrats of Iowa

this year
dispensing with close communion in party
affairs. They have united with the Liberal

overturns it all

He

York,

are

was

to have

an

antique

and horrible too, but lie

was

afraid lie would lie laughed at. He ought to be
thus labelled and placed as the tail piece of the

procession.

enjoying

now

are

longest days

the

They will begin

year.

i*

in tin

deerea*e the last ot

to

the month.
\ irginia green pea*, considerably fatigued
w ilted by their
long journey, are offered iu
the market.

and

Gossn*.

immense establishment with

Generalities.
Twcntv-six steamers, with 9r4 lives, have
been lost since New-year's.

Victoria, Mu* lady trapezist, in Cameron's circus,

fell *2.‘l feet, while performing at Hiddeford,
a leg and otherwise injuring her.

breaking

An Iowa court has decided that it c not legal
lor a farmer to hitch his wife up w ith a mule,
no matter how an\iott> he is to plow.
(’arruth. the Vineland N. J.) editor, who
was shot in the head by Landis, is steadily improving, and is now able to walk out.

Captain A. 1L Curtis of Ifarpswell, a well
known sea eaptain. fell down stairs at the
I’nited Slates Hotel, New York, and was fatally
injured.

A La Crosse church has two women to pass
the contribution box, and it is a curious sight
to see those women pass the boxes over their
husbands* heads.
The Portland Advertiser learns that eight
ot the First Maine Regiment have
voted to attend the Hunker llill celebration »n
June
IT.
Boston,

companies

A Virginia willow riil«-> w ith a leg cm cither
side of thi' horse. lVople useil to stop ami
gaze at her hel'ore she killed .lolm Ca-s, Imt
now her mode of rilling is not eoiinneuled upon.
The committee investigating the town affairs
at Madison finds its linaneiai affairs in even
worse condition than rumor lias reported them.
$:>u,0(X> to jpi.ono seems now to tie its indebted-

The Western Hancock Agricultural Society
will give their first cattle show and fair :it
Mountain View Park near Bueksport t illage,
commencing October 7th and continuing three

days.
A boy in San Antonio. Texas, put a rainbowhueil Kastereggiu a hen's nest, and she fancied
she laid it herself. She was an old, experienced
hen, but she cackled herself to death in fifteen
minutes.
Mr. Both, government engineer, is making a
survey of the narrows, between Fort Knox
and tiie steamer wharf, at Bueksport. in preparation for probable improvements.
A
the

else would have foreseen the demand, and been prepared to meet it. I have
no doubt when he hears that nets are coming
into fashion again, that he yviil feel that he lias

lost,

not

an

opportunity

to

fortune, hut
persuaded by friends
make

a

veritable one, for he was
and his more practical yy ife, that the handsome
salary of .$.'>000 a year as a superior designer ol

a

artistic furniture was a bird in the hand, while
the net speculation was ;y bird in the hush,
which

they might

ing to catch, and

tliroyv their all away in try-

not secure

after all.

'leveland woman recently married a ( hinlaundrymau, and in three days thereafter
unhappy Celestial appeared at a barber’s

shop and ordered his pigtail cut off. saving, in
explanation, "Too muchee dam yank.”

.James A. Kavanaugh of Damariseotta Mills,
a nephew of the late ex-tlovernor
Kavanaugh,
committed suicide by hanging Thursday morning. lie had been out. of health for some time,
anil had of late shown symptoms of insanity.
The largest and wealthiest village in the
country is hnlama/oo, Mich., which has 11..'too
inhbaitants, live railroads, several millions ol
manufactures and half a dozen bank- and colIt has never applied for a city charter.
leges.
In Boekland Mrs. Emma Wood, wife of a
stone-cutter, attempted to commit suicide, |>\
drowning, because her husband reproved her
for being too free with other men. She got
very wet. that’s all. She was for.rlv .Miss
Jordan, of Belfast.

stroyed nearly forty buildings, including
a

a num-

total loss

A letter recently passed through tin- po-totliee directed to "My beautiful, happv-souled.

merry-eyed, innocent, child-like, wondering,

Adele-North Anson." We should like to
hear from this couple in about two years from
[West Waterville Union.

now.

Howell’s

forthcoming “Newspaper Direcover Itiiio
newspapers in the United States during the past year,
the loss to publishers, subscribers and advertisers amounting to over $.s,0tH!(0n(), the He public of New York, alone losing half a million.

tory" shows the failure of

The Worcester papers report that under the
license law the grog shops in that cilv are
being rapidly closed, and a speaker at the Temperance Alliance meeting on Wednesday forenoon saiil that the liquor sellers in
(juinci were
put into a tighter place by it than thei hai.
ever been before.
new

The committee of tlie Woman’s Club, yvho
have been trying to carry on an establishment
for the sale of “Dress Reform’’ garments haven’t
been able to meet expenses, and have announced
their intention of retiring from t Do practical part
of the reform, but of sticking like death to the

The Brunswick

a

long time.

Hudson P». < 'unningham. ot Ellsworth 1 •«
lb* was t nutiw
at Navada, Cal., May nth.
Belfast, and well known among the fraternity
of horse fanciers

as a man

of *outid and shrew

judgment.
apt. Henry M Gilvery was taken suddenly
violently ill while coming from Portland on
H
the steamer city of Richmond last week

and

has since been routined to hi* bed. but

Telegraph

sat*

that there i-

I* Low

recovering.
R. H.

Moody

has*the handsomest m l be*:
of new drawers in town. 1 »i
fieution call at Mr. M.’s storm
Ppm Age
Dick objects—say* he hasn’t time to show
tit of his drawers to every one who may a

fitting

set

yaller dog,

A

awaits an

with an express label attache 1
1 in
at the company's office.

owner

animal has a voracious appetite, and (iilkey
anxious to see the proprietor. to collect *>1

is

expressage besides board.
Even tin* fruit tree agent bus his difficulties
We hear of numerous cases where people who
owned

never

comes

what. hastened to avoid the birth of a British
subject beneath the roof of the Executive Mansion.

ber of business blocks, and cau-ing
of at least half a million.

cause

mained insensible for

The departure of the President’s family for
Long Branch, it is understood, lias been some-

manufactured goods.

city
nobody

Charles D. Billings, ol Linenlnv ille Cent:
thrown from a carriage on the east side, m
Saturday night, fracturing hi* skull. He
was

for

ese

new

if. 1\ Thompson lias bought two double
horse teams from Frahk I*. Flames, to be used
in hauling material and paper to ami from the
Paper Mills.

ness.

The most destructive lire that has ever occurred in .Springbok!, Mass., broke out about
halt past '1 o’clock Sunday afternoon and de-

every

has been broken for Mr. George
house, on Cellar street. Frank
II. Durham takes the contract for the building

ground

'Hie

t

John Coy, flagman at Garrison, N. V.. was
robbed of $1,TIN) the other night, the savings of
thirty years.hv live men.who gagged and hound
him.

army ot working girls, whom his wife was
superintend. He was to have every thing in
readiness, and then inaugurate the fashion, and
tliroyv at once on totlie market his own secretly
He was to have supplied
in the country with his articles, be-

There are two eargoes discharging at Railroad wharf for parties in Skowhegan. One
lime, and tin* other Nova Scotia plaster roek

Knight's

criticisms

by

the artists here,
He was not broad enough, but h *

however.
liis individual taste

be

to

charge of the art

and anybody ran see what his
Constitution to retrain joyousness,
is spent for, and how thoroughly it'
money
to discharge the duties of

of office.

years to discover what no one else ever
ami

to hold otlice

was

Collector at that

was

new

in general. He
the New York

issued, Gov. Garland had a warrant
issued t.ir Mr. Smith’s arrest, and ottered to succeed tlie smile. Those who have accompanied them have said they never found more
a reward of $1,000 for his delivery to the
amusement and food for reflection, than in the
Sheriff of Pulaski County upon a charge of

Age says he was “responsible for
the malfeasance of those under him.”
Dickerson

tin*

attempting

such offices.

course.

The

Judge

Lieutenant-

formerly

manding all who claimed

in olliee at

bounty

or

V. Smith,

It will be remembered that, upon Gov.
Baxter’s transfer of the archives of the
State to Mr. Garland, the present Governor. Mr. Smith issued a proclamation com-

then

or

duty lay with the Collector

Grand

Governor of Arkansas under Gov, Baxter,
has been appointed Consul at St. Thomas,

assistants of his, as the Age says,
id' course the responsibility for the laxity
ot

Mass.;

Marshal, Gen. W. T. Sherman ; Master of
Ceremonies, Jos. E. Johnson ot Georgia.

than clerks

were

Nye, of Maine,
important committee

an

A

As to the relations of the Collector with the gov
eminent, he is responsible for the management of
ttie office; gives bonds for the faithful discharge of
its duties, and is responsible for the malfeasance of
are

executive

Hon. Joshua

committee.

this—

those under him ; they
or assistants of his.

Vice Pres-

a

Hon. C. P. Kim-

ball, of Maine, is member of the

had led him. il said

dishonesty

President, with

ident from each state.

iness leads i! into strange inconsistencies.
A few weeks ago, in seeking to draw
Barnabas out of the slough into which his

greed

as

sociate out of the Atlantic staff, and that deposition will be tilled by Mr. George P. Lothrop,

poet, essayist and writer
fully organized critic,
has written for Scribner’s and
Joseph R. Hawley, Nation, and he
had

—

the extent of

their younger fellows to make

near

as

was

the election of Gen.

politicians—which was carried ottl to the
forth a
overthrowing state governments resolution on the subject of the third term,
This looks as though the Collector of
by tinned force wherever the exigencies which was in etfeel a question addressed Belfast, whose fraudulent practices renof the ruling party required it; to the ex- to
(Irani, asking whether lie was or was ders his continuanee in office a grievous
tent of turning the contents of the United
not a candidate,
l'he reply is far from public scandal, is to he let down easy
States treasury into a Republican camto
the
being
point. If is, as the lawyers legislated out of office, instead of sufferpaign fund whenever it was necessary to say, not responsive. Besides that if is ing the summary removal that he de“carry the country” by a pretence or muddled, lie talks about an amendment serves.
extent of

injuring

and

Now* of the City and County.

political system vised as follows: Foreign commissions to
The proceedings of the Democratic
thoughts inward and conjure up imaginary ills lis is bound to respect. Charlestown w ill have
ounty
is so constituted as to render not only pos- make definite
application for amount of ami be always miserable.
Committee, at tin* meeting last week, will bone feature of the celebration all its own, howsible but almost certain the preferment of
space required, on or before June 1, 1875 ;
Mr. Howells,editor of the Atlantic Monthly, ever, that is the Antique and jllorrible proces- found in this paper.
men of little mental pith or moral fibre
foreign commissions to furnish plans of is finding the labors of that position too much sion. w hich after all is the funniest part of the
Rev. Mr. Goodenough. the 1 *nivrr*ali*t pasover their betters in every community,
of its getting tor, is building a house on
space and lists of exhibitors, on or before for him, or rather too arduous to allow him to day's parade, to say something
ongres* street
write much himself. As his pen is a valuable one around before you are up, instead id' keeping south of Miller street.
what are our vaunted institutions except Dec 1,
of
articles
1875;
reception
begins
1
to the magazine, and his stories among the gems you on tlie chair of expectancy all day. One
The outlook is Jan 5,
a fraud and a delusion
On Sunday a little daughter of Mi*. Oeuige
1870; reception of articles ends
sought by the readers of the Atlantic, it has young man in tile Bunker Hill city lias already W. Ciianey, of Fnity. fell from a shed, t : *uk
not encouraging.
forfeited
April 19,1870 ; unoccupied space
been decided to give linn an assistant editor, made bis name immortal in connection with
other injuries.
20, 1870; exhibitions opens May 10, ar.d it is understood that he lias chosen his as- this matitiidinal display. He said lie would like ing her leg and sustaining
April
the
May
S7.|
Age,
Progressive
[From
So

remedy?

lodged

ning a regular programme o( usurpation
was inaugurated—little less than a secret-

boys, and in the virtue of the rod as a correctional measure. Too many of the little fellows
may be seen stoning cats and birds and kicking
their cruelty seem exceptional.
“The rod’s the tiling
Whereby to tind the conscience,
And make it sting.”
^’reparations for the Centennial celebration of
the Battle of Bunker llill have grown enough

under the pressure of the dreadful crimes and
accidents which have over shadowed the past
week. To be light-hearted seems as unnatural

wliich, with no mustard on it." If any nice
imperceptible degrees by which designing ed to business. There was no
stealing of llis Consular appointment is doubtless a person should join one id these excursions exmen encroach upon the prerogatives of the
salaries, no charges by indignant citizens, reward lor his attempt to create an Arkan- pecting to find little sabbath school Johnnies
people,in the endeavor to perpetuate power no ollicial
and Jamies, who, in spite of inheritance and
investigation. In the ease of san reign of anarchy.
or tu
enrich themselves at public exBarnabas the detective uncovered a mass
every evil surrounding, are going to make "napense. It was this against which the FareAbraham Jackson, a lawyer of Poston, ture's noblemen" then their pretty theories will
of dishonesty and rottenness which the
well Address of Washington warns his
i»e blown to atoms. But the persons wiio have
was
for long years esteemed as a pious,
to
him.
testimony traced directly
interested themselves in providing pure means
countrymen, ami which all patriotic and
That is not all. When the ollice which good man. lie was also a shrewd and far of
enjoyment in these excursions, hope lo
thoughtful men have regarded as the l’itcher holds was
created, soon after the seeing man of business. He acted as ad- arouse some of the latent
weak point in our system of government.
good in the little
of Barnabas, the Age charg- viser and confidential agent for those who ones.orto plant some good seed that may come
There i« at ways a tendency, as Jefferson appointment
ed that ii was for corrupt purposes. When had property and would avoid the snares up like wheat among the tares.
said, for power to be stealing from the
1 see that the fashion of wearing nets on the
Barnabas was made Collector, the Age of a wicked world. Widows especially reman} to the lew. An exchange says that
declared that he was unfit for the place, posed in confidence on Abraham’s bosom. hair is coming round again, and I allude to it
it is instructive In trace cursorily tlie hisbecause it was only a short time ago, when no
and that Ins appointment was against the Hut one day this good man couldn’t be
hint of the revival of that mode had been retory of the grow th of usurpation as an
found.
Then
and
of
the
Now.
investigation began,
leading Republicans
element of our polities, by citing some ot protest
ceived, that I heard of a scheme to get up a remark the result. Official investigation has Abraham panned out terribly bad. lie vival of the custom, the realization of which
the most notorious instances.

a

loot of land have subscribed
trees, and when the agent

large numbers of
along, of

course cannot

be found.

Judge Johnson has made arrangement*
the Bangor Workhouse, whereby h« can

with
sen-

tence individuals t<> that institution for the
second offence of drunkenness, and be mean< >ld offenders,
to do it, too.
please take uoti>
New York fruit tree agent, with

A

a

large

lot of unclaimed trees on hand, lias dug a
trench on the depot grounds, set the tree* in
the same, and is patientlv waiting for the h

iiinpients
any

to come

charge for the

II.- wont

forward
extra

make

growth.

At their meeting last week, the ladies ot the
Belfast Centennial < ommittee decided to post
pone the Tea Party until tie* first ot lulv.
Notice of time and place will be given
W
learn that the ladies are making arrange merit'
for an occasion which will be very intmMin
and attractive.
The steamer Clara < Junta of the Ko< klun
and Vinalhaveti Steamboat t o. touched her*
Saturday, for tie1 lirst time ot tie* season, on
her wav
the

to

quarries,

stand she

w

M interport with workmen from
to visit their friends.
We undci

ill make

one

trip per month

l.imi.

tin- summer.
Launched oil M.•inlay from the yard of *
Carter A Co., tile three mast' d sehr. l.-'ls \
chaples, owned by partitas in this city. uni t
be commanded by t apt. Henry J. < ImpleSim is about joO tons, single-decked. is built t...
the southern coasting trade, and is one of the
finest vessels ever turn, d off' from this v u .1
Mrs. l.anabee who was m jail for tiring a
barn in Knox, exhibited decided insanity «•..
after lu»r committal. She was so violent as i.»
tear her clothing from her person
V hearing
of her ease was had before Judge Dickerson,
who ordered her removal to the Insane Hospital
it
AUgllst;i. Whifliel sp, VYUS ! ik. fl ofi

Tuesday.
street

Commissioner Curb

and I.•

men ar«-

putting the* streets in good order. He .s i(•
strutted by the mayor and aldermen to puv
special attention to drains and culverts. o|k-i»
ing the same wherever necessary to free them
This is rendered necessary bv tin1 frosts of Hu
late hard winter, tvdar street is now re.iiv

ing attention.
Work has already comnn-in d on tin- k i-i
Cap?. E. H. Herriman's new ship in artei
yard. .She will be built on the place made \..
cant by the launching of < apt. < Imple*'schooii
er, and some sixty teet of additional eob-Wwi L
will be built to give sufficient room for her kef
She will be the largest ship »*v er-built in B*

a family at work in the cotton'mill in Brunsby declaring that, the time
wick which consists of father and mother and
step was deemed necessary by
may come when eight years service will
theory. They first engaged a woman to take twenty-four children, all the children large fast, about 1P0O toils.
spirators in order to prevent disastrous prove too short lor the
and
in
callof
the
enough
being at work. The woman is the
Anti-Monopolists
country. Republicans
good
charge of the place, and at the end of nvo lourtli wife;
Mr. Isaac Allard, we discover, lias been tor
a brother of the husband
exposure of their villainies. Through all Hi' declares that he is not. a candidate for
living
ing a state convention to meet in June. mouths her accounts were not found to he satis- with his tilth wife in Montreal, has twentv-live
*ome time at work on the r» novation *| the old
these operations a purpose of personal
renomination, followed immediately by the All the elements ot opposition to the re- factory. They therefore resolved on a change, children.
city clock, lie is thoroughly overhauling tin.
aggrandizement at the expense of the declaration that if it should come under publicans are invited to
The corn packing factory of ,1. W inslow
machine, remitting the wheels, and adding some
participate. Those hut the woman in charge being herself tlie inbody politic was conspicuously patent to sueli circumstances as to make it an im- in this section who believe in a similar ventor of the famous, or infamous "cliemiloon.” .Jones at Bride’s Bridge near 1’ortland burned needed machinery. He promise^ that when
she struck a defiant attitude, and set up on an Sunday morning together with husking shops,
all intelligent observers. There was no
finished it shall be better than ever, and murk
perative duty
why, lie would accept! movement can wait and see how it works. independent line in tlie same building, and by ice-house, slaughter house and grocery store. time accurately. Mr. Allard i*
There were 1(1,000 corn cans and some lobster
capable «»f t*
logical argument and very little even of There you have it. You
pays your money
Wonder if the Belfast Journal man will the means of. placards lured the unsuspicious and tomato cans destroyed in the building. Loss
tin- job, if any one is.
ing
set
forth
the
specious pretence
by
usurp- and takes
your choice. All tuis is Ckcsar- specially observe the lith of June—it’s SI. Bar- seekers of many garments in one into her own between $Hn,tMJ0 and $‘40,000: partially insured.
The I.ois \. Chaples launched Monday,
It is thought the lire caught from tire-crackers.
nabas’ day. you know, and F riling at that.
ers that they were impelled by a desire to
ism over again. The ambitious ltoman
apartments. By ttiese tactics she drove the
[Wiscasset Oracle.
probably tlie last schooner that vv ill be built u.
secure the public welfare.
For the most
A
Whitelield
man
Woman’s
astonished
Club
to
in
who
could
not
descend
Barfirm,
people
Guess not. The Barnabas we have here
protested that he did not want the crown,
Belfast this season. A large number of schoonlike stratagems, Lo another locality, which they diner one day last week, bv riding into town
part their action was in brazen, tlagrant and thrice refused when it was ottered is not a
on a very dilapidated looking hearse,
ers have been built for the past few years, and
saint, but a sinner, and a tearful could advertise as the
hitching
only true reform empo- bis team in front of a well known drug store,
contempt of all truly popular considera- him, and yet became
the tendency is now towards
larger class
emperor at last. one. There might be propriety in notic- rium. But, as 1 have said, they have come to and proceeded about town on business.
Passtions and in open, violent affront to the
u-<»iii\v
: ug.Grant, let it be noticed, nowhere says ing the Collector on Friday, which is cod- grief, while doubtless their rival has flourished : ers eyed the vehicle rather curiously, but no- vessels. Carter will build tf
seemed anxious to ride in it.
a bark, and Cottrell a \
average public intelligence and sense of that lie will not be President
body
>;iVS t|1(.
ships—MeCilvery
lie
but if the reform is for the good of womankind
again,
fish and hangman’s day, both in one.
Ueporter.
of ouo tons, either a brig or barkeiitine.
decency. Men like Ben Butler and Simon

the

con-

—

—

..

s.

Cameron and their kind impudently paraded the viciousness of their practices
ui«- wickedness ol taeir
so

tar

from

seeking

designs, and,

to mask tlieir pur-

ST. John, N. Ik, May
A barn in
made boast of them and claimed
tin: rear ol Keltic Urns.’ brewery, Main poses,
street, Portland, caught fire this morning the public admiration for the audacity of
at 11 o’clock, and in an
incredibly short their inaletactions.
lime communicated to the brewery. St.
So far it was logical to ascribe these
Luke’s church and hall'a dozen buildin°'s
vicious tendencies wholly to the Republion that side of the street were soon
wrapped in (lames, which darted across the can party and to account for them wholly
street, attacking half a dozen residences by pleading the intoxication of revolutionthere. Opposite where the fire started
ary success and the exultant, exuberant
was Hagen street, which extends down
of bail men who had been hoisted
towards the water, and the house at the ferocity
head ol this street soon took tire. There iiito power on the crest ot a tidal wave of
was but one steam
engine in the town, war. Rut while Republican usurpation at
and aid had to be procured trom St. John
Washington was at its wildest riot, with
in the
shape of two engines and firemen. its attendant and
When they got to work all the
consequent profligacy,
buildings
on Sheritl street had fallen in
ruins, ami corruption, bribery, peculation and fraud
the tire hail begun to attack the building's of
every description, we had only to turn
on
Douglass lload, parallel with Church our
ga/.e upon the Tweed rigime in New
street and the Straight Shore road at
the
York city and state to find a similar code
loot ol the latter
thoroughfare.
It was five hours belore the lire was of political ethics in lull force and a simicontrolled, and it might have been eftect- lar system of official conduct in full
praced sooner had there not been a
scarcity of tice under Democratic auspices. In each
water.
There were about
sixty buildings
destroyed, besides a vessel on the stocks case we beheld the same subjection of the
in Roberts’ shipyard that would have been popular mass to the
sway of individual
completed in three weeks, a pianino- mill “bosses;” in each case we saw the same
and $-1,000 worth ol pitch
pine timber
of the public forces to the
The loss will reach fully a quarter of a prostitution
million, and the insurance is estimated at prepetuation of the power and authority
$100,000. About 120 families have been ol the persons who abused both. In fine,
rendered homeless, and most of them have we saw an
aristocracy of office-holders
lost everything.
“governing that they might plunder and
Sound Steamer State of New York, of the
Hartford line, was forced ashore oil' ilalletl’s
Point Sunday morning, while endeavoring to

Boss Tweed in New York,

petuation

LETTER''FROM BOSTON.
Correspondence of the Journal.

The members ot tue U. S. Ceuteuuial
Commission have gone at work in earnest

Packard in Louisiana, the

charged,
Usurpation

The National Centennial*

and malversation of the trusts reposed in
Whether the directing and
managing head be Boss Grant in Washtheir hands.

ington,

WILLIAM H. SIMPSON.

Republic.

street, by which the structure was
levelled with the ground. It was occupied
on the ground floor by Dow’s apothecary
shop, and above by shops and lodging
rooms.
The lirst intimation of the disaster was a deep rumbling sound similar
to a report ol air earthquake, and almost
simultaneously the walls of the building
burst outward in every direction, and,
tailing in one confused mass presented a
scene id' wreck seldom before witnessed
—more complete than that of any building.- blown down bv gunpowder during
the great lire. The force of the explosion
was almost bevoml description, and the
flooring and other inflammable materials,
which at once caught lire, made such an
undertaking lor the firemen as they are
seldom called upon 0. face, while the laet
that numbersot tinman beings were buried
in the burning ruins created the wildest
scene, thousands rushing to the point from
An alarm was at once
every direction.
sounded and the lire department were
promptly on the grounds and the firemen
went heroically to work to subdue the
flames and rescue the imperilled lives in
the ruins.
following i- a list of killed: Annie
Clompton aged o; Mr Fra/.ier, das. M
IToniley, M, Lord, and a colored buy
Following i> a list of the injured: .Morris
Ackerman, dying; Mrs, llayley, seriously
Mrs. Collin, not seriously Tims. C'onney
badly cut : M. Farrell, skull fraeturei
slightly; Mrs Frazier, severely; Saimie
Farwell, head badly cut; .Mrs. (iardner,
badly burned ; Master Gardner, slightly,
ks w.
Mrs (Jetney, slightly ; .Mrs i Jersey, sliglft
1 i" :
a •; man v
m mh ing -een«-- and mo\
ing
as the wank "f identification went om
ly; Martha Louden, fatally; Maclaine LilI• o*t11]*«
on
"f the victims were hurneil to a
crisp lie, badly; .1 d. Mahoney, fatally, John
milder, d >w n t• * lie* very bones, about their A. Stetson, slightly; Jacob Yalvis, badly
la
and lh< ii a ring, a shawl, or some article cut:
a German, severely ; besides several
"i apparel, ilie j.eeuliai formation of a linger
others not accounted for.
*eii. would recall them to loving and
seeking
flic above embraces the casualties so
f iend'.
An old man of perhaps b.'i years, one
"f tie- tii -i admitted to the basement, after a
far as can be ascertained at this late hour.
•■mg and un-ueee-«sful searching among the
It is dilfieult to estimate the losses. That
bodies after id- l >-t daughter, went home and
to the building proper is$40,0(mi.
In view
""II ret incd with hi- feeble old wife, wllOSG*
aiigm-li. a- -lie eagerly lifted the cloth from ot the terrific explosion, and the general
oich cham-d and revolting lonn, in search of shaking- ot the adjoining buildings, it is
"Ule rilC' p. 1 ||e lU|S-ed h.»\ed OllC, Was
J»it i 1111 thought the losses will aggregate
m the extreme.
"In- a a- il> -in to abandon the
iiiiii.
\ arious theories are advanced as to
'■arch, when -lie e-pjed a garter which slip
the nature and causes ol the explosion,
knew ln-long <1 !" her daughter, and by this
•lo-at ■•In** the body was idciitilied.
Another but nothing as yet is definitely known.
anally -ingniar coincidence w as the idrntifica- 1 In most plausible theory, and most genloii "1 a
little daughter of Joseph Briggs, of
erally accepted, is that it was the explo< abot
street, by her young sister, who instantly
sion of a gas generator in the cellar,
i'*-«,o,gni/**i.l lc r by the .shoes <he had on. The
head of ip. poor unfortunate was charred he- though it is asserted there was nitro glyv'-nd all recognition, and the grief ol the surcerine in the establishment and that no
viving si-ter wa- one of tie- most painful feat- other element could have caused such inur.-s of th< mourning.
Indeed -lie could only
stantaneous and utter
demolishing of the
give vent I her terrible anguish by low, pitcDr. Samuel Green, a city phy"ii- moan-.
Tin* hody of one woman was re- building.
"gni/ed by a ring which was taken from her sician, was passing along the east side of
iin
•'[•■'ii wni'
imgm> wen* nt*ariy
Washington street. Ills lirst impression
oil, while her head and tin* upper porwas that an earthquake had taken
place.
ions nt ln-r hotly wen* burned to the bone. Tin*
He felt an irresistible force pushing him
body ot a man, whose head was nearly burned
"ll
wa>
prineipally itlentitied by a charred along tor twenty leet or more, then heard
i'O-tal <*:»:« 1 in his pocket. Joseph Messier's the explosion and was covered with tailing
body wa> recognized by the clothes, tin* head glass. Then a cloud of smoke burst into
b' ing neai Iv burned oil' from the l»o«|y.
the street lollowed by the
< )nc of the most
falling buildjirotraeted cases of the suffering, while the smell of sulphuric acid was
ing was that of .Mary Hesjardin, who was
burned to a crisp ami blind, ami somehow found stilling
■
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Mansion,
.May '-'h. \
Wamiinpton, 1>.
1 >i:a 1; Mi;: A short time subsequent to the Presidential election of Is?” the press, or a portion of it
so
hostile to the Republican
party, and particularly
to the administration, started the cry of “Casarism”
and the third term,” calling lustily for me to define
my position.
On the hitter subject 1 believed it to
he beneath the dignity of the office which 1 have
been Twice called upon to till, to answer such a question before the subject should be presented by com
petent authority to make a nomination, or by a body
of such dignity and authority as not to make a reply
in tact I have been sur
a fair subject of ridicule,
prised that so many sensible persons in the Republican part v should permit their enemy to force upon
them and their party an issue which cannot add
strength to the party no matter how met.
liut a body of the dignity and party authority of a
convention to make nominations for the State offices
of the second State in the Union having considered
this question, 1 deem it not improper that I should
in the first place, 1 never sought the
now -peak,
office lor a second nor even for a first nomination.
To the first 1 was called from a life position, one
created by Congress,expresslv for me lor supposed
services rendered tojthe
1 lie position vacated I liked; it would have been most agreeable
me to have retained
to
it until such time as
Congress might have consented to my retirement
with the rank and a portion of the emoluments,
which 1 so much needed, to a home where the balance of my da\s might be speut in peace and the
enjoyment of domestic quiet, relieved from the cares
w hich have oppressed me so constantly foi fourteen
years.
But 1 was made to believe that the public
good called me to make the sacrifice.
Without seeking the office for the second term,
the nomination was tendered me by the unanimous
votes of the delegates of all the States and Terrilo
i-s selected by the Republicans of each to represent
their whole number for the purpose of making theii
nomination. 1 cannot say that 1 was not pleaded at
this and at the overwhelming endorsement which
their it. tion received at the election following, but
it must be remembered that all the sacrifices except
that of comfort had been made in accepting the
“first term
then, too, such a lire of personal abuse
and slander had been kept up for four years, not
withstanding the conscientious performance of my
duties to the best of my understanding—though 1
admit in the light of subsequent events many times
subject to fair criticism—that an endorsement from
the people who alone govern Republics, was a gratification that it is only human to have appreciated

■

in

we

tiu* Associated Press.

■

■
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and affirm our.unqual
ifii-d adherence to the unwritten law of the republic
which wisclv. and under the sanction of the most
venerable of examples, limits the Presidential service of any citizen to two terms, and we, the Republicans of Pennsylvania, iivrecognition of this law, are
unalterably opposed to the election to the Presidency
of any person for a third term.
On Saturday the following was sent t<>
Resolved, That

>

lli- hay

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Among the resolutions passed
Pennsylvania Republican State Convention, last week, was the following—

ot

\•

t

Ulysses Speaks.
at the

the French Catholic
burning
chun
at Holyoke, Mas- on the evening
of tin J7th, was one ot the most horrible
events that e\or occurred in this country.
riie

that they might govern,” on
hand, and on the other hand the

plundering
the

one

that they

says tliat lie did not want it before, and
yet took it—that he is in just the same
situation

sibly
to

In other words he osten-

now.

declines what has not been tendered

him, and yet leaves

a

mass

going Massachusetts seems to he the scene
of most of them. It is to be hoped that

loop-hole through

WHICH LO lOUHCl.

this

But Tor all this evasion the letter may
give the tenant ot the White House his

ants, and lays him forever on the shelf.
By industriously harping on tiiis idea, and
at the same time pushing their own claims,

of

Grant may be kept in the rear. But il he
things up, by and by, and demands
<>1 his office

lively

see.

land

Daily

Lord, how the mosquitoes
on

Press

was

was

delendant.

Stephen decided abstinence man
endure them than

to

that he had rather
have

a

liar

on

the

being
biggest liar in the state.” Thereupon
a suit for damage to his reputation was
begun. Grant pursues the calling of a past

the

light.

—Rockland hasn’t yet developed a silver
mine, but they have discovered a spring
t

which tastes as nasty as Congress water,
and call the attention of invalids to tho
same.

—The Oak liill Gazette is the title of

a

paper issued by the students of the Last
Maine Conference Seminary, at Bucks-

port.

It is very

neatly printed,

and well

filled.

converted into
with an

wearing this hideous garment
equally hideous name; hut those yvho

have are enthusiastic over its virtues even to
the verge of lunacy, l.et those yvho believe in
oi .Miss i.omsc Alcotl, me
author of “Little Women,” respect the cause,
for she has donned the reform garment, and
declares that she glories in it. Mrs. Klynte
me wn ana wtsuoiu

represents another branch of the dress revolutionary movement. I ier garments are different
because the patterns are all patented, but their
object is the same. She, like all the reformers,
preaches against corsets, more heartily than she
ever, in her palmy days of dressmaking for the
aristocracy and of legal contests over long hills,
endorsed them. There is no doubt that a large
number of ladies have been pursundeil that the
present tight'and weighty mode of dress is injurious to health, and I am fully convinced tha*
within a year or two the fashion will change from
the present mode of uncomfortably swathed
bodies with a streamer of drapery liehind, to the
other extreme of loose-titling costumes, which
will be less beautiful in some respects to look upmore comfortable to the wearers, lint

there is no reason why any woman
with time to devote to the subject and good
common sense cannot dress near enough to the
prevailing fashion to look well, feel well, and

his farewell address. It does not
pass that of Washington.

be well.
Jesse Pommy, it seems, was not a monstrous
exception after all to boyhood, but a type of a

veritable class of which a second example is
attracting no little attention. Last week, in
private circles, a boy thirteen years old, and
son of a well-known piano manufacturer residing in the fashionable quarter of the city, wits
arrested for stabbing a play-mute with a pen
knife. This boy has been noted in the vicinity
of his home for his cruel propensities, and it is
short time ago he was detected
a cat,
which he had tied up by the tail in the most

said that

by

a

only

a

gentlemen in the act of torturing

fiendish manner.

—The letter of President Grant concerning the third term may be regarded
as

tlie members of the Woman’s Club have been

even now

—In Portland they have fitted out a vessel with bomb lances and a picked crew
A tug may be
to catch that sea serpent.
looked lor any day, towing the critter in

the

they must of course to be consistent rejoice in
It must not he supposed that all

her success.

ou.butfar

premises, probably.

“a hard case, with the record of

sweet, so in the eye of the law this plaintiff’s reputation is held to be as dear to
him as though he came into court shed-

‘Maine.

led by mosquitoes.

arraigned

scavenger in the city, and gets his livelihood in that odoriferous pursuit. But as
a rose by any other name would smell as

them!

—The West Waterville Union is troubThe editor is such a

I

before the Police
Court some months ago lor assault. The
Press, in its police report, spoke of him
Grant

as

blood.

effect upon the manufacture in

lunny libel suit was concluded in
Portland on Saturday, in which the Port-

be

—Cheese has greatly declined in the
The very best can now be had
in the New York market at a fraction over
1;’> cents. This may have a depressing

We shall

A

soon

market.

holders, there

times,

good

and black flies will luxuriate

wakes

will still be very

of tlie horrible will

—Last week we saw Badger, of the
Maine Farmer, and J. H. Clapp, of Augusta, on their way to Grand Lake, after
trout.
They appeared w'ell fed and full

'The many candidates Tor the
republican nomination will insist that it
takes hint out of the list ot possible aspir-

personal fealty

reign

over.

quietus.

“being governed
might be plundered and being plundered ding the perlnmes ot Araby the blest.
that they might be governed.”
Justice may bn supposed to lie blind, but
They all involve the same usurpation of not to hold her nose. Unfortunately, howpower by a lew men, and the same denial ever, tor the reputation which he claimed
of the popular right to elect public offi- had been
injured, about a scoi-e ot witcials by ballot. They all show a fixed nesses testified that lie bad the
reputation
purpose on the part of a few men, once of a liar. The Court instructed the jury
placed in power,'to keep themselves in, that if it was proven that the plaintiff
and to pull their friends in after them at was a liar, the defence was a good one.
all hazards, and conversely to keep their The jury thought that it was proven, and
opponents out at whatever cost of crime rendered a verdict of acquittal.
popular

to-day a paper stuffed
full of horrors—disasters by lire and flood,
Old and steady
as well as human passion.
—We send out

sur-

.The gentleman called

out

reproved him. but he was answered by
such a volley of oaths that he retired, thinking
redemption. The
was entirely
the
and

boy

past

question is, what is wrong when a child
imspectable and moral pnrents seems to have
—Saturday last was generally observed planted in him the very seeds of evil. I am
inclined to believe in the total depravity of
as Decoration Day, all over the country.
of re-

A sheriff's posse went to Hugh McCarthy's
saloon at Bangor, Thursday, to search ibr
liquors, but the barkeeper. Augustus Bragg,
"dumped” the stock through the floor into the
cellar, whereupon lie was arrested and pul
under heavy bonds. This is the tirst arrest for
this offence in the city, and the liquor dealers
arc much excited over it.
A seaman named .Jones tell from (lie forelopmast erosstrees of the I '. S. S. Sabine at Portsstruck in a s'tting posture
upon the cap of the lower mast, where he stuck

mouth, Friday, and

until help reached him. Ifc w as removed to
the navy yard hospital, his body from the w aist
downward being paralyzed, aild the surgeons
fear fatal injuries to the spine.

■lames Blake, a bright, pretty little hoy, only
years of age, has been brought to the
Kennebec jail charged with setting tire to .1
K. Braley's soap factory, in Hallowed. Mr.
Thompson, the Deputy Sheriff in charge of the
jail, has not locked tip the little fellow, Imt has
kindly taken him into his own family, letting
him play about the house and yard.
seven

Thursday night the store of Hooch Bros., at
Yarmouth.Was entered by burglars. They entered by the rear door, and the room in which
they found themselves lieing connected with
the front rooms try a door which was fastened,
they broke this down. They blew open the
safe and took from it between $:!O0 ami $400 in
money, and two checks for about $200.
F.um ir.t.p, May 27.
A fire broke out here
4 o’clock this afternoon, by which the Fair
field Manufacturing Company’s furniture works
were burned.
The loss on the mill, machinery
and stock on hand is estimated at from #2<),nnb
to $25,000.
K. Totman & < o. lose on clapboards
#1500; no insurance. A. H. A C. K. Dunn lost
The timely
on clapboards ami lumber $1500.
arrival of engines from Watervillc saved the
lower part of the v illage.
at

The Kennebec Journal says it is thought that
thecase of Bobbins, the "Annie B." murderer,
who is in the Insane Hospital, will soon come
Court for conup before the Supreme Judicial
sideration and disposal. It will be borne in
was
Bobliins
pronounced insane by
mind that
the jury, and the court sent him to the Insane
is stated that he has exhibited no
It
Hospital.
signs of insanity during his stay in the asylum,
and that Dr. Harlow is fully confirmed in his
first belief, that no taint of insanity attaches to
him.
Mr. John Murray, of Windsor, has eight little girls, aged 13,11,10,9,7,4,3 and 1 years.
Oni Monday, 24th inst., Mrs.
Murray went to
Windsor Corner to do some
shopping. When
coming home, on nearing the house, the little
girls ran out to meet her, and playfully crowded into the w agon. The little
girl nine years
old accidentally put her feet between the spokes
of the wheel, when the horse started, breaking
all the bones of the knee, and tearing off the
flesh. The leg was amputated above the knee.

[Kennebec Journal.

Tin* strainer Katahdin,

<

apt. Roix. urivt

t

at her landing in this < ii\ on Tuesday nmriiiuj
her first trip after a thorough overhauling und
renovation. She is in first rate order, and u*
a boat as floats.
The Cambridge and
Katahdin have entered upon their >umimr ;»i
rangement, of four trips a week ea»-h was
'fhe Cambridge was never in better >hape. and
with her excellent corps of officers, make** .»

staunrli

favorite conveyance for the traveller.
Si.Altsi'ou l.

Park Albert Ku*sell, luimlc

Wwburvport on the J.'»th. is to he <n:;uioiu
eil by Capt -1. 15. Nichols, of this place.
at

!

I

I'nity. (iovcrnor Idugley writes the Lewiston Journal that he had an opportunity
eentlx of spending a day at his home in Chit)
where he reviveil the memories of earlier veai
and took by tin* hand many of his old frieinP
Cnity is one of those neat, attractive village*
which time has not much changed. Nearly
every house that was there when he left tinvillage, tw nty-one years since, remains substantially as of old, and few buildings h;t\<There is not u pleasant« r village
been added.
in Maine for a summer resort, away from tin
I he :»t
turmoil and excitement o| the city.
tractive drives, the beautiful pond ueai hv, tin
below
the
v illage
stream
flowing
meandering
the inviting woods and green liehls—all make
I’nitv Village such a place as the tourist will
he pleased to find iii our summer month*.
The

Circuit

in

Coming

Cameron's Crand Oriental < ir«

us and
Egyptian Caravan, will exhibit in Helfast on Mon
day next. There will be a parade in the morn

iug. through the prim ipal streets, and perform
afternoon and evening. The managers
have perfected arrangements to give all au op
portuuity of witnessing, not only a first-class
circus performance under one large canvas,
but a tine exhibition of animals under another,

anees

forming

two distinct, entertainments in one.

This is the only opportunity our citizens will
have of witnessing a menagerie; ami its exhibitions have given great satisfaction whenever
and wherever given. With the spring conic*
the swallows, and what is more acceptable to

the amusement-loving public—the circus. The
boys and girls begin to save their pennies, and
to dispose of all the available
scraps of old
iron, rags, etc., in anticipation of the joyful
event; and men and women, those children of
large growth, discusses at their homes and
hearthstones the wonders of the approaehiug
show. Speaking of the Oriental, that garrulous
old gossip, Dame Rumor, warrants us in saying that it is among the largest and best equestrian and zoological exhibitions in the land,
and ha9 rendered an excellent accouut of itself
wherever its broad canvass have been spread.

ground is very dry,

Tin

1 io\v would

and raiu much needed.

$30,000 Masonic Temple look

a

lor Belfast?

unusually large amount of drunkenness
alioul 'lie streets Saturday evening.
An

Hid Fellows hall over Bobbins A Flowers

The

is about ready lor occupancy.

store

( oi'UT.
I'm.h
\V. A. Chapman who hails
Ir on Bo kland, was sent up for ten days, tor

being drunk.
cargo of ashes at
the
wharf, which is being hauled upon
1*111«1 til fli> till 111.

the

has

.leivett

lion. A.

a

Clark, formerly o*
remain" '»! Noah
who died in California a year ago,
been brought here for burial.
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and be twiee blessed.

ream,

It

hand when

chap
pretty gjrl. order strawberries

M'a>oii

1 that

and after

Monday

next,
ue train time between thi" fit3 and Boston will
be reduced, -o that the ears will arrive at 7
I, k in the evening instead ot 7.do.
1•

r**i••

on

Kduiiiister. w lm
a> had wouderful sucthe pa>t M ai
* Augusta, in treating disorders "I *i».:\ air! mind, without the use of
w:i: u-it Belfast soon. of whieli turmetis in,
u
wit be given when tin* tlate of bis
l>

-•e>w

I»avi".

t

ho make> nice fruit

w

a

specialty

llayford Block, received on Tuest\ tfie tir"t lot <>t -strawberries of the season—
a.e. rife an 1 luseioii". 1 yi*U" evidently means
"t

h

be
that

in1

11

up to the mark in all these tilings, and
hi" cii"b»mers shall have m> cause to com-

plain.
l b,

ni ."tin

r-s

aij

iiit

>

latek have

com

disturbed in their slumoniiued then*, who
III tii-ift« 1
couple oi "tick" to be twill babies.
d which "be put through all the evolutions

Iamed tliat th»*>
i.f]> f
In- : a/'

n

woman

hi'dliood.

dent to

bobo’iink lia> -I,inl.\e’> da> a distinguished io.dving meinb<*r of the family. in hi"
iif

1

-i!> 011 the
"Wayold apple tree under our
mdo\v. and pours out his little heart in a gush
"Oiig. as though there \\ i" no "lieh thing as

w

and white uniform.

k

ici.

branch of

:n_i

an

in the world.

sorrow

following ha\ cargoes have been deposed
.t {ti past week: 1‘itcher A Corham have loadtie

Woods, M:iBaker are loading the new sell. Lois
A", A
«’h.aple" for lacks.niville Fla., and Pitcher
"ch.

'd

\
A

a..

*d sell. 1 done

-ni
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equal
llUpleilS-

They fell in with an
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Vinulliavcii came to
the fashions and learn the

from
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w
■

for Norfolk. \

aiiarv

liav.-
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V

1

>oou a little
gotten up between them, and a
knockdown followed. The stonecutters came
and immediately left town.
*1,1 i 1 >c" 1
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wa>

arrc-t-

;>

I:
r..

a
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be bo\". alld
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oituess
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lnaue.

Di Honicr lecture to tin ladies only, in the
Iniver-ali-t Yestn la.-t Saturday evening, was

.'argelv attended and highly appreciated, as they
returned a ununimou- vote of thanks for the
valuable information received.
that he would deliver
and Dress
‘Jbtli. t

Saturday evening, dune

Reform.

which

»

a

He gave notice
lecture upon Disease

all the ladie-

nv

cordially

in*

vited.

ailed to tin following new local
advertisements—A large lot ot Hutterick patterns hy H. II. Johnson A * o.—Mowing maAttention i-

Howard’s machine shop.—
Reduction in <-lothing bv A. Andrews.—Straw

repaired

chines

at

wanted by s.
lilack.—Miss F. A.
Hod-don, piano teacher.—Boots and Shoes, hy

sewers

das. \V
-tuck

t
Mr.
ok.
and ti"ad«- of \.

derwood

A

Bro.

has

<
I

have

lately bought

the

Prescott A CY>.—Calmade

an

addition of

p 11*vv-. rake- and mower- to ttn-ir stock.—Disulution.bv Ni. kelson. Giant A ( o. Scar.-port.
i in* matter ot building a Masonic iVmple in
cit >. ha- been ijliite e\ten-ively discussed
the pa-t week, and meet- w ith universal ap-

the

Several excellent sites are at theii
unman.i and it is believed the project will he
successful. We under-tand that a committee

proval

will he appointed from each of the bodies, who
w ill -elect a localn*n, and then solicit subscrip\\ e hope they will succeed
their nndertukiny, and erect a structure that
ill be a lasritiL' monument to their energy and

tions to the -lock.

enterprise.
spirit of enterprise -reins to have animated our druggi-t- of late. The store of Win. o.
Poor A Son, always attractive, lias been rendered more
by the addition of new mahogany
»nd walnut drawers, beautifully lettered in
gold bv Sanborn. The most attractive feature
A

<

the whole i-

f

isc, a

lie vv

one,

a

case

lias

a

of toilet articles.

large oval

The

front of plate
It is the most

with heav y nickel frame.
elaborate article of the kind jn this city. The
Me-sr-. Poor have alway- occupied a leading
gl:i->

position among the druggists of the
they evidently mean to retain it.

state,

and

Tin agent of the Sargent A Greenlears chrobank lock, w Inch saved the Great Bar-

nometer

rington Bank from robbery, was recently in
ltd- city, exhibiting the lock to the officers of
the Savings Bank. The peculiar safety of this
invention consists in the fact that the holt is
held by clock work within the vault, and that
intil the

regular

hour of business arrives, no
per.-on, not even the cashier, can open the
vault. It 1- hoped that the >aviugs Bank will
adopt thi- invention. Watchmen are liable to
in-

Freedom

—

elected,

dona II. Fuller, P. 31.

Montville.

Amos W. Sprowl. Leonard
Harrison Wallace, Yolne\ Thompson,
E. II. Sprow I.
Morrill.
I homa< Storer, Ephraim Rowe.
Robert Cushman, James Mwis, dohii F. Sheldon.
Northport. Wm. A. Pendleton. dames Lanca-ter. dames M. Stevens, Jo>. L. Wither!}.
Lueius K. Duncan.
Palermo. 11. F. Foye. dailies Sollh*, .lames
S. (Ridden, Eli Carr, John P. IVrkins.
Prospect. Thomas Clark, R. T. Cummings.
Gooding Grant, Harrison Gcun, E. K. ilarriEdward Burgos, l>aac Mariner,
(’has. Lasseil. Robt. Knight. Ahial Jordan.
Searsport. \. Koulstone. F. W. Seavev, F
Y. Gilmore, \\. M. Larrabec, Joseph Park.
Stockton. C. C. Roberts. John W. Mudgett.
True Green, Willard Staples, c. S. Fletcher.
Mvanville. George (>. Holme-, MilesStaples,
John Kimball, Hollis IVavex, ,1. A. Larrabec.
Thorndike. John N. Harman, Alfred Hubbard, Fliphalet Pease, Eli Philbrick. A. W.
Ward.
Troy. I M. Knowles, G. L. Tyler, Enoch
M. Barker. Noah W. Barker. James M.( halsear>mont.

complaints

i1 thing to
led from his house
iiis neik, and given the al-

n

overpowered.
our friend the

li.ivc

would

im-

;t

<

rope about
ternative of opening Hie vault or
with

n

lifting

fold

from

Some

shot.

little

ex-

heretofore existingunder tlie
Nickerson, Grant & Co., is this

day dissolved by

eradicated

from

CARAVAN!

WILL I XIliJ I

co-partnership
name ot

mutual consent.
Mr. A. .1. Nickerson is authorized to settle the accounts of the firm, and all persons owing the firm,
will please call on him at once and settle.
Thanking the public for past favors, and solicit
ing a continuance of the same for our successor, w *•
remain verv re<pectfullv,
A. J. NICKERSON
II. II GRANT,
E. S. GRAM,
The business of the old linn will be carried on by
the undersigned at the old stand, and by strict at
tent ion to the wants of customers, he hopes to n
ceive his share of the public patronage.
A. J. NICKERSON.
—3w48
Searspnrt. May 31,

IN

BRLFAST,

Monday,

June

Tuesday,

June 8th.

Saturday,
and

v:M

large

A

assortment

TRAVELERS.

When you visit or leave the City of NEW Y< >RIv,
t*
annoyance and expense of carriage hire and
stop at tlie ttRANH UNION HOTEL, opposite the (IRANI) CENTRAL DEPOT. It has over
350 elegantly furnished rooms and is fitted
up at an
expense of $000,000. Elevator, steam and all modern improvements.
European Plan. The REHTAUH ANT*. Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms
are supplied with the best the markets can iurnish.
The cuisine is unsurpassed. Rooms tor a
single per
son, $1,50 and $2 per day; rich suites for families
proportionately low, so that visitors to the citv and
travelers can live more luxuriously, for less
money
at the HR AND LXIUN, than at
any other first-class
Hotel in the city. Stages and C ars pass the Hotel
every minute for all parts of the City, (i F. & W.
D. HARRISON. Managers.

ranging

in

.Men’s Shirts for

elegant

only

::o

<

out

.lining

they

Mammoth, Comprehensive Menagerie
of Savage Wild Beasts and Rare
BIRDS!

Why will you pay ‘JO and 2f> cts. for Stockings
when we will sell) on a tine Silk finish pair for 12 1 2e.
hv the dozen. A word to the wise is sufficient.

ANDREWS.

-A..
Cut

I

hi

out and

bring

ii

Schenck’s Pulmonic .Syrup, as a cure for con
sumption, tar exceeds all that can be brought to
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac,
containing the certificates
of many persons of the highest
respectability, who
have been restored to health, after being pronounced
incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.
.Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, a*
the-e evidences will show, but the cure is often
pro
moled by tin* employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose.
1 nese
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills
By the timely use of the-e
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck certifies that most any case ot Consumption may be
cured.
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
on the following
Wednesdays, from 0 to :: o’clock.
Jan. 13th and 27th, Feb. loth and 24th, and March
10th and 24th. Consultations free; but for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Respirometor,
the price is $5.
Dr. Schenck is professionally’ at his principal office, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, when* all letters of advice must be
addressed.
Dr.

I

ravelling

in the ha-tern State* that

TO lit: SOLD Ai

only

which

or

tin*

77//:

Having bought

-ingle

admission fee of

fifty

nn.-un

hook out for the arrival ot the (irand Oriental
Circus and Egyptian Caravan, glittering procession
with new device*, original no, .hound attractions.

SI 1A 1.1. BK KECKIViNO

WOT
1875.
10al2

every boat of the Latest
Best (Quality.

Styles

OUIEMaL I'AOhAM.

The
streets

procession will pa*-

FANCY

PUBLIC EXHIBITION
75—July T,

75.

t

-hers will be in attendance
and children to

l>oors

*»’»■!<u*k.
>peii at 1 and
one hour later.

Balloons, Masks,
Lanterns, Torches, Torchlights, Candles, Illuminations, Colored Fires, Bunt
ing, Cannons, Pistols, Caps, Chinese Punk, Kites,
Mottoes, Decorations, Calcium Lights, and our New
Candle Holder for Window illuminations (Patent
applied for), at lowest rates.
Hi)-The City of Boston Displays on Boston Con,,
mon, July 4th, the past 11 years, mere awarded our
house.
JJV have also been appointed by the Cental
Chinese

nial Committee to furnish the Display at Boston and
Bunker Hill, June 17th, IS?').
Purchasers should send immediately for ourWholesale Price List, Catalogue of Exhibitions and List
of Harden Displays. Address B. T. WELLS. H< n'■rul A Kent, |8
Street. <'">'■ »i'Milk si
J
liuston, Mass.
ORDER EARLY.
4IV IS

Hawley

linlojioiidoiil

i

BOSTON
mi

Monday, May :u.
BUTTER We quote line New York and Vermont
at 2iia27c; good do at 24a25; common and fair at 20a
23c, and bakers’ at 17aIS per lb.
CHEESE- -New cheese sells at I2al3c for tine; loa
11c for good, and 5ab for skim.
EGGS—Northern at lbc and Eastern at is l-2c per
doz, and these figures represent the market to-day.
BEANS—Pea beans are quiet at $2 25 for Western
and $3 37 12 for Northern. Yellow-eyes sell in a
small way at $3 per bush.
APPLES-We quote New England at $2 00a2 f#0,
and Western at $2 50a3 00 per bbl; New England
Baldwins that are choice sell at $2a2 50 per bbl.
POTATOES—The market is very dull, and Early
Rose are offered at 50c per bush; Northern Jacksons
sell at 55afi0c, and Eastern at GOaGoc per bush.
H AY—We Quote prime course hay at $22a23 per
ton; medium do at .fib, and fine at $1Gu17 per ton.
Straw is selling at $22a23 per ton.
SOUTHERN PRODUCE—The receipts for straw
berries were mostly in fair order, and sold at 15a20c
per box, but there were berries that sold as low as
5aloc; Green Peas were plenty at $1 per crate and
$4 per bbl for inarrows; Cabbage sold at $2 per bbl.

a

SPECIAL

#

our

o.

Goods is -olieited.

I I AYFORD BL< >(
< 11111
11 St l'OPl,

K,

MARRIED.

Farmer's

Parker,
both of

hand every

our

Farmers’

Store

the Farmers’ Head

Capt. Win. R. Roix,

Capt. C. B. Sanford,

Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday, at I*. M.
Returning will leave Boston every Momlay,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday at > 1 .* 1*. M.

82 50
M
3 65
LOWELL,
All freight must be accompanied by Bill of Lading
in duplicate. All freight bills must be paid on
delivery of goods.

READY

MADE

CLOTHING,

CARPETINGS
Of all

at
MOW

INC

descriptions.

Brackets, Trunks.Valises, Paper
Hangings. Curtains, &e., &e.

MACHINES repairetl at .-hurt notice

HOWARD'S MACHINE SHOP.
Mathews Brother’- Steam

Mill.

Belfast, .lune’J, Ls?.‘».4w 4v

Shoe

New

New Shoe

Store!

Shoe

New

Having purchased tin- intere G of Mr. W «*bber> of
e arc
thr Finn of Webber it Portei
prepared r»» do
»»* tin- latest Stvlc, and war
TA
TIIjvJxv
nPTMd
1 x\l
LIN U r;iut u Perfect Fit in every
We also have oil hand and manufacture to
ease.

Store!

Store!

CASKETS AND COFFINS
“TURN ITU R E RE PAIRING

and FPHOLSTF. RING, Picture Framing, Sec.
we

will

satisfy

Porter Brothers,
SEARSPORT, ME.

.HiipowW

PEIRCE’S
CHI'IUTl

It LOCK !
STREET.

A. B, MATHEWS
I -A I i: or 111 K FIRM OK

70
Ami is

Variety aiul Style,

Fiom the brink of the grave; liealtli ami strength
to those deemed incurable, by using the la
Bra/.ii.lian Pi.ant, discovered by Dr. F.vans
of the Navy.
Radically cures, Dyspepsia, Liver
uud Kidney Co.mpi.aims, Nervous Debiiatv,
Epilepsy, Lost Vitality, and Weaknesses from
excesses in Alcohol, Tobacco, Opium, and other
causes weakening the Brain and Nkrvoijs System.
Send stamp for circular, Umpire Pharma
centicai Co.7'\7 liroailtcai/, X. ).
ly.'ld

A Large Assortment, Selected with care from the best
makers at
HERVEY’S Jewelry Store.

Ladies’, Misses’, Mens’

for

and Boys’
Sold at

Wear,

PROPOSALS for collecting the State,
^ County, and Municipal taxes for the current
municipal year will be received by the City Clerk till
OEALED

f* P. M. of the 7th

proximo.

Farming

every description, Plows, Harrows, Horse Hoes,
Cultivators, Hoad Scrapers, Shovels, Forks, &e.,
among which are the

Obituary notices, beyond the Date, \ame and Age

paid for.)

Camden, May 23d, Orinda A. Me Intire, aged
33 years and b months.
In Monroe, April 24th, Clara A., only daughter of
Israel P. aud Elvira Stearns, aged b years, 3 months
and b days.
Iu Rockland May 21st, Susie B., daughter of J. W.
and Narcissa R. Sleeper, aged 3 years and b days.
In Rockland, Mav 23d, John If., son of George F.
and Addie M. Lothrop, aged 0 months and 15 days.
In Rockland, May 24th, Ilenry If soil of C. F.
and M. A. Fogler, aged 1 year, 3 months and 5 days.
In Rockland, May 10th, Mrs. Jennie A., wife of !
In

CHARTER OAK SWIVEL PLOW,
the best in use. A full line of the
EAliLE PLOWS.

celebrated SILVER

THE MEADOW KINO MOWER.
Also Repair Pieces for the same.
The Hollingsworth HOUSE RAKE, ami
Wisner Sell operating SULKY HAY RAKE.

ASH AND PAINTED SETTS !
('UN.sl'AA 1 /.V ON

IRVIN CA LDERWOOD.
SAMUEL CALDERWOOD.
tftu

IIAYFORI) Block.

-o-

to close up the
agents, Messrs. K.
1*. Kimball, Augustus Fogg and Nathaniel Evans,
request all persons having unsettled accounts with
them to muke immediate payment to
A. T. QUiMBY & CO.

Searsport, May 24, 1875.—3mos47.

I.nrge>t As.-i>rtin*

nt oi

TIES, HAMBURG^

FANCY

GOODS !
mark, •;

Ladies call and examine

I.urg*

our

M-• k

n:,

SWITCHES

ntly received from V« Vnrk, which
selling at Prices Cheaper than can I loan

Kec.

:i

Millinery Goode
Bonnets.
Which

variety

■

!.\K*

,<r

Hats. Flowers
Feathers !

leel confident

we

vatum.

cannot

»

am!

•;

style in this city.

or

New (iooils reeei\

l

n v

1'.

H

Tar,
Catarrh,

For Consumption, Bronchitis.
Sore throat, Files, Disease .»i
and Lrinary Organs.
>r

tie

\

■'kin, K.

FOREST TAR IN SOLUTION.
inhaling, for Catarrh, < 'onsumptnut, Hr.c.•

Asthma, and as a wash tor diseu-n of t h« k
FOREST TAR TROCHES.
For Bronchitis, Sore t hroat, Hoarsen
Purifying the Breath

<

FOREST TAR SALVE
F or cleansing, purify ing, and healing 1 u toh m .*
I leers, Cut-*. Bruise^, Inc ases ,.f t\< >-iAi
wherever a healing process c waiite.',
m

For

.mi

FOREST TAR INHALERS
inhaling the solution. Manufactured l>.
FOREST TAR COMPANY,
Bottles Price lu et>.

1 rial

Mi

WM. 0. POOR & SON.
Agents

for

Druggists.

Belfast, .Johnson Block

an

BEDSTEADS.BUREAUS. &c.. Ac.
Also

nice assortment of

a

Bring Ceils, Mattresses anil Feathers!
would call special attention to

1

our

W KLLS
TIIK LATEST stv |.KS OF

MILLINERY!
.•

KINDS OF

ALL

&

stock of

CASKETS

COFFINS!

To those who have to purchase 1 would say 1 have
them all grades, from the lowest price that they can
possiblv be sold lor, to the nicest WAl.Nl i and
rosewood.

i!

■: i..n

1

I

sm

\

■

.t*

ti

Kellog.
Derby & English
Walking Hat. Misses School
Hats from 50 Cents up.
Viven.

Kibboiits,

Flowers

\c

l have secured the services .>( u first clus Mi!
Miss Ai.h
M Bi«*w\, wlio will gi\«• .mu
r.
faction to all, even the most fastidious
Hats Bleached, Pressed or Color!*! in tie |;,b
\ onr- Respectfully,
Shapes.

Metalie Burial Cases!
Same

patterns

as

sold bv FIELD &
HEWS.

Special

Notice I

were

MA I

Uair nt:.\reh nn: tlack

TO Main Street, Belfast Me

11 K

B. F. WELLS.

ALSO-

A. B. MATHEWS.

BITTERS!
DR. R.

MOODY’S

subscriber huJ determined t*> d
■ St..,-k.

oilers to the public bis ,-ntii
Till-,

.•

.-nt, and
nuc

>u -1

•.

Cloths,
Clothing,
Hats, Caps and

Furnishing
Also

Goods

the greatest bargains yet oflVred

m

Carpets,
Spuinu Biti'kk in the market.
Its peculiar medical properties gives it a precedent

Oil-Cloths & Window Shades.

The best

above all others for loss ot Appetite, Debility, Indigestion, .Jaundice, and all kindred diseases which
people are subject to in the Spring and Summer. It
excellent tonic, and used in connection with
iron, builds up the system, and makes well the sick
and suffering. For sale wholesale and retail by

R. H. MOODY, Druggist,
tt'WCorner of Main and High Sts., Belfast, Me.

MILLINERY
MRS. ROSE

Bows, Rosin, &c.,

Spring and

At

prices

SHELDON
a

large stock ol

Summer

that

cannot fail to suit the

pur>-i.:«

Will sell tin- Stock at a discount to any p«r-..n
t•
logo into trade, and will b a-e the
term of years at reasonable rate
1 mean business to any one who vvi.-he- to pui

wishing
a

chase.

HARR,S‘

GOODS!

just returned from Boston with

HERVEY’S

JEWELRY

For

STORE.

Sale.

of a first class
CARRIAGE SHOP, with or without Paint
and
Also
for
sale cheap.
Open
Top
Carriages
Shop.
Apply to PERKINS BROS., Belfast, Me.—2m47

JL

2Q TONS
Just received

WHITE MIDDLINGS

per S«hr. Llzzlt J. Clark, and for Sale
Pitcher & Sous, by
tf42
F. C. PITCHER.
April 20, 1875.

Low at Win.

Low

at

rPOOLS, FIXTURES and LEASE

NOTICE.

NECK

T

NOTICE!.
1 am about to break up
housekeeping, 1 have
a small amount of plunder that 1 w ill
dispos.
of for about what it is worth. It consists of Kitchen
and Dining Room Furniture, Stores, ike.
This is not a Gift Enterprise, and has no conn,
tion with the Louisville Lottery.
GEO. A. Oi l Min
Belfast, May 27, 1875.- 2w47

AS

arc

EPHRAIM MADDOCKS.

SUBSCRIBERS wishing
npiIE
A. peddling business of their

ORNA JVTEIS! T3

Now in Stock from oiir dw:i
sirable styles of l.adie- Hats, in p

HAND

STRING-S,
MILLINERY!
offered at
Which
Of Superior Quality and Tone.

lMliist, May 18,1875.—fliv4C

Cheese Factories furnished with SALT and other
Hoods at reasonable rates.
Also a full line of Field and Harden Seeds.
Please cull and examine before purchasing else-

Belfast, April 8, 1875.

Opposite

the

where.

j

Peirce Block, Shoe Store,

n—

Fringes, Passementerie l.<*.>j

i'iia )//(/■;/.'.t paulou snrs.PMu.oH
/ MILES MAUUI.E it Wool) 70/'.
IIA TTHKKS. 'VI1ATXOTS. 117.-7 7IXU hUSh'S, Wo II hi TABLES
",I'I LOOK I XU ULASSES.
EXTESslOX TAIU.ES
d SIDE lioAlihS.

Has

Sz, BASS VIOL
Remember that the place to buy Boot*
and Shoes C H E A P is at the

Yak Laces.

and
L .s

-fcil CII AS--

^

-.—

Of

GOODS !

WALNUT

Per Order.

EMERY BOARDMAN, City Clerk.
Belfast, May 2f>, 1875—t!47

VIOLIN,
PRICES!
G-UITAR,

Exchange LOW

i

is an

City of Belfast.

Slippers

h

imiking large additions t'- (In* stuck wliicli Inwill “'l l! ut tin* lowest living priced jee*

-AND-

Soots, Shoes and

•

MAIN STREET.

—

mous

OF

V VHI 1 M

Aline A-^ortineiit ol‘ SACK IRlMMlving of

I

blodcxETT & co.’s

a

Scissors, Shears,

LARGE STOCK

KYKHY

<

RAZORS,

A

Parasols & Sun-shade^

I'
new preparution. <■0111:1111111
:<U 11n- m I
<;d pi-apcrties of i-oimnon l ai.
t'i.. ..
llie liluck and impure products un. 1 dmuM
kept in every family, it i- safe and reliable in
all eases where eures ran lie etlVeted. md i- !
only preparation of Tar approved an 1
plivs'eiuns as a standard lvim 1 \

THOUSANDS SAVED.
given

IS LOCK!

UMBRELLAS,

••

—

PEIRCE’S

SUN

GKAUK-

FOREST TAR,

of every description. Having secured tin* services
of a first-class workman, we are prepared to do all
kiud

Call and examine our goods and
you with both price ami qualit).

Shawls!
AIK

Forest

FURNITURE,

Down!

IN

1-;

Rubber aud Oil Clothes,

CEO. (i. WELLS, Agent.
Belfast, dune 1, Is?;*.— 4>

Broke

Woolen

In

Furnishing Goods,

FARE TO BOSTON.

For Waldo County.

DIED.

o

Cloths, Clothing1, Gents, STOCK OF FI!RNITFKF!

Belfast l'i,r Boston ''very Momlay,

Striped do.

& Co.
DINSMORE & SON. H.H. Johnson
May

liuv•- lately returned !Vom H.is
Large Stock of the following goods

KATAHDIN, CAMBRIDGE,

Which will be

Tools

Shoe!

Walking

h as iu n4.111

Of every

Furnishing Goods.

And propose to make
quarters and

Iu Warren, May 2d, John A. Miller of Union and
Miss Laura A. Hokes of Warren
In Islesboro, May 13th,
Capt. Milton J. Whitcomb
und Mrs. Abigail R. Coombs, both of Islesboro.
In \ inalhaven, May 14th,
Joseph Morton and
Adella Gray.
In Thomaston, May loth Owen Roscoe Keizer and
Miss Delia Hunt, both of Thomaston.

keeping

on

Till'

Finallx you will liml any hind of Boot and
Shoe- von max want, and will -axe money hy
Imying your s-u im* and Summer Stock of

undersigned
rpm:
JL toil with a

friends, acquaintances
leased
WLandherebypublic generally,
New’ Block
.Shot-

Shall make a specialty of
thing in the line of

1.1

FIELD & MATHEWS
STEAMER

Paisley Shawls

Ladies will please call and
uni well selected Mock of
All. A N I >

<

Saudi!

New Goods!

m

PA 1 R

PKR

I V1 >1K..-

look !

A^siiKl.tlltM

HAIR

O JV. SS 53L !

New variety of

Geo. W. Burkett & Co.

Lino liiKiU !

one

Stock New & Fresh

l Con-

LOWELL. New Firm!

STEAMKK

l.AKt.t

A

1 .()(>!!

JUST RECEIVED! Pocket Knives!
inform our
the
that we have
of the stores in the
near the
Factory, on Main Street, where we will be pleased
to see them all at any and all times, and show them
our goods which we will sell at as LOW or LOW KB
Prices than they can be purchased in Maine.

an

gress

Grloves,

An examination »»f

Mohairs

25 Cents Per Yard!

ANNOUNCEMENT

Lie Lot a U-aii ij'. Front Lace
Boots t'i»r

A

v

C'OLORLD

ami

Alpacas

1 lii*

Boots ami Shoos, lor Mon, Woj men. Bovs and (Jills, they have some which
were mad
e\]uv--l\ for their Custom Trade,
which they will \Y arrant to do < iood Service.

SAK'QL 1

Fver ottered in thi

I-I and heroine fs,

<t>rn

PEIRCE'S REOCh !

New
Goods!
New
Business!

their Show Window.

in

Ruchings, New Stvlo
j

die Futile1 Four Trias per Week.

-at

ANNOUNCEMENT

BOSTON MARKET.

Pei formance
Iw l-

PRICES,

KTeoh-Ties,

day auol evening, to escort ladie
eligible and comfortable seat".

The New England Laboratory, Boston, C. E. MASTEN, Pyrotechnist, announce they are prepared to
furnish, at wholesale or retail, a superior line of
goods of their manufacture, at reduced prices.

Our specialties are Exhibitions forCities,
Towns and Clubs, and Boxes of Assortea hire Works for private use.
Also,a full stock of Fin* Crackers, Torpedoes, Flags,

LINK

Working

Fur

and the

FIRE WORKS
June 17,

Look at them

GOODS!

\\« have in Stock

G RAULS.

LADIK.V

STYLES! Thread. MaltaA

Ml.

AT

through tlo- principal

lu A. :M.

at

Will lean-

Milch Cows—We quote extra at $55ai0; ordinary
$25a50 per head.
Sheep and Lambs—From the West there was a
good supply, all owned by butchers, costing, landed
at Briglitou from GuG l-2c per lb. From the North
the supply was light,prices ranging from 5 l-3a7 .‘5 1
per lb. Spring Lambs Halt) per lb.
Swine—Few Store Pigs, wholesale lOalOl 2cper lb.
Fat Hogs GuoO in market, prices
retail, 10a 12c.
» l-2ab 3 4c per lb.

Iliram L. Ingraham, aged 2G years and 20 days.
In St. George, May 18th, Capt. John H. Gardiner,
aged GG years, 1 month and 2G days.
In Union, May 23d, Walter F., son of William F.
and Charlotte Ann Stevens, aged 1
year, f» months,

grand

Tnii Steamers

JAS, W. CLABK.
Those indebted to X. <L Prescott & Co.,
will please call at the Old Stand and settle.
-I whs

FOR

HOSIERY!

GOODS!

By

slaughter.

must be

will p iuain in the L.ou'- den and perl m ,a hi* Savyet Conquered Pets, while the procession i.i
moving, in full view of the multitude, forming a

(1 IVes
I intend

\

How,

i.i.

Heavy and Fine Drap'd'Fie,

IN

in Hand, Machine and ( aide Sewed, and they
cannot he excelled in.>TYLF. FIT or WKAK.

W«* shall make HOSIERY our specialty, and
for that purpose have purchased large) v.
Look at the Stockings we are selling
for 1*2 l-*2 cent'.

to $1.25.

IJM. ol

A SKLKNDIU

CITY.

A- to (ientlomon's Fine Shoes and Boots,
all they ask is for you to come and look over
their Stock. Tliov have all the verv

d<

parasols !

Mo-

Black Cashmeres

—

We have ju-t purchased a LARGE SUPPLY
of these (iOoDS and oltVr tljcm id I < >W
I' R I (' E S

resplendent

Hg*-

THE

LATEST

WOOl.TXX.

Grand Gratuitous Entei taiuiueub

mences

LESS THAN COST!

5a5 l-2c per lb.
Calf Skins—15alac per lb. Sheep and Lamb Skins
$2 Gua$2 50 each. Lamb skins 50c each. Sheared
Skins 30c each.
It
Working Oxen—We quote sales ol 1 pr, gth
(i in. for $240
Store Cattle—Vo call for Store Cattle and but few
in market. Most all the small Cattle that are in a
fair condition being brought up by butchers to

Albert
M**;
Bellast.

the Stork ol

roll A Co., .No. 1;! Phetiix
to close it out.

A1
and Lambs 3728, Swine 0,831; number ot Western
Cattle .200. Northern Cattle and W'orkingOxeu and
Milch Cows,125 Eastern Cattle. 00.
Prices of Beef Cattle, per 10- lbs. live weight. Extra quality $7 37 1 -2a7 02 1 -2; first quality 0 87 1 2a7 25;
second quality $0 2 5a0 75 ;third quality $5 25a0 12 1-2
poorest grade of course Oxen, Bulls, &c.( $3 50a5 00.
Brighton Hides—7 l-2c per lb. Brighton fallow
Oaf* 1 2c per lb.

Mav 20th, by Rev. Wooster
L. Hall and Miss Lucy R. Small,

AMI!lift '.s',

requires

nr. sr simw ox rtir

IUJH ( El) ERKIS, SanToni’s

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
Wkdnksday, May 20.
market for the current week—Cattle 3325 ;M,ec p

city,

OF

Boots & Shoes

$l.OOaOo Clear Salt Pork,
$27a20
Sul0
$1.27»aOO; Mutton per lb.,
$ 1.25a00 Lamb per lb.,
Rye,
17al8
Corn,
1.00&00 Turkey per lb.,
I8a22
Ofml.OO'Chicken per lb.,
Barley,
17a 18
Beans,
18a20
3.25a3.00|Duck per lb.,
Marrowfat Pea-, 1.5oal.75 Geese per lb.,
18a20
Dais,
75aSO Hay per ton,
$12al0
Potatoes,
$1.25a0.C0
47»a50jLiiue,
Dried Apples,
8al0 Washed Wool,
40a44
40a50, Unwashed W ool,
30a.33
Cooking Apple-,
Butter,
23a25 Pulled Wool,
40a44
I8a00 Hides,
Cheese,
7a0G
15al0 Calf Skins,
Eggs,
HaOO
Lard,
IsalOSheep Skins, $1.00.il.75
0al2!Hard Wood,
Beef,
$5.5fa0.(0
Baldwin Apple-,
70a.75,Soft Wood,
$3.50a4.CO
Veal,
f»a07 Dry Pollock,
4t.5
1 >ry t od,
“aS; Straw
$7.( 0a 8
Plaster,
2.00
1.301 Shorts per c.,
H. ti. Seed,
3.50a3.75 j Clover Seed,
I4al5

In this

<

Cents for adults, and Twenty Five Cents for Chil
dren is charged.
Pronounced by the Press and Public to be

Polite and courteous

BELFAST

Flour,
Meal,
Rye Meal,

STOCK

A

hairs, Alpacas from 25

and

GOODS

BID ST

Remnant Dress (JoiuLs,

it with you.

Great Bargains!

appreciated.

IN

Kid

CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE.
Every moment of delay makes your cure more
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice
ot a remedy. 1 lie amount of
testimony in favor of

Black.Brilliantines,

In Ladies Fretieh Kid, and Fine Serge Boots
they have their regular goods, tie* same they
have kept for years, with their name on every
pair, ami which are acknowledged to he the

AT It A Hi: HAROAIXS.

Huy nothing

Boston Clothing Store, No. 1 Hay
ford Blook, Belfast.

Pair

Every

them before you buy, for they
s i: l l

s.*e

(OTTO XX.

Oollars.

hut the best. To be had of us for
only 20c per Box.
-toer" Remember we pledge ourselves to produce
every article on our counters here advertised. Don’t
forget the place.

*>t Shades, which cannot he -nip-fed lor Quality and <
lieapn*

our

I’lt/XTS,

1

1ST ew.

POPLINS,

ariety

l.:i<v and Button Boots for

some

Warrant

the most Celebrated lYrtormers in the
Profession, umi :t

Two Colossal Pavilions!

Overalls (*#;“» cts per pair,

Paper

are

A.\ll IS Till DULY BAffllHTHW

cents

Sometliing

are

Stock of REMNANT (iOODS.
We
have a LARUE SUPPLY and from
the amount that is sold daily at
our counters,
prove that

lyrsplb

Corn

Also

selling tlie BEST style of Cambrics
and Percales for 11 and l."> cts per ratal,
former prices 'Jo cl-, per vard.
e

er

OVERALLS.

.-ax

PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for the. Journal.
Bi.U’Ast, W ednesday, June 2,
$5.00a‘».50: Round llog,

SCHOOL BOYS!

Woolen Shawls at extraordinan
I. <> W
P RIC E s

REMNANTS. Lower Than
Any Other Dealer.
Ladies would do well to look oy

prices from

S I-i I IR, T S.

NOTICES.
TO

At -■till lower price-; tlmn thev have ever hefinv
otlereil. They have some excellent

Call and

$1.00, $2.00, S3.50,
$4.00, $5.00.

Host Duck

IMPORTANT

have in Stock

SILKS,

all grade-*.

O-A.-S-H !

Made the same wav, and they

F^INTTS.
85e

In \

( '-A-S-I I !

can

a good supply of INDIA
PAISLEY, BERLIN and AMERICAN

.Magnificent Combination, including

FIRST-CLASS CIRCUS,

A (ienuine ALL WOOL Suit out and made in the
LATEST STYLE lor only $7.00.
Remember,
Coat, Cants and Vest lor $7.ou.

*»mmmmmmmmmmmmmmtmmm

SPECIAL

HROEllHT INTO BELFAST,
WHICH THEY BOEOHT EUR

EVER

SILK

SCHOOL GIRLS!

THE

Grade.

BLACK

OF

.MADE EXPRESSLY FOR
We

\\

REACHED !

GUINET

Cable Screw Wire Shoes

Free lo All!

BOTTOM

STOCK

Boots & Shoes

June 5th.

REX EIYEI) BY

Catalogues

can

especially the subject
of discussion, the ipiestion of what becomes
of all the money that is annually voteil to
the naval establishment was pressed with
pertinency and l'oree. 11 it has ever been
satisfactorily answered we are not aware

we

(’AMD K X

Orders can be filled at once
for any PATTF.RN which is in
the Catalogue.

Stop That Cough.
luihnnuary complaint however ohstinate.

were

show our cusdepartment
tomers an unusual variety at PRICES
that cannot fail to secure a ready
1“ U R C II A S E

II. H. JOHNSON & CO.

KcoxuMh u. New Food. 25cents will buy
a package of Sea Moss Farine. made from
pure
Irish Moss, which will make 50 kinds of dishes,
siieli as t akes, pies, puddings, etc., or 10 quarts
of custards, jellies, creams. Charlotte Busse,
hlaite mange, etc. Sold by all Druggists ami
(iroeers.
I yr.

the ltaltimure American. ]

We cannot enumerate the names, grades,
and prices ol' our New Stock of Goods, suffice
it to say that our assortment never was larger,
and selected with more care to suit the public
taste in STY LES and PRICES than at pre-cut.

in this

excesses,

No
resist the healing influence of J>is. Moulds'
Syri'p of Tar, Wii.d Cherry and IIoreNothing that we have ever sold acts
so promptly anil effectually, in coughs, colds,
hoarseness, sore throat, asthma, and alldiseases
of tlic throat, lungs and chest lcadiugto consumption. l! is, a certain cure for Whoopixo
i.'oniit and Croup. Contains no opium and is
pleasant to take. Cough worn victims whose
lungs arc racked and torn with paroxysms that
threaten to choke them, find speedy relief in il-.
use.
Trial size 10 cents. Ask for Mr. Morris'
Syrup, lake no other. Sold by VVm. O. 1'oou
&' Sox Belfast. Al.FREH Hooper. Seai'sporl,
A. .J. JounAX, Orland. .1, \V. I’ekkixs A Co.,
Portland. (Jeneral Agents.
Ivrlli

BIGGEST

Geo.W.Burkett&Co.

Butterick’s Patterns

struent, diuretic, solvent, alterative and tonic.

STEEL AND GREY GOODS,

IN

up and these
the system In

intemperance, exhausted vitality,
abuses ol the system, gravel and affect ions of
the prostrate gland. It is a diaphoretic, deob-

Which ttit-y offer at greatly rt ilili'nl jirir.
Kspecial attention h calle,! to their l.aigevXew All II'ool Ctnner.i J/air Plain
and Plain Goods Jar Hnifirnr-.
also Twill' d Srrt/i >.

in

AND WHICH THEY WIi.l. SELL FOR

:«n

JI M'

PREPARED WITH THE

ARE

Tth.

WINTEHPORT,

A

Urmi-ihj. It triumphs over stubborn
dropsy, female irregularities, complaints of the urino-genital organs, diabetes,

Jr stick.
citement was gotten up in the neighborhood of
Sanford wharf Tuesday evening, in witnessing
turn.
tlie rapture, ou the harbor, of a supposed thief
Tiie Boston Child-Muriler,
who was escaping in a row boa..
It seems
that < apt. ('harlot K. Davis, of the fishing sell.
Boston, May 2o. Thomas W. Piper,
Sailor's Bride of Tremont, came to this city for the alleged murderer of Mabel
Young,
-alt. A man named Ebon O. Sargent, lormerly was arraigned to-day.
A person who
ol Deer Isle, came on board and begged passage
passed the Warren street Church about
the hour of the murder indcntities Piper
tin Tuesday they
on bis vessel to that place,
as tiie man he saw
clambering from a belstarted, but the wind being unfavorable rewindow to the ground. Several little
turned and anchored in the harbor. The cap- fry
girls stated that Piper has endeavored to
tain says lie laid dow n in the afternoon and fell
entice them into the church at various
asleep, on aw akening he discovered that lie times. The
prisoner confessed this mornhad been robbed ot S'24 in money, some clothes
ing that he was not in his right mind on
and other things, and Ins passenger gone. The
Sunday, but maintains his innocence.
t ily Marshal was notified and a search institutSince his arrest. Piper has shown great
ed.
Six o’clock in the evening lie was discovagitation. Jfe slept very little Sunday
ered leaving the Sanford wharf in a row boat,
night, and was extremely restless, but in
row ing directly out ot the harbor
The Mar- answer to all questions firmly declared his
shal and Captain immediately followed, but innocence oi the awful charge.
In makAt this juncwere distanced by The pursued.
ing an examination ol Piper, tiie officers
discovered spots of blood on his handkerture six volunteers started in pursuit with
He endeavored to exFrank Follett’s row boat., with the runaway chief and collar.
Now came the plain away these fatal evidences of his
some three miles in advance.
guilt by saying he had the nose-bleed.
exciting race. The latter boat with four stout
Piper maintained at the time the search
rowers ijuickly lessened the distance, and ran
was being made that the
belfry door had
two
along side and captured the man about
not been opened for some
months, and
miles ott i'atterson 1’oint. He was brought that no
had
been up there since
person
buck and lodged in jail. The matter was fixed last winter, but the fact that he was
seen
up Wednesday before coining to the Judge. at the door just before the child was missSargent handed over $17.00, and the captain ing, together with the fact that no other
dix ided the costs with him. It was a mixed up person had access to the door is a strong
link in the chain of circumstances. A
concern, and was thought by some that whismember of the church states that lie saw
key was a third party to the affair.
anil speak to Mabel Young as j
Mdn’ROK. The cheese factory has started, Piper stoop
she was entering tiie Sunday School, at
with fair prospects of sueeess.The people of
the opening of the services. One ol the
this town are excited over the question of a
who ran in from the street, atgentlemen
town house—a portion desiring a large build- tracted
by the screams of the victim, states
ing with a hall over it. After three town meet- that while trying to force the belfry door.
ings to consider the subject, it is still in doubt. Piper, who took no active part in the
.The weather is cool, and the ground dry for search, tried to dissuade them from enterthe season.
ing there, saying that it was impossible
for any one to be in there, as the door was
Horace N. Weill has been arrested in Boston locked and no keys were visible.
for stealing registered letters in the Boston post
Bold Attempt to Rob a Bank.
ofiire, where lie was a clerk.
Fourteen large vessels are to lie built at Bath
Great Barrington.
May 29. A party
this season.
ol eight masked men last
night entered
The Whig says that on Saturday there were the residence of F. N. Deland, Cashier of
at
about 50 vessels
Bangor, all of them with the National Mohuive Bank ot this
place,
cargoes engaged.
bound and gagged the family of five
perJames Robinson, the champion bareback rider,
Mr.
forced
and
Deland
to
sons
accompany
is to ride in San Francisco against Charles Fish,
bank.
them to the
Fortunately the vault
a
European celebrity, for #10.000 a side and tile was locked
by one of Sargents & Greenand diamond-studded belt of the world.
'he San Francisco brokers are said to hold leaf’s chronometer locks, and could not be
Robinson as the favorite, and to have staked opened. The feature of this lock is that
over a half million dollars on the result.
the vault cannot be unlocked until the
Flkkinc

EGYPTIAN

DISSOLUTION.

JI>i'ul's

Navy.

of the laet. Mot even the members of the
Committee on the M'avy could explain the
mysterious disappearance and the lack ol
visible results from the millions that are
appropriated each year. All that they
could tell was that the Department asked
lor a certain amount; Congress reduced it
somewhat, and granted the reduced sum
About that
—and then there was a blank.
time there was published an elaborate
statement, bristling at every point with
facts and figures taken from ollieial reports
showing that man for man and ship for
ship, the American M’avy costs proportionately twice as much as the magnificent
and expensive fleets of England Moreover it was demonstrated that the entire
naval appropriations since the war ended
had been sufficient to provide a well equipped and efficient sea-going force instead
of our present sparse and shabby navy, a
large portion of the vessels of which are
unseaworthy. Mottling could be clearer
than that there must be either waste, corruption, or misapplication of funds.
A transaction occurred in San Francisco
a few days since which throws some light
upon the administration of the na\ y. The
I nked States steam frigate California, a
vessel registered at d iso tons and sent to
sett four years age for the first time, at a
cost of $1 ,.’>00,(100, was sold at auction lor
.$23,000. That was about all the ship was
worth, and it is said the purchaser will
have to break her up and turn her over to
the junk dealers to save himself. Launched
from Portsmouth, N. H., in 1ST 1, the California was at once sent to San Francisco,
and in duly, 1x7:1. having been not more
than twelve months at sea altogether, and
only two years in service, she was put out
The history
of commission as worthless.
of this vessel is almost substantially the
same as that of some seven others, w hich
have been known as sister ships. The
Java, New York, and Pennsylvania, and
Antietam have been on the stocks in 1KC4,
and the Illinois disappeared mystcriouslv
in bs7:l. The (iuerriore ran aground on
the Italian coast on her first trip to the
Mediterranean, was taken off, repaired at
a cost of $100,000, brought to New York
and sold for $24,000. Her original cost
was $1,17)4,320, and her age seven years,
not so long as the period for which the
Lloyds will give the highest rate to a well
built ship. The Delaware, after a trip to
the East Indies, has been returned home
unlit for further service.
Here was$10,1 H*0,000 invested in steam
frigates meant to be of the first class, the
whole eight of wtiieh have hardly stood
as much service as one sound and staunch
merchantman. This brief relation ol their
several fates affords a clue to the manner
of using the naval appropriations.
We
are not urging that the United States
should have a powerful navy—that is an
entirely different question—but we have
been and are spending enough of money
for at least a respectable naval armament,
and getting comparatively nothing in re-

The Democrats ot Brooks are invited to meet in
Caucus at South Brooks, Saturday, June 12th, at 5
o’clock, P. M., to choose Delegates to attend the
State Convention.
PER ORDER.

attacks of

Jos. Snowman. Bidlield Plummer, F. N\
Ritchie.
Waldo. E. (.. Bimill, A. d. Clements, John
>. Gilmore, D. (Tozior. Win. Hall.
Voted, that the Democratic County Convention for this county he field at the Court House
in Belfast, on Saturday, Aug. iil-t. at in o'clock
A. M.
N oted, that tin* basis of representation for the
Convention he as follows: Every town shall be
entitled to two delegates, and one additional
delegate for every *J"» votes east for the Democratic candidate lor Governor in lsTJ. and one
for a majority fraction.
L. 11. M( iu ii. Chairman.

appropriations

-A X D-

—AT—

I, ot

St

t

or

Spring tfcSmiimer Dress! lot

in every

ORIENTAL CIRCUS

promptly strengthened, buoyed

Cnity. ( harles Tavlor, Crosby Fowler, N.
W. \ iekeiy, A 1 Woods. Ncwcil Harding.
Winterport. George White. F. W. Kelley.

l-'i'om

BLACK.

BROOKS.

I'iie broken down constitution, caused from
kidney, bladder and glandular diseases is

mers.

Our

S. A.

fill IE
A. firm

Dinsmore & Son

CAMERON'S GRAND

STRAW
SEWERS A 1' THE BLEACH

I\v43

A precocious hoy was asked which was the
greater evil of the two, hurling another's feelings or Ins linger, lie said the former, “ltight,
my dear child," said tlie gratified questioner,
’’and why is it worse to hurt the feelings';"
"Because you ean't tie a rag around the feelings." explained the dear child.

niaii.

Hodsdon,

FRY.

In the cure of Consumption there is
probably
no known medicine
equal to the Syrup of llvpophosphites prepared by Mr. dailies I. Kell-'ws. chemist. St. John, N, B. A number of
eases have come under <.tir notice the
past year
when the results which have followed its use
have been astonishing. We write this unsolicited bv any one. and advise the afflicted to
try it.
Kditoii
oi.oniai. Kakmek."

mer.

TIMES!

Invites attention to their l'.lr
N E W

IMMEDIATELY!

WANTED!

kerchief. he pulled out a pack of cards. “Hulloa!" In* exclaimed, “I’ve got on
my father’s
coat !”

Monroe. David S. Flanders. David Dollotf.
Thos. C. Baehehler. Timo. Mayo. W in. s. Plum-

HARD

-AND

The son of a clergyman was
delivering a college valedictory, when, in pulling out his hand-

Knight.

GOING DOWN!

Teacher of Piano Forte, Cedar Street. Terms
liberal for instruction.
Agent. Brackett’s Piano
3m4S*
Fortes, Boston.

Goods!

H. H. Johnson & Co.,

—OF NEW—

Ryder, Dix Island; ipione, Dutch, Wilmington.

Miss F. A.

New

OPENING

sells. C. II. Dyer, Boyd, Windsor; Adrian, Hunt, Rockland.
May 27th, sell. Helen Maria, Prince, Camden.
May 29th, sells. Gen. Meade, Holmes, Bangor; I*.
M. Bonnie, Burgess, Carver’s Harbor; W. G. Kadie,

Dyspepsia is a llydra-IIeaded Monster, from
which originate nearly all “the ills the human
flesh is heir to." The Peruvian
Syrup, a protected solution of the protoxide of Iron, is a
long-tried and well-established remedy for this
distressing complaint; it has cured thousands
when other remedies have failed.

Islesboro. C. W. She rman. F. B. Kellar, Mark
Pendleton, Charles Nash. Mansfield Clark.
Jackson. das. W. Wallace, Eli Cook. Abner
K. Webb, Sami. C. Snow. M. S. Stiles.
Knox. C’lias. F. Chandler, dames Higgins.
Alev. Stevens, ( has. Lord. Thos. Linekin.
Liberty. H. P. Gove, Aivah Sherman. Davis
Woodman, Ezra Cox, Freeman Linekin.
Lineolnville. W. II. Hodges, d. A. Brackett. Levi Mathews, dr.. II. I.cadhetter, Henry

LOW PRICES!

May 20th,

A Brown County editor bought his ink by
the .iug full, because he could get. it cheaper,
but his wife went to till the inkstand one morning and found it wasn’t ink by ajugfull.

Moulton, Otis Harvey, Stephen Holmes, ( has.
W. Twitched, Page Young, Alvah Hutchins.

L

•‘All that's bright must lade,
the brightest *still the fleetest
\l. that'- sweet vva- made
bur to b* lust when sweeten

<

Burnham
George E. Berry, E. I. Doe,
dames Braley. M. 1’. Hatch, Win. Berry.
Frankfort. R. A. Treat, M. A. Merrill, 1>.
N. Ewell, B. F. Rowe, M. Trundy.

GRAND

COWERING HEBE COKES!

ARRIVED.
May 25th, schs. Gen. Meade, Holmes, Boston;
Dione, Dutch, Boston; Helen Maria, Prince, Portland ; Canary, Brown, St. George.
May 29th, sell. Plymouth,-, Maitland.
May 30th, schs. Lillian, Ryan, Boston; Moses
Kadie, Warren, Newcastle; Railroad, Webster, Portland; M. Sewall, Haskell, Deer Isle.
SAILED.

Tlie most saddening and disagreeable of the
awful sounds of midnight is a frightful cough
reverberating through tlie darkness. This terrible infliction can lie rapidly removed hi the
use of Adamson’s Botanic
Cough Balsam.

son.

|SEE, THE

PORT OF BELFAST.

Fills, Potions and Pungencies

a

the song says—

w

one.

Beltast—elected. W. II. Simpson, T. F. Pliinnev, Wm. D. Elliot, James Holmes. C litis. A.
Ellis.
Belmont. <>. C. Cummctt, C. M. Cunningham, F. A. 'rower, Israel Gardner, i>. A.
Greer.
Brooks.
Alonzo Roberts. Gideon Braley,
A\ aldron Prime, Isaiah Gould, John Thomp-

WHAT I'.Ki’OMKs OF TIIK V 1.SSK1.S.
mtiancholv accident that happened
When llit? appropriation’bills wen; bepicnic party last weckv Tin* heat and mo- !
fore Congress last winter, anti tin* naval
ol the w agon got so strong a head on the
vva-

champagne that the bottles hurst, and that premu- fluid was wa-ted on the dusty and unappreciative highway l> vva- too bad. but then

in

appointed

SMID NEWS.

hour fixed by the setting of a chronometer
inside of the door. The robbers finding
their efforts of no avail, left Mr. Deland
and took their departure without securing
any spoils. The safe robbers failing to
get into the safe, took revenge by stealing ail the valuables they could collect in
the house of the Cashier.

Cooper,

lining "hall be fixed.
t

Democratic County Committee.
The Democratic County Committee of Waldo
County met at Belfast, Slav 28tli.
The following Town Committees were appointed, with flic understanding that if any
town lias elected a committee other than is
given below, the one elected supersedes the I

Masls for Sale!

Prices.

-o--

friends and the public for past pa
a
tronage, we would si licit continuance ol till same.
All work promptly attended to.
a .-Please call and see us at our old place, No. Id
(up stairs) Tlienix Row.
L». S. CKKS3EY.
Belfast, May 10, 1875.—'lw4(>

Thanking

our

WANTED!
PAklT

THU I

PINIQURQ fan be supplied with
r
inionng wotk by applying at

POTE & QUIMBY’S.
Only GOOD SEWF.RS need apply.
Belfast, May Id, 1875.—45tf.

LANDED in Belfast, Florida Dine
75 to 85 feet long. Eni|uire ol llie suh.
scriber, C. B. HA/.KLTINK.—Ov-L

NOW

from

i
n/l A

injusiEi!
\ CT7 gl .lust received

VAOHO

Schr.

per

"Swallow.”

WM. PITCHER & SON.
April 19,1S75.

tt4‘;

Sometime.

right,
w

1

\\

1

seltzer;

t mi*.
\ u

<

nit-tin >. commingled w ith life’s wine.
i- hud tin1 wormwood.nnd rebel and shrink.
It 'ii”.
w i'er hand than yours or mine
l’oiii
ut this potion for our lips to drink.
And if'fine friend we love is lying low.
Win tv human kisses cannot reach hi' fare.
>h.
in»t blame the loving Father so.
I
w.-ir your 'orrow with obedient
graee !

And
\\

ii.

Ynl

'•

'hall shortly know that lengthened
breat ii
1' not the '\\Vi’tf't gilt (.m| send* hi' friend.
And that, '.onetime, the 'able pall of death
• <meeals the fairest boon lii' love can send,
l! \\ e could push ajar the gates of life.
\nd 'land within.and all <bid's workings set*.
^ • eotild interpret all tin- doubt and strife.
\ nd 'ei
e h
my'! rv could litul a k»*> !

If so, your liver is wrong, and to set it ri"lit
:uul Rive tone and vigor to \our s)Nteni, the one

tiling needful is
Tarrant's Saitzer Aperient.
s«• i.11

ie-ija\.
Then In* eontenl, poor heart 1
>d’ pi in' like Jill.- pure and white unfold.
\\ e mii't u.it tear the « lose-shut leaves apart,
rime will revea the ealy ves ot
\nd it through padtoil t«ol, we reaeh the land
N her. III. d feel, w itli '.iiidaF louse may rest,
U I en w, 'hall elearly know and understand.
1 : link that we will >:iy **t J.mI knew the best."

MAINE.

Snug

ot'

the

\\ niter dinging llaki*' ot 'tiow.
I »■ <-p I -urdening lie Id a ml wood and hill:
I hm day'. dark nights, slow trailing fog-.
And M< ak.oied air seven' and chill.
on eirrling runehauge till ail i' d-me.

husband,

\nd

do-till ill.

oils

circling

lain—

il'i s|...,.,|. in lii',. tV.,in less t., mol',,.
I ln- eliiM. lii,- man, the work, the rest.
I in s, In ring mind, the ripening soul,
I id \ i.ii- ; all I- In iglit and blest.
so’’,

11

s.

BOSOM.

»l the b

<

Made

a

Jenny
.leiuu kis-1 d

eireling run—
change till all i- done.

Kissed

vi.i.

prematurely

his brain and hi-

body.

$5

£

limiir. 1» riiis free. Address
& (<>., Portland, Me.

jut day
S20 Cm*.
SriNx-N
:it

(ii iieral Colston and (Jenoral laning,
Kx-Contederat.ldiers, both high up iri
the .a v
ol liis Majesty of Kgvpt, are
making eliaraeter as soldiers ami great
e

explorers in Africa. 'J'lte former
in Upper Nubia and Iln- latter in
< enirai A friea and hoth
“mareliing along.’’
An-I 'lull reminds us of what I lie l.iilgal the (.reck Church, who was
e-t
riati |
here tin oilier day. said about our Cotileih tale (.eneral vv born be met when traveling in 1'igypt He spoke particularly oi
I.
mg, vv h s--ems :o hav e impressed him
..
lavci iblv : Inn lie spoke in terms ol
oi .ii lim it on ol his
apostasy to his l'eligu
and told us what we didn't know be
Ion ih.it in are, pting olliee from tin; Kliedfe ilu-v ii el lo give in their adhesion to
the ... !. i .a oi Mahomet.
Luring gets
Ioo a in." I
and lives like an Lgvptiau
magn.ih
n

I..-

hi- establishment inehnling a
aide harem. vv itlnuit which lie
nobody vvilli no pretensions in

respectable society

description promptly

LOW PRICES!

to.

J. L.

No. 11 PHENIX HOW,
Consisting of New and Klegant Styles

ORGANS!

Ollice,
Sleeper

i

ol

"Don’t

n

si

ami

A

Walnut, Rosewood and
Metallic, of all Styles and
Grades, Coffins all Stylos
Supplied at the Lowest Prices, and at

-ui»scriht-rs
N\ V 1)1-1 N

Tin,

having

LOCKE,

No 11 Phenix

become

successors

to .I.

by the purchase of 1»is -tuck of

and Iron Ware Ac.

meiand AS M A \ \

give

n-

it h

as

w

Row, Belfast

a

NT.W ON I-iS

as are

ph ased

call, with all kinds of goods in

our

Io

line,

GOOD AN ARTICLE
AND A I

SPRING GOODS!

AS

LOWFIQURES

Have Arrived.

As any House in the State.

AVI.

SKI. Id

I'D

Styles

\\ I I II
or

( AUK,
iaxi|i;
other, in a ariet

an\

JOB WORK

Shades,

Foreign anti Domestic*
\ml

employ

them.

DON l.

the most Skilful hand- to manufacture

Combiem I

spectfully solicit

a

lit the

can

call

to

fustidioii-, 1

nio-t

OUDLK.

I'd

S' (

II AS

8ETITMC1 FURNACES&REPAIRING SAME

re-

examine.

I-<those that tin.1 it dillicult to

get

a

pairing SI’OVI-'.S, Tl \ & IKON \\ ID! 1.1 \D
I’il'F. N ITMI’S, with iieatm
and diq atch.
IT

good littini

SHIRT!

i

W ill

-a

agreement «as made by which
i-i- in-Hi, 1 I-Iii- ml
was to re,•five >!:1.‘,ii in
jm\ itit'iii 111r his pari in tin* transaction,
a liich i*.
-jiiii*. I two Ilnurs, perhaps, of his
tamable linn*
lint alter the sale he liappeiieil i-, Innk :ii the statute which lixt-.l
ii lees, when he loiiml to his horror that
'• I ail In*.*"
transgressing the laws nl the
-■iali*. whuh declared that he shoulil refix I* Hi’ "tiler tees than those
legally as.-n he refused the sum
"lull him
ntVerml him ami -ml he woulil take nothing
nl hi., lawful lees, which, in this instance,
ii
Tile raili*i*nis, ainrtnateil ti $11,000.
*: * I men endeavored to hold him to his
"liginal bargain, but he was too conscientious to i -lale tin* laws In* was appointed
t
uphold, ami the ease going to tin* courts,
his mtegriit was rewarded by a venliet
1

his fat or.

During the revival services at Vallejo,
< alilornia, a
gentleman observed that one
nl Mr Hammond's handsomest and most
**m*igi'tie lady assistants was being vigorusly hugged by a young man while the
-inging was going on. When the impiirv
meeting was •mmeiieed, the young lady
approached the gentleman who had been
watching her, and asked him in a meek,
plaintive voice: ••llo you love Jesus?”
I tear I don't love Jesus halt as much as
you do the boys,” responded the gentleman.
The lair damsel was not disconcerted a hit, ami she curled lip her pretty
"Don't you wish you
mouth ami si id :
were one of the boys ?”

e

a

good deal of fault finding
CII

L»

conn*

By my Now System.

I

Out

Imvo also

Collars and
Linen

a

Niro

WADL'IN & MERRILL

l.ioo of

Cuffd,

<

-•

I.. W\I»LIN.

\\

W. MKKIilU.

and Caper,) Neck Wear, Hosiery, l mbivll:,

ami t he best

SUSPENDERS

1’. S. ,1. I». Wudlin will he louu«l :ii tin* old s and
I *r a short timo, where all those who have ui settied account^ will pha-e call and settle tin* sunn*.
»Wnos.*_\'S
1'iT Order
.Lit NVAIM.la.

mil at

H. L. LORD’S,
MKIU IIAIT

lAIMIU

MEAT

Ad. it) Willittntxnn's />*/<,•'/.•, li>l)\r<l
April vn, is:.',.

MARKET

GROCERYJ STORE!

Money Wanted!

rPllK l N DKIJSK i.N I’d) have purchased t lie stock
JL and trade of tin* Meat and (irooery store tormerly occupied by SAXHORN & SIAI’LKS in Telecorner of Main and High streets
when? they will keep every tiling in the meat and
vegetable line that the season aiford s. Also groceries of all kinds.

gnipii building,

STOCK

to be

iimnediately old oat lor
Cash. Kead
lew of
OIK
prices!
N L BLACK ALL Ll.NLi) HANTS & VIST
1
14U
only *4 GO
all wool cams and vl.sts to
TTUnk
match, warranted Custom Mad.-, only sVfWl.
worth
a

our

88.50.

r.Y A FKW .MOI! I. I.l: KT.
Broad Cloth Coats 85.50.

KINK black

K

BKl *A l» I I.l, III
before sold loss

ON
IH K AT BAKU AIN. KM
'oats only 86.50,
At than
1

never

810.00.

A Team will deliver all articles

purchased of us
free of Charge.

|

at any part of the

City

U'e invite our old friends to call.
CALVIN J. oray.
n. f. pattkrson
lielfast, Aug. 20th, lh?4. tfT

stage.”

I'lie Springfield Republican nnnounees the
end of the testimony in the Beecher trial under
this caption : "The
Mill Closed.”

Perjury

nothin;' about

HA

■'IT IK M*!

TUTTLE,
High Street, Belfast

As

(5 4 5

purr

to use the name ol (iF(>. II. N1CH
HL>, M’. D who has used it in his family with ex
ceedingly beneficial results, and is perfectly acquaintlie unhesitatingly recomed with its composition
mends ii to his patients, and declares i: tree Iroin
substance.
tm-17
any injurious

}

Probate for the Countv

ot

ri^HL l \ hi iIJSli, \ l-.l), hiiardian ot Horatio (i.
1. Moore of !■ ranlcloia, in -ai.l ( ouniy, a non com

j.o-.
poet III 11 y r■•■presents that -aid w ard h st ize,l
ai.d ],.,H>esved of cei lain real estate sit mate in said
Frankfort, being the homestead of .-aid Ward; that
an advantageous oiler of -even hundred dollar- has
been made by Klias It. .Moore of said Frankfort, for
said e-iate, which oiler it is for the interest ot all
concerned immediately to accept, the proceed- thereof to he put out on intei e.-t, or in trust tor the main
taimince of said ward.
\\ ii i.uim oi;i your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a licen-c to sell and convev -aid jeal
e-latc of aid ward to -aid .Moore tor said sum.
F. L. I KI N I > A
\t a Courl ot 1’ioli.ite. held
lor the Countv of Waldo,
ol May. A. h.'ls;
I poll the

at
on

.1.

Fry

s.

S. ILie &

Day

(

vs Sublime

<

Hive (>il.

May’s Washing Powders.
Conti’s Italian Castile Soap, Macaroni, Olive*,
Prunes, Sardines, Helatine, Scotch < )atmeal, London
Porter, China Preserved Dinger, Chamois Skin

I)R.

iwi;.

At a Probate (ourt In id at Belfast, wit hin and for
tin- Count) of W ald.), on tin- -ccond Ineaiav ot
May, A. 1»
ANN

PAR BAB. named Pxemtrix in
j certain instrument purporting to be tln-la-t
II
will and testament

.1

Dexter Farrar, late of North
port, in said County of W aldo, deceased, bavinpresented said will for Probate.
Ordered, I hat the said Lucy Ann, give notice
to all persons interested by causing a co)»y ot’ this
order to he published three week- successively in the
Repuhliean Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate ( ourt, to be held at
wit hiu and for said < mint y, on t he second Tue-dav
June next, at ten of t lie clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why tin -ann- diould
not be prov ed, approx ed and allovvi d.
A<A Till RLOl (ill, Jud^e.
It. p. I'lia.n. Register
A true copy. Attest
ot

Belfast”,
oi

At a Proliate Court ln-ld
the County of Waldo,
May, A. lb ls?5.

Belfast,within and for

at
oil

till Second 1 ll-.*<dav

LAMSON, named Lxecutor in

Sale.

hereby given
entitled case,
ill sell
NrtIdsabove
in said
otlice, in

that the

Assignee

in the

at public auction,
District, on Thursthe
seventeenth
of
A. D.
at ten
June,
day
day,
o’clock, A. M., a certain parcel ol real estate, situate
in Waldo, in said District, belonging to the estate
of said Bankrupt, viz lot numbered twenty, the
north easterly half of lot numbered nineteen, and a
part of the south-westerly ball ot said lot numbered
nineteen, containing in tin* whole, one hundred and
lifty acr«“ more or less, being the same premises
w

which
conveyed to said Bankrupt by Samuel
Carver, on the lirst day of April, 1m‘>s, by his deed
of that date, recorded ill the W aldo Megistry, volume
H.'{, page •..’77, to wliich. and the deeds therein men
tinned reference is lu-reby had for a description.
Said property will be sold subject lo the following
incumbrances, viz
/7/-.s7. A certain mortgage of one undivided halt
dated April g’-J, IV/l. recorded in
of said
said Megistry, vol. PJ'l, page 77^, given by said Bank
nipt to Mrs. Fstln r Cuiderwood, conditioned that
.-aid Bankrupt shall well and truly render to her a
suitable support during her natural life.
were

The

premises given by said Bankrupt to John IVirce,
• luted
April <>, 1st**, revived and declared ot full force
by said 1 nited States Court, on which mortgage remains title tin* sum ol live hundred ami fifty two
dollars and ou< cent.
JOSKBII WILLIAMSON, Assignee, of
said Kinery A. < alderwo.nl.
Is;., —;iwl.'.
Belfast, Ma\

receive and examine the claims of cieditors
the estate of
>

lute of

t.,

Belfast, deceased,

represented insolvent,

do hereby give notice that
six months hit allowed to >aid creditors to bring in
their claims; and that we shall attend
and prov
that service at the otlice ot Joseph Williamson, in
Belfast, on the tir-t >atmda\s in Julv at d October,
1>; ,, at t* n o’clock, A. M.
W 11 BCBBILL.
me,
C. K. WALLACK.
<

THIS I KNOWd
1 HAT AT-

ol

R

e in o v a

1!

Mast.

Henry Dunbar, Jr.,

bas bought
formerly occupied by Fred Kimball, on Washington Street, near IVrkins
brothers* Carriage Shop, where be has
op« lied a livery stable, stocked with
First-Class Horses, New Carriages,
the stable

Harnesses,

&c.

Teams furnished for all occasions and at all times.
(>ond and capable drivers furnished when
required.
Jf^-Oive me a call and trv my teams.

li.-lfust, July28th.

1871.?i*DUNBA11’

Jr-

CALL

SHIRTS!
MADE TO ORDER.

to Pit.

Register!

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, oil tin- second Tuesday of
May, A. 1). 1*75.

HOLLIS, son of Moses Hollis, late
of Waldo, in said County of W aldo, deceased,

RFCF.L

A.

that lie may be
said deceased’s estate.
ed Administrator
Ordered, That the said Reuel A. give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks .successively in the Republican ^tmrnal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second
ol
June next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any
have, why the praver of
said petition should not be granted.
ASA Till RLOLGH,
Judge.
A true copy, Attest —B. P. Fiki.d,

having presented

petition

a
on

appoint'

Tuesday

they

llefore purchasing your goods. There you will
iiiol (ieneral II AlilliVAItK, l'AINTS, OILS
and V A K X IS I IKS, NAILS, 11 LASS, and
FAKMKK’S TOOLS, constantly on hand and
for sale at LoWKST I’KICKS. Don’t
forge!
the place, ANOIKK’S, No. 1 lJheid.\ How.
tH2
April 2n, 1875.

AGENTS

WANTED!

K< liable men to sell the Weldon Low Water Alarm
(iuage; commends itself at, sight. Control of counties given. Engineers or those familiar with steam
boilers preferred. Address. I*. O. lSox’JO-iO.
boston,
Mass.—4w47

KIDDER8 PASTILLES.S^ASTHMA.
by mall. Stow ell A Co.
jUharlestowii, Aluaa.

Register!

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
May, A. D 1*75.
LVIRA PI A ’MM KR, widow of Daniel Plummer
li late of Moutville, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for an allowance
from the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That, the said Llvira, give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ol
this order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, ’within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer ol said petition should not be granted.
ASA THL’RLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy, Attest—B. P. Fu ld, Register.

to it

s

ami

Sii

and

Waterloo l{«».t«l

‘-t

Hiirlon Sin

WORKS :

-Ot f

T .BE Al).

C

MACHINIST!
DEALER IN

At.I, KINDS OK

Sewing Machine Needles
AND

No.

40

MAIN STREET.

Making

I.

^

S

iV

<

li Co-partnership heretofore
rpilthe
existing between
1
undersigned, under the style of itlcliardson
is
Si G'ritchett
Iliisilay dissolved by mutual consent. The business of the late tirm will be settled
by O. <i. Critebett.

SUMNER RICHARDSON, iD
O. (i. CRITCHETT.

lielliL-t, .May 71, tar;',.—;:w47
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Patent, and the usual great delay there,
here saved inventors.--
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CHARLES MASON,

Com’s’r of Patents.”

have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannotemploy a man more competent and trust-

and more capable of putting their applications in a form to secure for them an early andlavorable consideration at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE, late Com’s'r of Patents."
“Mr. It. II. Eddy has made forme over THIRTY
applications for Patents, having been successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on his part leads metorecommend
ALL inventors to apply to him to procure their pa
tents, as they may be sure ol having the most faithful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at very
JOHN TAGUAR'I."
reasonable charges.
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extensive practice of upwards of do
years,continues to secure Patents in the l Hired
States; also in Great Britain, France, and other foreign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assignments, and all papers for Patents execute d on reasonable terms, with despatch. Researches made to determine the validity and utility of Patents of I n\ enainl other ml\ ice rendered in all
tions, and
matters touching the same. Copies of the claims ol
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. Assignments recorded in Washington.
No Agency in the United States possesses superior
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Blockmakers.

.Inst published, a new edition <1 Hr.
( iilverwcll'it < cleliraml
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«ay on the i.n/i-.if cur•
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of Sim km \ i<>i:i:iki v or
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and
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sexual extravagance, Sec.
Price, in a -eakal envelope, only -i
rent
The celebrated author, in this admirable l.-sa.,
clearly demonstrates, from thirty year'1 successful
practice, that the alarming cotiM-ipieiices ol sellabuse may be radically cured without tie- dangerous
use of internal medicine to the application ol ti,e
knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once simple,
and effectual, by means of which every sulferer, no
matter what Ids condition may be, may cure lorn-ell
cheaply, privately, and radica/li/.
This Lecture should be in tie- hand- ol every
youth and every man in the laud
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad
dress,post /ii/ii/, on receipt of six cents, or two ;,o-i
age stamps.
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be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, iliat they may ap
pear at a Probate Court, to lie held at Belfast, within
and for said (minty, on tin- second fuesday ,,t
June next, at ten ot the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why tin same should
not be proved, approved and allowed.
ASA Till.’RLOl (ill, Judge.
Attest -B. 1*. I'll.bn,
A true copy.
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will for Probate.
Ordered, That the said Lunisou give notice to all
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the abov.- well known
proprietorship
llou.-e, a id made extemd\e improvements
in the sunn-, informs tin public that he is
iiiow ready for business.
I he old friends ot
the house will find increased comforts, and m-w onewill be welcome to as good fare as can be bad anv
where.
The stable lias shared the general impro\ eiueiit,
and with experienced and can till hostler- no
painwill be spared in taking care of horses.
He has some line LIS LR S > f< M R, for the accom
inodation of tiio-e de-iring good teams.
R- M. Ml It || i l l..
I'.mo-jti*
Relfast, Dec. .*I>71
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is no form of Lrysipelas, Scrofula nor
RIILl M that the human family have
ever been alllicted with, but what I can effect a
per
maiient. cure.
I discovered tin* medicine- in the
and since that time I have rili-cted a cure
year
ot more than two thousand cases.
Aiiv one itllicf
ed with any ol the above diseases I would like t,,
have them visit Port I ami, and make all the in uiries
they please in regard to my -kill a- a phyxician.
I graduated at llarvaid C ni versity, a ml lntveal
ways practiced medicine in this eitv
Those who an not able to \ i-it nn I w ill, at their
request, visit them, or send medicim-- and directions
as they direct.
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tin y may appear at a Prohate Court to lie licit! at the
Prohate (mice in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second
fuesday of June next, at ten o’clock m tin for.
*«• mm, ai.d shew cause, if
any they have, wliv the
same should not be granted.
AS v Nil bl.ol (.11. Judt’!
\ true cop., Attest
B. P. I'li.iji, Regi.Mcr.
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I poll the ton-going Petition. Ordered, I hat tinpetitioner give notice to nil persons iutcroied b\
causing a cop\ of said pel it ion, wit h t liis order t hen:
on, to be published three weeks SUCCc.-vd Velv ill t lie
Bepublic.m Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, tliat

I..
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Crosse & Blackwell's 1'ickles ami Sauces.

1 hat the
petitioner gi\e notice to all persons interested hv
causing a copy of -aid petition, with this order
'hereon, to he publislied three week- succe-sivelv
in the Republican Journal, a paper printed at Bel
last, that they ma\ appear at a Prohate Court, to he
held at Hu Prohate < Mike in Belfast aforesaid, on
th second I u.-d;i\ of.lime next, at ten o’clock in
iln loieiioou, and shew cause, if any the) have,
why the same should not he granted.
A> \ I III KLol'OH, Judge.
A true copy. Atte.-t
B. P. Fli.l i», Register.
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l N 1 )!'.L'S I< \ PJ i, i.uardian of Limy J
Pickard ol Burnham, in -aid Count)
In ir ot Alison Pickard, late of Plymouth, .'
inly ,deren-ed, respectlully represents that said
minor is seized and possessed of certain real estate
de.-cribed as follow
all the interest of said ward
in a certain pi. e.- of land situated in said
Ply mouth,
b' ii.goin undiv ided
ipiar’er part of the home-tea.I
ho in ot -aid A..son Pickard, deceased ; that an ad
antageous oiler of one hundred and tweiiiv live
dollar- have been made tor the saute hv
A-hley
M ai d ol Pt\ mouth, in -aid
(.'ountv, vv hicli other it itor the interest of all concerned
immediately to ac
ept, tin- proeeeiIs ot sale to he placed at intere-t lor
I he beiielit
I -aid w in d.
Said I iuardian therefore
prays lor lie •Use to Sell amt convey the above derili' d real < late to the person
making said oiler.
MF1UA D P|( IvAKh.

I.on. H. Sanr-irn.

Agnilx,
99 and 101 Broad Street, Boston.
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(>45 Wash inton St.

opposite Globe 1 Iteatfe
BOSTON.
I his new and commodious Hotel, built by tin* late
Gardner Rn-wer, Lsq., is now open to the public.
It is complete in all tin* modern appointments,Passenger Klevator, Steam-heat ami running water
in the Rooms Rath and I oilet Rooms on each floor,
etc. etc.
/ i'ii centrally located, m*ar the < ommon,
all the place- ot' amusement, Public RuiMings, and
Southern and Western Depots, and the numerous
Steamboat Lines, Horse-Curs ami Stages to all partof the City and Suburbs, connecting with all the
Depots, pass the door continually.
Rooms, $l.oo per day and upward-, according t«.

color tin

permitted

are

we

! \\

.M'

•

won for itsel
has never befort

guarantee of the reliability of BA YD LIN 1-

a

.i

*v

a

LEVI TOWER, JR., BOSTON.
50 Cents a Bottle,
Everywhere.

?- ORATE NOTICr h.

I■'h—h.iro .-r < :t-*Tin.tSriM>k>\ill*1 'I. 'i>ori> ami I .•'till.
ill.-

ii.'!,

I l"

Freight Taken

HORSE-FLESH!

been equalled
any other preparatioi
reeommended for tie* same purpose
k All who have used it are willing t»
B vouch for it> ability to perform all tha
It is without, doubt
is claimed for it.
Hair Dressing ever used, l'lejiared by

tlie lie- t

la

iU

...

ti'.m I»«*11

••

SCRATCHES

I I I

AMiul lll.lt II.I

Sold

Judge

I

\N

I

...

mr-

FVEKVUIIIKI

SALE

stoj

by

W. C.

ion

I

Vi
\1

I-1-

li.m-hiup

It.

OINTMENT

tfh’»

BELMONT.

YOLIXC has

Wa popularity wliich

At

I'.
*V

hi.!

r.

hv

I

n

FARE

CURES

said
presented said

LIVERY STABLE!

Warranted

as

Dr. H. S. Flint \ t
their Great Medical Depot,
PROVIDENCE. R.I.

t•

Mil

..

i

I-

tl

ARABIAN

Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.
given to making and inserting

Particular attention
artificial teeth.

Unity,

eats.

Conway

clean

It/'-kM
I.IMi
»lus ..mi 1 1 ul.l

firmities of age, strengthening
and stimulating the body and
cheering the mind. Mothers and
Maidens will find the Quaker
Bitters a safe and reliable remedy, in all cases of illness incident to the sex,—purifying the
bloou,
producing not only a
vigorous circulation, but a beautiful and healthy complexion.
Children suffering from sudden or
severe attacks of illness peculiar
to early life, often find ready
relief by taking one bottle of
Quaker Bitters. No one can remain long unwell (if curable) after taking a few bottles.

Prepared by

«

«

r

:

—

and tedious than by the old methods,
lVeth insert
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Rase, as per.-ous prefer
He has the country right for tin* u.-e of

■

as

IIIYOMYE will not

L

s

Ct

1117

PINE

tiie actress, the Rev. Hr. JS'ye said : "For
my own part. I see no necessary antao'onism between the stage and the pulpit, between the drama and religion.
There
will be and must be music and art, mirth
and pleasure, while the world stands. In
that view religion needs the drama and

know

..

According to the. Camden Herald, Jesse
Hiit.it Hope, while chopping in the woods
secured four young si|uirrels with their
ouii.
v“i; 9U.OU * »
eyes not yet opened.
As it happened their
lamily cat was that very day mourning
tt f Please call eariy if you would secure
(;<>od
o' er the death
by drowning of all her fam- Bargain.
ily save one, and so the hoy took the' Boston Clothing
Store, No. 1 Havvoung squirrels home, and their cries won
ford Block, Belfast.
the care and parental attention of the
cat
as though
they had been her kittens and .A..
ANDREWS.
m
return
they
appeared to know no difference ill mother eat and mother
squirrel in
taking their food. The cat seemed to lie
quite as happy with her one kitten ami
lour squirrels as though her whole
family
At the funeral ol the late Mrs.

that

jmiti*
Organ.

Al a Probate ( ourt In-lit at Belfast, within and lor
the < oimtv u| Waldo, on the second TucmIuv .»!
May, A. !>., Is-.

and

A

-Pattern

Hand pliable.
w

Composed of Roots, Barks, and
Herbs, the great Blood Purifier
of the day,
restoring vitality
and energy.
To the Aged, they
are a blessing,
removing the in-

eluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
by which the process is rendered much less painful

out of the hair.
If A YOI.I fll w ill immediately
eradicate dandrutf.
B It t l’OLl.V E keeps the hair soft

>ni.ma

I

ALL KINDS OP
suitable ldr this climati*
ID
and

'.s

of

I*' 'be Honorable
ot \\ ..Ido.

logether with lh<- fools and Machinery, are now
preparing ourselves'to furnish A 1.1, the old cu-to-

Notice.

an

fails to

falling

lyrJO

STOVES,

Both

flowing so
Wpleases universally
J I* t 'l'OI/i A E never

D<>n’t bit v of part i e that can not Tii ne ;kii«l M«*I he l; I
| a ml ( 111 A FI .M
|Mir an Oi jf.ni
< >!{( A N S can be
bought of

M. F WOODCOCK & SON.

■r|TIII.
It.

buy

Moon*, corner «>t ('hurch an.I
Spring .Streets. Mas all tin- la*• t
improved instruments lor operatmg upon teeth, in

IINE HAIR TONIC

little third rate niv;iu, wiirn you
one ot Wot Hr*- ,>r .M VM».\ & HAM

j.i

I'1''

a

l:i;i*a11;.

prices.

CASKETS

tor

selecting

Dome and ex ami no these < irgaus for yourself and
be convinced that they :ir«-As
and < in.API it
ban any you ever saw, and if you want one we are
houmi < -1 1.1. a- \\e -hull let N<» «»\i. touch n in

Rales.

got

ran

LIN’>

livery Instrument sold by us is fully warranted and
satisfaction guaranteed to the put chaser.
The tuning and n pairing of an organ should be
done by a person, t hat by constant practice and connection with Organs, understands them perfectly,
t'onseq ,-ntly we shall have a n ni-.u from the factor) visit us legularlv ami keep our Organs n,

New Firm!

L.

D<».\

people.

R\

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May still be found at the old -tan.I

Notice.

MAYO 1.1 YE D

hit\

\ |.|-

DR. G. P. LOMBARD.

s'//// growing in public furor,
l'.acl
month increases its sales nearly doubh
that of the previous month. The lol
are some of the reasons why it

Word is fnfflcicut for Hie wise i
1

s

DEITTISTRV!

TJoB

Son, BELFAST, ME.

&

are

j One

N'ortli

L A MMA BFF, of Searsport, Me, in con
9 -ideration of out: dollar, hereby give to my
minor daughter, Fliza Larraljee, the remainder ot
the time ot her minority, with full power to transact
bm-iness in future upon her own account, and -lull
pa v no bills of her contracting after this date.
JOB FAMILY BFF.
Witness, W. D. Smakt.
.TwhP
Searsport, April 17,

ORGANS!

built from the best material, in the most
thorough manner, and it is generally conceded that
they j»■ i-se>s all the qualities of Tone, Action, De
>ign, Finish ami Durability which constitute l-iusi
* i.Ass IN>i t;i .mi
nts, ami wherever the\ have been
introd".ced, they !ia\ e, by their merit alone, won
their way into the admiration and confidence ol Un-

my stable in

(,H AN I I I'V I (>R

S. A. HOWES & CO.

Saturdays he will be at Belfast.

Freedom

-f'.v r\!:i:ii, Sri:«;i. u :tu«l
lii;n\io his
\si s, with t Im-e peculiar to WOMAN ami Cmi
v i. A n
vrio\.
i*i:i;n, will receive ii mm.,
F !.)■;« t kk rv used iii ;dl ii
forms—where this
valuable agent is indicated.
1 ’a ni.\
at their houses, who
Jt( & ll<- will Y isi
arc untihle to call at his rooms.
hill, t Iho i:
\. M. until 1 1*. M.
From
From
1’ Al. until A !\ M.. ..ml from 7 I’. M. until
A. Ai.
tt';::

SMALL & KNIGHT

Ill-sides this new addition to hi.- 1 '.\teii.-i\<• Stock,
In- has constantly on hand all such articles as are
usually Imnd in Furniture Wuiitooihs, which he
propose.- to sell at the

J.

HOMER,

JOHN

ami Surgeon. Late from
Boston.
58 Main St
over store of S

IHK DKLI lUIA IT.I.)

at

IN AN A

mu unt11 iiirttifr in t u
r.! vs
Suufoni’* wharf, for Itrt’mk'viili*
ami V'ltui-luv '■ 1 V M
\\
IK I I I It ^ I % I.

fust,
»\

FARNSWORTH

WM.

C'AfM.
Will

—

CEDAR FENCE RAILS

Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays ami

■*

Tables,
kinds,
Mirrors, Brackets, Feathers,
Feather Beds, Mattressos
&c., &c., &c.

Short

on
On

Physician

Upon

AM)

—

DR,

N- 15

ami Chairs of all

Cheapest Living

Chief will stand

Quaker Bitters

SHINGLES

T FILMS
lo warrent, $10.00.
By the Season,
S.s.u'J.
Singls Service, 6a.uu. Colts holden for ser
ice ot the horse.
F. W. SKAYFY.
North Searsport, May !J,
lwCP

till

ORGANS!

Chamber Sets, Parlor Suits,

ol

Morrill
Searsport
Fridays.

J, C. THOMPSON’S.

LOCKE,

BLOOD!

by Woodbury Morgan,''he by Justin Morgan. Old
Morrill’* Dam was by Harris llainbh tonian, Mon ill
Chief's Dam was by Napoleon, lie bv Flint Morgan,
he by Sherman Morgan, and lie by Justin Morgan,
Morrill Chief's Fraud Dam by Shenuan Morgan,
Jr., lie by Sherman Morgan.

R. V. CLARK,

LA KOI-. AND DI>IK.\r.L!. > l ock OF
H ILM l PKi; HAS jr.VI KF.F.N Kid F1VI.D

fiiemlh

were

TRIMMED FREE

jsVtlloM \N( \

A

BEST

/>/,*. FLINT'S

Savings Bank.

—

ORGANS!

AM) i:\ AMiM.

THE

PIO M E E R.

HA

This Splendid Stallion is ten
> cars old, stands lf> hands high and weigh.lluo pounds.
Il»-was brought from \
I
X in-1uI bv I*. F. Lucy, and bin pedigree is a.Morrill chief was sired by Young Morrill,
fellow-*
Jr., lie by 7 oimg Morrill, and he by old Morrill, In

tl 1.1.

Don't Fail to Call

o

Castine Steam Boat
Line.
STEAME R.

\ I. KE.Mo V 1.1 > t o their new Banking l! mih
in Custom House S.pmre, are prepared to nceive depo-its, placing ti e smile on interest on the
tirst days of .Imie, .Iuly, August and Septenilier, and
December, January, February and March. Intere-t
being computed on same, the tirst Mondays ot June
and December.
Deposits received daily, except on Sundaes and
Legal Holidays,) from to 1.’ A M., and J to 1 1*. M
Saturdays Bank closes at 1 \ noon.
John II. Qt imi-.v 1 reas.
\>a KAI .\< E, Brest.
Belfast, June «tli Is','4.
tt

MORRILL CHIEF

if

attend* d

SALE.
1-2 months old, elligihle for the

dam Cremona
v.e
I BEE.M.W PAB I BIlMil.,
A ddress Stockton.
2m41*
Prospect.

GET

newe-d

-■

tin1 must ronseieutioiis sheriffs
-ii !-! I hit- turned
up in Iowa. A rail1 e
-.i 1
w.it!ti at sheritf's salt*, : ml a

oi

all

Stock!

Large

Belfast

FOR

P

jI

Belfast &

1 am prepared to furnish at short notice, an\ -Hie
of Handle that may be wanted, from the best’of
Connecticut Oak; workmanship, first-class, turn
died in anv ‘pmntitv, at bottom prices.
I BED A I H non, Winterport, Me.
tfM
(ien’l Ag’t Higganum Mfg. Co.

over

Bull < alt
sin* Idaho

.•

|

We are prepared to do SHIP tuid HOUSF
PAINTING lii nil its branch!-both plain and
ornamental—at prices that will suit the times.
Our long experience in the business, and our past
labors with the citizens ol Belfast, will, we think,
be a sufficient guaranty that wotk entrusted to uwill he faithfully done. Consult us before going
elsewhere.
.Shop over the Marble Works, High
Street.
JOHN H. BOOK.
Belfast. March IS, In?:., tt MATT WELSH.

two years old at tin- Maim- state Fair
tin* prize herd.
Dam of Idaho 1st
class. IVrms for the season $ I for
Begis
tend Animals, *2 for Natives and (Hades. Ca>h at
t itin* of seniCe.

STYLES!

CAPT. CHAS. DEERING,
Will h m\
Railroad Wharf, foot of State Street,
•
1
ening-, ut 1<#
«*ry II i:sI» \ A m l fRIIM'i
for Rockland,
o’clock, commencing, l
.Ma>
< a<lim
W.-r
S«.
ilnrhr.
|HI>1
Sedgwick.
'll l>e>.
Millhridg', .lorn-port ami M.ichiaporr.
Returning will l ave Maehiasj.ort ev.-.-y Mn.\
i>\\ ami (III Rs|>.\Y \| riling- it 4:30 ’’dock
u
touching a- aho\
irtg in Portland -aim* night,
“-mill*
onmcting with Pullman fraiii, and ar
morning (ruins tor I’.o-i-m ami the
Hie Stkamhi 1,i wm'u
in1* la *ge
a; acit*
ha
m
Freight and Puss* ng«
lai g< ill f Sta
Room- including >.
am;.
I:
1 Whai
For further (.articului .ue.aii. *t I:
Portland.
V K l s s 11 I;i»i \
\fi>
Portland, May, !«?'*.
j,

FAZ2TTEHS!

prize

LATE

LEWISTON,

POOR & WELSH

in'1*72,in heading
her

uk,

I

as

*11*

Rome and examine the
and best -tor- in the world.

w o

bulls

THE STEAMER

try10.

pect,
coming season. Idaho was
by N. B. Bowtelle, dropped at Mill
brook Farm Sept ;oth, 1s72. Sire
imported Tam O'
Shunter, c*Sl), dam Idalia c 1:; 1C. Idalia was got by
imported Victor Hugo (107 > out of imported "Pride
of Windsor, ^4n:i). The sire of Idaho took both
gold
and silver medals ami sweepstakes, also the
prize
on

I»i«ea«e« ot' tin Kid
and
i»ey»
llluililer.
I'eicntle Complaint*. Ac,
Thousands have been changed bv tin- use of this
remedy from weak, sickly, sutfering creatures, to
strong, healthy, liuppy men and women, and inva
lids cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
Caution.—Be sure you get the
pi;m \ |.
Sold by all
ANI BA'Ild*" (not Peruvian Bark.
dealers generally.
A .''- page pamphlet, containing a treatise on iron
as'a medical agent and other valuable papers, te>
timonials from distinguished physicians, clergymen
SEIM
ami others, will he sent /V.. to any address
& SuNs, Proprietors, s<i Harrison
\V. 1 i»\\ I.I
1> '• *
Avenue, Boston.

Special attention paid to extracting
teeth, Artilieial Teeth Manufactured.
Teeth tilled in the best manner.

b»*

Per Week.

Trips

Nt>rv«
Atfeclioim,
II ii m
Bolin,

Office in Gordon Block, Main St.

now

Two

Diarrlura,

D ENTIST !

kept lor service at tinfarm of the subscriber in ProsW1EI.
the

PAPER!

at Law!

M. L. M A G 0 0 JU

-M4) Herd Register American Jersey Cattle

■'er-ev
B> gi it

manulacture, Also Furnace N\
t in Ware, Lamps, Oil, &e.

WALLACE,

DESERT^ MACHIAS.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Vitalizes ami Enriches
the Blood, Tones up the
.S} stein, Builds up the
Broken-down, ( u r e s
Dv<i|ie|Hiia, Debility. Dropny. I'hillo
and l>ver»,Clirnni(

IIARADEN BLOCK, Belfast, lie,

Club.

\ ri

A \\ 1.1,K guaranteed to .Malt* ami
Female A‘(fills, in their locality,
t os's NO I'll 1 NC to try it.
Particular.- !• ret-. 1‘. < >. \ It lv LK1 An

now

*

t

li.-lla-t, > I,-!, l.'illl, I'M.

FurniturE !

to

resj

.No.

THE PERUVIAN STRIP

a»*All business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

Bull Idaho.

Jersey

Help

to

Us)' Ft opIe who contemplate purchasing «to\es
and tin ware u ill do well by calling on me beh.-ro go
ing eKewhere.' IIav ing bad large experience in t he
busiue
am -ati-lied that 1 can give sati.Maction.

/’/■/< cs /o?/*(/* than am other tir-t
i'l:e> wln*< I.
I•ainplib t free.
N I lit It A HAM, Yi*i:k, I’a.

He

mother a- Christian zeal, and
the man becomes a bigot, lull of lire tor
the Lord
.lit tile Lord whom lie serves is
(loil of wrath, a (lod who cares for trilles, a(h I wi n prelers sacriliee to merHe nines to another a charity, but
cy.
it i- a charity which tolerates evil and lets
it alone, .which has no edge to it, no courage : an indolent charity which is not love
So lie
at all. bul only easy good nature.
disguise- bimselfa- an angel of light, calling him-elI pali iol;sm when lie wishes to
make nations hate, each other; calling
liim-.olf Christianity when he wishes to
make men persecute each other; calling
himselt honesty, when he wishes to eneour.igt a man in lii- rude and over-bearuig ways; and soon, changing hip sell ini'. c\ e v virtue and every grace.
[".James
freeman ('larke.

v

Propr.

ROOM

Mo.

llle

H.\vi licit S.v r.v\s. Laeli one
us a different Satan.
Satan comes to
lie
man
in the form of idleness, and
makes him w iste day after day. year after
v-ar, until lie has wasted his whole lile
doing nothing, salat, comes to another
man as Work. itid makes him destmy him!i in tin opposite way by wearing out

would

Try

specialtv.

«>t

They

is

any

NEW ARRIVALS

when lie met.
dumping tr uu the chair she -at in.
Time. \ on thiol ! who love to get
swe.is into your list, jail that in'
Sav I ni w arv. -ay I'm sad ;
'-i. ll.a1 liealih and wealth have missed tile:
tv
I'm lowing old. bill add—
lemn kissed mi !
j Leigh Hunt.

credit

Who

jr o s

selected. * } **arN ago,
work 1M the Patent Ofput
lice. Washington, l>. < ami lias
/‘I’orti/ to be tin* best. l'Jsi/.o made

nil S* ill. Cl I A KM INC
How either sex may Insinuate ami gain he
love am! atfeetiotis «>t any person they ehoo-e, in
-tantly. This art all can posses.-, free, by mail, lor
it cents, together with a Marriage (iiiide, Kgyptiau
Oracle, Dream-', II nts to Ladies, etc. l,<MH»,ot_io sold
\ ipn-er book. Address I
WILLIAM fit CO., Pub'
Philadeldhia.

■■.

conies

on

Itros.' Steam Mill, ('or. ol ( io-*-*
Mat hew
and Miller Sts., IJella.d, M*
tt':4

>Hol’

rile WYOMING STOVE

as
t.»

*

m.ilel—il illdeeiI tile elili
U 11 !■ rev, ,i\e- round central liglP,
him to cent ral force
tut
\ lid -i. aill'ast, come the balm of light.
And si. indeed the seasons run—
\nd Iasi is host wlieii all is done.

Mb

F. A. HOWARD.

I'oitatde
Iron and

GEO. E.

BLOOD. MT.

THE

STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by E. K. Boyle.

It is
new, with good cellar, well of water,
quarter acre of land. The house i>24x2u, two stories, Ell one and a bait
stories, three large rooms below and
kitchen; four rooms and kitchen above, besides
attic,
i he house is thoroughly built, and in excel
lent condition throughout, and
adapted for two
tamilies. \\ ill be sold on reasonable terms.
1 HUM AS .1 FAB BOW.
Beltast, April 10, 1875.
till

turn 7 foot circle at end.

T O VTi

Water Wheel
ami

1

v

es.

1

IRON- IN

at Law!

SEARSPORT, ME.

bouse
Union Street,
Till-,
occupied by the subscriber.

3 5-sxii

Irregular Moulder,

ranged to

Having recently purchased the dock and trade of S.
S. HERSI'A, will keep enn tanth on hand a large
assert meat ol

tru-ta, Mr

asoiis

Am! -wifi tin
a

boiler, steam gage, heater

with full set combi
collars, cutters and counter shafts complete.
inch swing ar
Wood Lathe, ldlt. bed,

1

JOMNSOW,

Attorney
14 MAIN

House for Sale.
-o-

nation

Themselves."

MERRM.L, Manufacturers.

$77

liaiige till all i- done.

\

'vv

\

on

■

n.| 11

Mid

"Help Those

N. F. BURNHAM S
TURBINE

\u:mini, ■ |iiii-t \\ illi ri[•• I'miI
11 Us -t li ked with lial'V e-t gold.
l.w 1 In- leav es,
\iit li. ; v llll-li.
M ! 'iliait cion.l-.-kics soli ollll'ollcd.
i,

o

\

subscriber oilers for sale his
TIIK
Farm
the east side of the

IIunton

Engine,

o-

river. The farm contains 80 acres
of land, good house, barn and outbuildings; a young orchard of 75
trees; well watered, and wood
enough for home
consumption, the iarm is in a good neighborhood
on the Scarsport road, one half mile
from the lower
bridge. Terms reasonable. Inquire of ( apt. 1. B.
Mil I I., Pilot on board Steamer
Cambridge.
Bellast, May 20, 1875.—JmosKi*

Heater.

ROIU:iM K\ FI,AItIt

SHIRT

with

Portable

Upright,

and

E.

Attorney

Farm for Sale.

HEART,

sons or

LINEN

•.

1

Trade supplied at Manufactuia r-’pi ice-;,
forms
liberal. Send lor descriptive Catalogue and Rrice
List.
41

brothers are to have any
Miirts made this spring, cal! for tin*

1 !i< u Smuiiier 'lands erect and tall,
\\ ii Ii earl\
nun'• for tin* law n.
a
wood' and glittering seas,
I 11 i.-U 1
\ it.; :■ •,id Ini'd Im ping' in the dawn.
-w ot t in
\ it.
axoi' eiivJing run
Vnd 'o il|e\
d.illge lili all i' dollC.

ami

Work of any kind and in
quantity, at short notice.

Wood

I HK II VI-.IIASSKII MAN UK III MNKSS.

budding tlowers when wind is south.
\ lid 'Will the 'easolis rinding 1*1111—
\ud 'o they ehauge till all i> d</ue.

0

governor, upright tubular
and pump complete-.

Dairy I'ui nioiling

Engine*.
Jla> Spreaders, Loaders and Hay Forks.

BUOYANCY TO THE TIRED BRAIN

FOSTER &
1 heir good- are

ml

a

Stationary Engine,

Piteani

not part or all cotton but arc made
You will
of Pure Irish I men, imported hy t hem.
know their good' b\ their trade-mark on each front.
It i** a blue label with gilt letters.

y mi;:, •'pi ne with promise in her eve',
\u I fragrant breath from dewy mouth,
\ mi inagii touches for the nook'

1

KKl.lh U. OIK

PALPITATING.GRIEF-S LRiCKFN

PURE

ton

hlMliniiArv

LADIES!

Hint

And w ill tile
\ 11.1 'till they

1

I'iK

<li **«*«•*

assistam to Tin; nui.iNi, sit i>i:m

If your

Eagle.

1,oat, Railroad and Flat form Trucks. Ox
Yokes and Bows.
Flow Beams and
Han d 1 es.

THE MENTAL RENOVATOR.

Soasous.

following second-hand
Machinery for sale cheap ;

iggers and Rlanters, Bag Holders, Wagon
.lacks, \\ hippletrees—Double or Single. Steam-

FELLOWS’ HYPOPHOSPHITF.S.

<il

The

Rotate 1

published

specialty.

Holt ends from 1-1 inch to 1 1
inch inclusive, fur
Dished at low prices.
Contracts for building machinery solicited.

A « E NTM in

to tin present time, by John
s'. ('. Abbott. A new book of invaluable nterest to every citizen. 1 he
work is complete in one handsome
volume, ilhiNtrated, and
at a price within reach of tin* people. A rare chance for a first class
canvasser,
li. 1?. Itl ss| 1J., pub
li-her, Poston.

OF

mi

a

canvas

period

ii•

gold.

1>

Castings

Of every description furnished when desired.
,\. I*.—-Holt cutting and Nut-tapping by machinery

Flows, including t he

Celebrated Silver

<;<.ivr.s.

Arbors, Jack

Patterns For and

for “77/e
WASTE
every town to
NEW CHARTER OAK SWIVEL.
History oj Mai tie,” from the earliest

HISTORY

'>.ii

Fill

1 >m

m

r.v

A targe line of Steel and Swivel

Terms easy. Would take mortgage
for part pay. Inquire of
GKO. K. JOHNSON, Esq., Belfast.
Northport, April 20, 1875.
tf42

--—

t

the

Fletcher house at Saturove, Northport, lor sale,

day

AM) MAIM, TO OKI)Klt.«fttr
.Jobbing of all kinds done with dispatch.

Machine

'ucumher wood and American Sub
merged Rumps, M ind-mills, Vutomatic Rumps for
Farms and Railroads, Dumb Hells, Sash
and Hitching Weights.

ache'

T'a:( K.

as

G.

HAM)

IUj“OX

PLOWS OF EVERY VARIETY.
Hay, straw and Root ( utters—Hand or l’ower.
Lawn Mowers, Harden and Field Rollers,
Hand-Carts and Wheelbarrow;*.
Eider Mills, (\>tVe< Spice and (irist Mills—Hand or
Rower,

house and lot known

and Dagon Screws, &c.,

Agricultural Implements.

IV lut art* l our «»iii|Uoiii» ! Are they
pain in tin- right side, y« lio\n:< *ss ot tin* eves, nan
Nea, debility, irregularit \ of the bo\v« Is and head-

SHOP!

Saw

Pulleys, Shafting,

MoU INi, MAC HINES, C'l LTIYATORS. HORSE
RAKES HARROW.", HORSE HUES. HORSE
ROWERS, I H R ESI! 1 N< i MAi’HINES,
W oo I) S A WIN (i MA C III N ICS,

^hk.

—o--

-o-

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in Every description ol'

>',ein*nl reproofwa' 1«* \«• 1 n»»-t

i w <• 'll d! Mr, how while we frown and sigh.
{'“d's plaii' go on a> be't for vou and me;
i lew, when w.‘ railed. In heeded not our cry.
I» cause lli' wisdom to the lid eouM see.
A I e'< n a' prudent parents disallow
I ■"* mueli of '\\ et to era\ ing babyhood,
>
<
»d, perhaps, is keeping from ii' now
I .de'' '\\ <•*
-1 things beeali'e it seemeth good.

MACHINE

AC,EM

M AM KA ITKKHS-

ill tl.i'li !»r("p‘ ii' out of I Hi*'" duk night.
\* '!:i;' 'him1 most in deeper tints of bine :
'hall see how all <Joel's plans wore
\nd w
And h

FRED ATWOOD,
Winterport, Maine,

\\

House and Lot Tor Sale!

1ST E W

Ucto Hbbcrtiscmutts.

'-oinctim
win n ,:'' Ii:-'' le."on> have boon
i«-anii'il.
V::«! miii mitl
:trs bivvcrniiirc have set,
Tlu* th*n”> which our weak judgments here
ha\o spurned.
Tin- thing* e’er w hirh we grieled with lashes

N1

>

SAVE 25 CENTS!

Imiini'i
Tm:,tl
*,
lu
■'“•‘1.
I..kim
I.H.k

lileachery.

'lr--

«‘ll' :l N‘» Sri I.I Hi,
1
-'ll
l.-H.K Min
Will. waut1>V Mr.
\
••that's llu- niikhkhi
I'iKiur laur, IAll utilliiiKrs that ar,
ii>
omiimmoathiK with Itelfast hv stupi-or ..tlicr
1'h asK takf iMitiiv. At tin -igo of tin-Straw
s' *rk ■, l.ast wide of t he
riser
S
A
Belfast, April 'JO, is,-;,. ;lm4J
III.At lv
1

1

DISSOLUTION.
I! ( •> partnership heretofore
existing between
under the style of I,. A Knosvl
JL the
ton & «'o., i> thn day dissolvial by inutiiul conseut.
I be business of tin late firm can be settled by either
ol' tin* partners at (In- store
recently occupied by the
firm.
L. A. KNOW I.TON.
C. I*. 11A/KL I IN K.
lb llast, May 1, ls?r». -f*w41

rpil

undersigned

I he business will be continued by the
undersign
ed, who will be glad to see the old customers, unit
assures them of all
advantages of the market.
1- A.

KNOWLTON.

__

No Charges for obtaining

TO INVENTOBS

SSSSWJST ffff

MAMMMMkim Tramont straar, Bostou!

